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ABSTRACT OF DOCTOR OF MUSICAL ARTS PROJECT

APPLIED TEMPERAMENT
The following document was created in order to promote intonation
consensus in ensembles and to better facilitate learning in educational settings. Nonkeyboard instruments provide musicians an opportunity to make nearly
infinitesimal adjustments to pitch while performing; this creates difficulties for
students and challenges even the most seasoned professionals. Non-keyboard
musicians struggle their whole lives to play in tune, and even when one knows
exactly where they want to place a pitch, technical difficulties can foul any musician's
performance. When performing solo, the musician must choose a tuning system that
is suitable for the music being performed, and attempt to realize it. When performing
in ensembles, the need for consensus and a systematic approach become more
apparent. When performing with keyboards, the difficulties are increased as further
compromises are required. This research was conducted with the intention to assist
non-keyboard instrumentalists in selecting and recreating an appropriate
temperament. Additionally, the author hopes that keyboard instrumentalists will be
inclined to make a consideration for the non-keyboard instruments when selecting
their temperament. The following document contains information useful to those
wishing to employ a consistent approach to tuning. Presented here are the acoustic
phenomena that have perplexed scholars around the world for the last 2600 years.
The history and science of these acoustic questions will be demonstrated and
discussed.
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Part I

Chapter One

Introduction
Intonation and You
Many considerations of critical importance face each performing musician.
Collaborative Artistry, Historical Research, Technical Facility, Theoretical Analysis,
Artistic Vision, are all of vital importance, yet one of the greatest obstacles for nonkeyboard ensembles is the choice of tuning system and achieving consensus in its
execution. While performing with a keyboard, the non-keyboard instruments must
choose to adhere to the tuning system employed by the keyboard, which can be
difficult, or they can tune differently than the keyboard, which can be discordant. In
simple terms, the method of tuning used in the preparation of a keyboard is known
as its temperament. Some temperaments are more conducive to being realized on
non-keyboard instruments than others. Musicians are often disinclined to facilitate
courteous discussion regarding the matter of temperament. Personal bias and an
abundance of misinformation can too often lead to discord. Students must posses a
certain level of technical facility on their instruments in order to employ one
temperament with precision before attempting multiple tuning systems. Stringed
instruments, and many other non-keyboard instruments, allow for unlimited
flexibility of pitch from one moment to the next.
Performing a non-keyboard instrument "in tune" requires the
instrumentalist to consistently execute the sounding of pitches with an exceedingly
high degree of accuracy, regardless of the technical difficulties in so doing. In sports
requiring accuracy, like archery or golf, hitting a bull’s-eye or a hole-in-one is not the
kind of thing that happens one hundred percent of the time. Tuning an instrument is
much like this. Now imagine multiple instruments are trying to play in tune
together; the situation is now like multiple archers attempting to hit the same target
at the same time. Now imagine that each individual is aiming for a different target
due to some kind of miscommunication– some know precisely where they are
aiming and others are guessing based on conflicting information. Hitting the target
perfectly every time is difficult enough. In this last scenario, where the musicians
who hope to play in tune together are like archers aiming for different targets, it is
not likely that they will be in agreement. These are the difficulties facing musical
ensembles comprised of students and professionals alike.
I propose an accord, where-by musicians agree upon the same target for
their intonation, at least during the course of one piece of music. Technical
difficulties will inevitably cause incongruences of intonation; however, these can be
1

mitigated to the point of acceptability through the establishment of consistently
agreed upon targets for intonation. A piano technician has the option of taking time
to tune each pitch to a point of laser-accuracy, yet the non-keyboard instrumentalist
does not have that luxury. Whether a piece of music is being performed by one
instrument or many, consensus on a consistent approach to intonation is necessary
for maximum accuracy.
Greater musical collaboration is possible through facilitating increased
discussion of this subject. Hesitation to discuss temperament prevents establishing
consensus in the ensemble. I believe that "Temperament Awareness" is a subject
that cannot be avoided. J. Murray Barbour defines Temperament as, "a system, some
or all of whose intervals can not be expressed in rational numbers"1 and a tuning as,
"a system all of whose intervals can be expressed in rational numbers"2. For readers
to whom this information may be new, as well as those familiar with the subject, a
thorough explanation and analysis will be presented in this document.
Students must have convenient access to a reliable auditory reference of
equal temperament until they possess the ability to produce that temperament on
their own instrument without a reference, and it is not until that point that any
student would be well advised to learn additional temperaments. A great number of
additional temperaments have been devised over the centuries, which can be used
judiciously in performance, if the performer can justify the historical precedent for
their use. Some tuning systems will sacrifice the quality of some intervals in order to
favor others, in a systematic fashion that can be readily employed by non-keyboard
musicians, while other temperaments will present a bewildering degree of variance
from one interval to the next. Equal temperament makes the equitable compromise,
tempering all intervals to a degree which can be tolerated. 1/4 comma meantone, for
example, provides just and beat-less major thirds, which could be desirable, but the
fifths are excruciatingly narrow for modern ears. While much early music from the
16th and early 17th centuries was intended for 1/4 comma tuning, it could never be
justified for music in the 18th century or beyond. Still, many musicians insist on just
thirds in music of the 19th and 20th centuries, even when that would mean
disturbing all of the other intervals.
Discussions regarding the intricacies of tuning and of temperament theories
can lead to strong opinions. It is in the interest of all students and teachers to
approach the issue with an open and inquisitive mind, whereas the opposite
approach interferes with musical collaboration. In the interest of musical
collaboration and consistency of education, it would be beneficial for students to
adhere to one clear system of tuning until mastery is reached. I propose that Equal
Temperament is the best place to start, until students are prepared to learn about
historical systems such as 1/6 comma extended mean-tone, Pythogorean, Just, or
1
2

Barbour, J. M. Tuning and Temperament; a Historical Survey. Da Capo Press, 1972.
Ibid.
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one of the staggering number of Irregular Circulating Temperaments3 such as those
prescribed by such scientists and polymaths as Kirnberger, Werkmeister, Marpurg
and many others. Regarding the selection of an historical temperament for
historically authentic period performances of early music, significant scholarly
research and thought is required. When an appropriate historical temperament is
selected for early music, the results can be lovely. When a historical temperament is
used incorrectly for modern music, or worse, when a complete mish-mash of
misinterpreted approaches is used, the results are often less pleasant. The
centuries-old traditions for the proper implementation of extended tuning (more
than 12 notes to the octave) for non-keyboard instruments, such as just intonation
in the 16th century or more recent inventions such as Tosi's 55-division4 in the 17th
century, were diluted by misinformation and confusion in the late 19th century with
the prevalence of equal tempered keyboards.
Many students are unaware of the intricacies of their current tuning system,
if they posses one, and some are confused. Many musicians follow the method of socalled “Expressive Intonation”5, a peculiar performance trend that developed in the
early 20th Century and continues to this day, supported by such musical icons as
Pablo de Sarasate6 and Pablo Casals7. Expressive intonation effectively disregards
the serviceability of vertical harmonies (concordant pitches sounding
simultaneously) in order to ‘improve’ lyrical lines, playing high leading tones in
ascending lines and low flats in the descending, while sustained harmonies are
treated variably with an effort towards the anachronistically just/pure, combining
two (or more) effectively incompatible systems. Many will claim to be playing in just
intonation, when in fact they are making yet another compromise, albeit one that in
some cases comes closer to just intonation than equal tempering does, and in other
cases does not. I see it as problematic when a musician uses multiple and differing
approaches to tuning throughout the course of one movement of a musical work. I
find such an approach to be lacking the systematic and predictable consistency
found in an organized temperament. Many readers will be surprised to learn that
several systematic approaches do exist that can yield harmonies that are closer to
3

Ibid., 133.

Duffin, Dr. Ross W. How Equal Temperament Ruined Harmony (and Why You Should
Care), (New York: W.W. Norton Co., 2007), 50.

4

Blum, David. The Art of Quartet Playing: The Guarneri Quartet in Conversation with
David Blum. (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1986), 28-34.

5

Duffin, Dr. Ross W. How Equal Temperament Ruined Harmony (and Why You Should
Care). (New York: W.W. Norton Co., 2007), 126.

6

Wilson, Miranda. Cello Practice, Cello Performance. (Lanham, MD: Rowman &
Littlefield, 2015), 16-20.

7

3

just than equal temperament. Documentation exists proving that these alternatives
were used by musicians for centuries and will be discussed in chapter three.
The subject is still contentious today, causing many arguments around the
world; however, a greater global consensus exists now than in previous centuries.
While some complain of the compromises required by equal temperament, others
complain of the impractical implementation of historic systems of tuning,
particularly those where one key-area will contain vastly more tempering than that
of another key-area. Whichever path one chooses for their approach to harmonious
intonation, there is no easy answer.

4

Chapter Two
Intonation and Tuning

Thesis
Performing with excellent intonation on a non-keyboard instrument is a
difficult task under the best of conditions. Technical facility on the instrument is
required, significant knowledge of the subject is helpful, and yet many compromises
are still expected. Increased discussion of the subject of Musical Temperament in
educational and professional settings, will facilitate educational success for
students, and create a more productive work environment in musical ensembles. I
propose that students are well advised to use Equal Temperament until sufficient
mastery has been reached, before considering other methods of tuning. Many
professional contexts will benefit from equal temperament as well, though seasoned
professionals are often able to accommodate each other’s unique intonation and
make tasteful compromises. Musicians can choose from a wide variety of
temperaments– keeping in mind the context of the music being performed and the
musicians performing it will be advantageous to those involved.
Research Problem
Intonation is an important consideration for musicians who play instruments
without fixed pitch. Playing "in tune" is often difficult to accomplish whether
performing solo, with a keyboard, or with an ensemble. Approaches to intonation
for non-keyboard instruments have not received the same scientific consideration
as the many volumes dedicated to keyboard temperaments. Historical
documentation exists in sufficient quantity to inform non-keyboard
instrumentalists; however one's own taste and logical conclusions ultimately inform
musicians most.
Significance of Research
While I am not the first proponent of equal temperament for non-keyboard
musicians, the research I present here follows a unique line of reasoning that I have
not encountered elsewhere. I am not suggesting that musicians ignore other tuning
systems in favor of equal temperament; rather I am suggesting that musicians will
be better able to defend their opinions against equal temperament and improve
their own intonation through the study of the history of temperament in general. In
5

every musical endeavor, each musician has an important decision to make, in
performance, in practice, and in teaching– how to approach intonation while
balancing historical authenticity and practical techniques. This choice is a personal
matter of taste, and taste is a most important factor in music8. Temperament is not a
term that needs to be avoided in polite discussion today; it has been a subject of
critical importance in the history of music around the world for millennia. In 17th
century China it was actually a matter of cosmic balance in the universe9, so I
suggest all musicians would benefit from studying a book or two on the subject– if
you like, you can start with this one.
List of Primary and Secondary Sources
I accessed many rare first and second editions of 17th and 18th century texts
at the University of Rochester's Eastman School of Music Sibley Music Library
Special Collections Vault and have included many facsimiles I made while there. I
conducted additional research at the University of Kentucky's King Library Special
Collections. Contemporary print resources and digital resources were accessed
through the University of Kentucky's Lucille Caudil Little Fine Arts Library.
Additional online resources appear in bibliography of this paper. Fortunately I read
French, and limited German, I relied on translations for the materials in Chinese.
Methodology
A thorough review of literature both ancient and current informs the
historical accuracy of my claims. A logical progression of arguments defends my
position. A mathematical analysis of important temperaments, obscure
temperaments, and completely impractical temperaments demonstrates my
assertions. More temperaments have been created over the centuries than can be
counted, and more books on the subject have been written than can be addressed
here. I have carefully selected an appropriate sample group for the purpose of
representing the subject and defending my position. I present information that
supports my theories as well as information which contradicts them. My goal is to
present a complete picture of the subject, allowing the reader to form their own
opinions about tuning.

8

Hastings, Thomas. On Musical Taste. New York: Mason Bros, 1853.

Cho, Dr. Gene Jinsiong. The Discovery of Musical Equal Temperament in China and
Europe in the Sixteenth Century. Lewiston, NY: Edwin Mellen Press, 2003.

9
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Chapter Three
History of Musical Sounds
Sound can be classified as, noise, music, or language. Amplitude, soundpressure, and volume, combine to create what we perceive as loudness. Frequency,
the speed of the vibrations, is what we perceive as pitch. Wesley Stoker Barker
Woolhouse, in his essay 1835 essay on Musical Intervals, Harmonics, & c., describes
sound with the following:
"Sound is an affection of the mind, produced by the action of rapid vibratory
motions on the organs of hearing. All mediums are, in some degree, capable
of propagating these vibrations, though the ambient air, or atmosphere, is
naturally that by which they are usually transmitted to the ear. When the air
is disturbed by the vibrations of a sonorous body, such as a string of a violin,
or the parchment of a drum, waves are formed that proceed from the place of
disturbance, as a centre, in all directions. There is no transmission of the
particles of the air, as is the case of wind; sonorous waves are sustained and
propagated by a process of alternate compression and rarefaction amongst
the progressive particles of the fluid. The moveable particles proceed in the
direction of the transmission when under the influence of compression, and
return as soon as rarefaction commences, until they arrive at their former
positions, and become again impelled by another compression arising from
the next vibration. Each of these vibrations produces the same effect
amongst the particles adjacent; and in this manner the vibrations are
propagated through the atmosphere at the rate of about 1125 feet per
second. The experiments of different philosophers develope the following
facts:
(i.) The Musical Quality of the sound depends on the uniform regularity with
which the vibrations of the exciting body succeed one another.
(ii.) The Strength, or degree of Loudness, depends on the extent and
consequent violence of those vibrations.
(iii.) The Acuteness, or what is more commonly called Pitch, depends on the
velocity, or comparative rapidity, with which the vibrations succeed
one another.
(iv.) Sound is the louder, the greater the condensation of the air through
which it is conveyed. It is not easily transmitted out of one medium
into another; and cannot be transmitted through a vacuum or
perfectly void space."10

Woolhouse, W.S.B. Essay on musical intervals, harmonics, and the temperament of
the musical scale, &c. (London: J. Souter, 1835), 1-2.

10
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Woolhouse's description of the everyday experience of sound is quite thorough,
though it should be noted that he used the term velocity slightly out of context,
which is understandable because the concepts of frequency and wavelength were
not yet codified when he was writing.
The speed of sound varies with temperature and humidity, in dry air at a
temperature of 20 degrees celsius, the speed of sound is 344 m/s or 770 miles per
hour. A useful text book from 1980, by Donald Hall, reveals that, "...air is a
nondispersive medium. This means that all sounds, whether high or low in pitch,
travel through the air at the same speed... this constant speed for all sounds is a
property not necessarily shared by other types of waves..."11.
Pitch is the frequency of a sound. The frequency of a sound is what Woolhouse was
trying to explain with his comment about the rapidity of the alternation between
compression and rarefaction. If a wave completes 440 cycles in one second, we say
it has a frequency of 440 cycles per second, or 440 hertz, like A= 440 Hz.
Heinrich Hertz lived in Germany from 1857-1894. His experiments proved
Maxwell's theories on the existence of electromagnetic waves. Hermann Helmholtz
was his professor at the University of Berlin12. The term Hertz was named after him.
Waves cycle at all different frequencies, visible light cycles at 300 terahertz,
microwaves at 300 megahertz, the number of times a wave cycle is completed in one
second is its frequency. 1 Hz = 1 cycle per second.
String tension, string mass, and string length are of particular importance to the
frequency of a standing wave on a vibrating string. Seen here ⨍1 represents the
frequency of the fundamental pitch.
Frequency formula:
⨍1 = √(T/ (m/L))
–––––––––––
2L
T= string tension
m= string mass
L= string length13

Hall, Donald E. Musical Acoustics: an introduction. (Belmont, CA: Wadsworth Inc.,
1980), 11.

11

Britannica, The Editors of Encyclopaedia. "Heinrich Hertz." Encyclopædia
Britannica. February 15, 2018. https://www.britannica.com/biography/HeinrichHertz.
13 Nave, C. R. "Vibrating String." Hyperphysics. 2017. http://hyperphysics.phyastr.gsu.edu/hbase/Waves/string.html.
12
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The following equation provides the frequency of any harmonic, where n represents
the harmonic in question. (n=1 gives the frequency of the fundamental, n=2 gives
the frequency of the octave above the fundamental, etc.)

Figure 1. Equation to determine frequency of harmonic number n.

14

Note, is a sound that has been previously designated as representing a specific pitch
as well as specific duration, the term refers to the symbol on a page or a note
applied through realization on an instrument.
Interval or Interval Ratio is the term used to express the distance between two
pitches. The distance between a pitch at 440 Hz and 220 Hz is not expressed as a
difference in cycles per second; intervals are expressed as a ratio, in this case 2:1.
However, 2 refer to the lower pitch, having a longer string length. A 220 Hz, also
known as A3, is the lower pitch in this example, since string mass, string length, and
string tension, are all factors in producing this sound, we can assign an arbitrary
number to the string length, in this case- 2. If that string is cut in half for a length of
1, its pitch or frequency would be doubled, creating an interval called an octave
expressed as the interval ratio 2:1. Other common interval ratios are 3:2 the perfect
fifth, 4:3 the perfect fourth, these ratios produce just, pure, or beat-less intervals.
Just is the term used to refer to an interval that does not beat. Beats are typically
perceived where coincident partials are not vibrating at exactly the same frequency,
causing an alternation in constructive and destructive interference between the
waveforms, causing an oscillation in amplitude, known as a beat. A just interval is
one where all of the coincident partials between the two pitches are vibrating at
exactly the same frequency, synchronized, in phase. Another feature of just intervals
is that they have small interval ratios. 2:1, 3:2, etc. These are generally considered to
be more pleasant and harmonious than larger interval ratios like 144:125. In
medieval times intervals with the lowest interval ratios were considered consonant,
while higher interval ratios were considered dissonant, perhaps none so much as
45:32, also known as the augmented fourth. An interval ratio of 45:32 corresponds

14

Askill, John. Physics of Musical Sounds. (New York: Van Nostrand Co., 1979), 89.
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to the interval size you would find in the naturally occurring harmonic seriestechnically this interval is just, yet there is no doubt that it is dissonant.
The Harmonic Series, is also known as the Harmonic Spectrum. Every fundamental
pitch (frequency), generates a series of overtones. On an oscilloscope one can
observe that the wave-form of a musical instrument is very complex. The greatest
amplitude will generally be the fundamental or primary pitch/frequency of the tone,
but there are smaller vibrations which are an integral part of the main vibration,
most of these smaller vibrations will sound like musical pitches. These pitches
sound above the primary pitch and contribute to the familiar sound or timbre of
instruments, or objects set in to motion. The bass strings of a piano emphasize
higher harmonics, while the treble strings emphasize the lower harmonics. These
features contribute to the familiar sound of a piano. Every other instrument
emphasizes those harmonics in a unique way, which lends to the sound of the
instrument. The ancient Greeks15 and the Chinese16 documented this phenomenon
millennia ago. Some of those pitches form intervals that are unusual to modern ears;
those pitches were used in determining the early Scales of Pythagoras. Not all of the
overtones produced correspond to pitches we would recognize as diatonic (such as
the Pythagorean ditone), and some of those pitches reveal the discrepancy
discussed earlier as the Pythagorean comma. Wilkinson describes the harmonic
series as consisting of "partials with frequencies which are integral (whole number)
multiples of the fundamental frequency."17 The word partial is used due to the fact
that most real-world vibrations do not correspond to a theoretically perfect model
of a vibrating string, causing the partials to vibrate at slightly different frequencies
than the theoretical harmonics of the harmonic series, this is known as
inharmonicity. Thomas Donahue explains, " There are situations in which the upper
harmonic frequencies are not exact whole-number multiples of the fundamental
frequency. This is known as inharmonicity. It is of greatest importance in terms of
the extreme ranges of the piano."18
The fundamental pitch is typically the loudest, with each progressive harmonic or
partial presenting a lesser amplitude. As seen here with a fundamental frequency of
100 hertz.
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Figure 2. Typical amplitudes of partials compared to the fundamental. 19
Each partial can be heard as an interval ratio with the fundamental. The
fundamental is given the harmonic number 1. The second harmonic, or the first
partial, is the octave. If you play a note on an instrument, the loudest sound will be
the pitch itself, or the fundamental– the second loudest sound will be the second
harmonic or the first partial, the octave, at twice the frequency of the fundamental.
The interval relationship is the same as two strings of lengths 2 and 1, yet in this
case it is the vibration of string length 2 including a complex waveform that contains
the sound of string length 1 as well as many other ratios from which scales were
constructed around the world.
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Figure 3. Harmonics expressed as interval ratios.
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With the understanding that the fundamental and first partial have an interval ratio
of 2:1, the same as two strings x and 2x, the chart above will be easier to interpret.
While the 15th partial or 16th harmonic forms an interval ratio with the
fundamental of 16:1, Wilkinson adjusts that to 1:1 in the chart above. For the 13th
harmonic or 12th partial, the absolute ratio 13:1 is reduced so that it can be
interpreted in the same octave as the root, representing eight semitones instead of
44 and sounding as an octave-equivalent of the minor 6th. The simplified absolute
ratio, which he calls the adjusted ratio, is 13:8 or 840.527cents, as opposed to the
closest pitch we would recognize from just-intonation which is the pure minor sixth
ratio 8:5 or 813.686 cents, a difference of 26.8cents. For reference, an equal
tempered minor sixth is 800 cents. The 25th, 29th, and 31st harmonics do not
correspond to conventional scale theory and so were left blank on Wilkinson's chart.
Cents
Alexander Ellis lived in England from 1814- 189021. He is most well known for the
formula he invented for standardizing how interval ratios are expressed and
allowing the discussion of minute variances from those ratios. Ellis' formula
operates in the following way:
(base-10 standard logarithms) Log interval-ratio x (1200/ Log 2)= cents value22
for example, 2:1 (octave), Log 2 x (1200/ Log 2)= 1200 cents (a just octave)
another example, just perfect fifth interval ratio 3:2, Log 1.5 x (1200/ Log 2)=
701.95500086538724 cents
Wolf fifth
The "Wolf" fifth typically occurs in a regular meantone temperament. It is the fifth
that is intentionally tuned extremely wide so the other fifths can be sufficiently
narrow. For example, in 1/4 comma meantone temperament, all of the fifths are
narrowed from just by 1/4 comma making 697cent fifths, many beatless 386cent
major thirds and one "hiddeous-sounding"23 738cent wolf fifth. The wolf fifth can
not be used in performance and the four 427cent major thirds should not be
sounded for long. "in the Renaissance...the restful sweetness of its pure thirds; going
back to equal temperament afterward can be quite distressing,"24
Wolf tone
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String instruments present a problem called a "wolf tone" when the pitch being
played on the string is too close to the resonant frequency of the instrument. When
the body of the instrument resonates too easily, the bridge becomes less supportive
to the string. "The string and the body may adopt a strange compromise of vibrating
simultaneously at two slightly different frequencies, one above and one below the
wood resonance."25 This creates the beating effect of the wolf tone.

What is Temperament, and Why Do We Need It?
Even without any musical training, it is apparent to most listeners when
something is "out-of-tune". However, within the range of things people could
describe as "in-tune" many different approaches have been used throughout the
centuries and across the globe. Each different approach gives a different flavor to
the tuning and some approaches are more pleasing to modern ears than others, just
as some approaches were more pleasing to the ears of those in ancient times than
others. Intonation is a term generally applied to how individual notes are arranged
in real-time while playing an instrument that does not have fixed-pitches, such as a
violin. The fingers are placed on the string in any location the player chooses unlike
the piano, where the notes are tuned once and cannot be adjusted until a
performance has concluded. Instruments such as the piano or organ are referred to
as fixed pitch, while the pitches can be tuned in any fashion desired, the pitches can
not be altered while playing the instrument in performance and the player is limited
to the number of keys on the instrument. Fretted instruments such as the guitar and
lute have more flexibility than fixed-pitch instruments through techniques such as
bending the string while playing to raise or lower the pitch.
On pages 7-9 of his book Guide to Musical Temperament, Thomas Donahue
outlines the peculiar musical phenomena discovered by Pythagoras and
Didymium26. These acoustic phenomena are the basis for later efforts by scientists,
mathematicians, and musicians. A discussion of the discrepancies known as the
Pythagorean Comma, and the Syntonic Comma (also known as the comma of
Didymus) is necessary before discussing the term Temperament.
"The existence of the Pythagorean comma tells us that pure octaves and pure
fifths cannont coexist on instruments with fixed intonation. On a keyboard
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instrument, if one tunes the octaves pure, the twelve fifths cannot be pure,
and vice versa."27
"The ultimate mathematical goal of this adjustment practice [temperament] is
to remove 24 cents from the circle of fifths... some fifths, fourths and thirds
may remain pure [in some temperaments]... one almost universal priority is
that the octaves have to remain pure...some intervals in some temperaments
may sound objectionable, and in certain instances selected intervals are
"sacrificed" and end up being musically unusable."28
"If we start on the note C and tune a series of 12 pure fifths we end up at c6,
seven octaves higher than we started... if we start on the same note C as
before and tune seven pure octaves, we theoretically end up on the same
note c6... However, the two ending notes do not coincide. "29
"This can be illustrated mathematically. We start with a hypothetical
frequency for C of 65.5 Hz, and the frequency ratio of a pure fifth, 1.5. Tuning
twelve pure fifths from this frequency means multiplying 65.5 by 1.5 twelve
times, or
65.5 × (1.5)12 = 8498.4 Hz
Tuning seven pure octaves means multiplying 65.5 by 2.0 seven times, or
65.5 × (2.0)7 = 8384.0 Hz
Notice the discrepancy. Rather than dealing with these numbers as a
frequency ratio, we can simplify the calculations using cents. A pure fifth is
702 cents, and a pure octave is 1200 cents. The cent value of twelve fifths is
12 × 702 = 8424 cents.
The cent value of seven octaves is
7 × 1200 = 8400 cents.
The difference is
8424 − 8400 = 24 cents.
The 24-cent discrepancy between twelve pure fifths and seven pure octaves
is called the Pythagorean comma or ditonic comma. "
"Another discrepancy exists. If we start on C and tune four pure fifths, then
lower the final pitch by two octaves, the interval C-E thus formed is a major
third. However, it is not a pure major third with a frequency ratio of 5:4 and a
value of 386 cents; it has a larger frequency ratio and a higher cent value.
Mathematically, the cent value of four pure fifth intervals is
4 × 702 = 2808 cents.
Dropping down two octaves means subtracting 1200 cents twice, or
27
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2808 – 1200 – 1200 = 408 cents.
The 22-cent discrepancy is called the syntonic comma. The difference
between the Pythagorean comma and the syntonic comma is two cents, and
is also known as the schisma."30
Donahue explains these discrepancies well. These acoustic and mathematical
paradoxes have inspired scientists to innovate for millennia. In much the same way
as differently constructed experiments can prove the same theory, J. Murray
Barbour explains that ancient theorists arrived at the discrepancies in different
ways. Barbour describes the pythagorean or ditonic comma as, "the interval
between two enharmonically equivalent notes, as B# and C, in the Pythagorean
tuning. It's ratio is 531441:524288..."31 and he describes the syntonic comma as,
"the interval between a just major third (5:4) and a pythagorean third/ditone
(81:64). It's ratio is 81:80..."32 The mitigation of the effects of these acoustical
phenomena is the reason scientists have struggled with temperament for millennia.
By dividing the comma into smaller parts and distributing it about the circle of
fifths, more complex music writing became possible.

Tuning Instruments and Ensembles
One of the criticisms made by those who detest equal temperament is that all
key-areas would have an equal amount of tempering, resulting in no distinguishable
difference in key character from one key-area to the next. The characteristics of
different key areas can be significantly contrasting in irregular tuning systems.
Irregular temperaments33 are those where the amount of tempering in each key area
will vary significantly from one to the next. Additionally, most every interval will
have a different amount of tempering than its equivalent transposition into most
every other key area. An irregular temperament is said to be circulating34 if every
key area is basically usable in performance, even though some intervals may be sour
enough to raise eyebrows. The variety can be delightful for harpsichordists playing
30
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baroque music, yet it is quite impractical to replicate on a non-fretted stringed
instrument.
If performing a Symphony or String Quartet in equal temeperament, F#minor
would sound far-removed from Cminor because of the distance from C, not because
F# minor would contain more heavily tempered intervals than Cminor. However, on
a solo keyboard instrument tuned in an irregular temperament , assuming C would
be the most harmonious key-area, F# minor would contain more heavily tempered
intervals and an increased degree of crunchiness/dissonance or as Helmholtz called
it, roughness35. Regular temperaments are those where all of the intervals in one
key area will be tempered by the same amount as their corresponding equivalent
intervals in all of the other key areas– save one. That one key area where not only
the main consonant interval, the perfect fifth, is rendered unusable, so too are most
of the other intervals in that key area. In a regular meantone temperament such as
1/3, 1/4, 1/5, or 1/6 comma, only one fifth is thrown away so that all of the others
are reasonably harmonious, and will generally be more than 30 cents too sharp.
That fifth is called the "Wolf" because the beats are so persistent as to resemble a
wolf's howl and it is generally considered to be unusable in performance. A
temperament can be transposed when tuning the keyboard so one can choose to
place the wolf fifth wherever they like, yet it is typically assigned to the most remote
key area. An equal temperament is the only regular 12-note to the octave
temperament that is free of the wolf. Irregular circulating temperaments will not
have a wolf, but they will have an assortment of sharpened and flattened fifths,
some of which will howl a little.
Diatonic and chromatic semitones are relevant to many composers, including
such notable examples as Haydn36 and Mozart37. Diatonic semitones and Chromatic
semitones as they were known in the 18th century were known as diatonic and
enharmonic semitones in ancient Greece38 and they are of critical importance to
intonation for any instrument. On a keyboard with 12 notes to the octave, the choice
is either to approximate the difference between major and minor semitones and
tones as does equal temperament, to have an assortment of approximations closer
to major in one instance and closer to minor in another as do irregular
Helmholtz, Hermann. On the Sensations of Tone, As a Physiological Basis for the
Theory of Music. Translated by Alexander Ellis. 2nd edition. (London: Longmans &
Co, 1885), 192-93.
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temperaments, or selectively choose major and minor semitones to favor the key of
a piece of music (and hope that music does not modulate much) as one would with a
regular meantone temperament, say tuning a Gb in octave 2 and an F# in octave 3
and try not to confuse the two. On a keyboard with more than 12 keys to the octave,
or a non-fixed pitch instrument, one can in theory tune 53 pitches to the octave
complete with tones and semitones of the lesser minor and greater minor to the
lesser major and greater major as well as schismas and the like, though this requires
the performer to be particularly well versed in the theory of just intonation and
temperaments that approach it knowing exactly when to use which type of tone or
semitone. So you might be asking yourself, voices and stringed instruments do not
have these constraints, what is stopping them from playing perfectly pure intervals
all of the time? In theory, nothing, except in practice this is much more complicated
than it sounds. Knowing exactly when to use the different sizes of semitones and
tones is one thing, having everyone in your ensemble equally well-versed is another.
Then there is the matter of agreement– in order for an ensemble to accurately
reproduce just intonation in any complicated piece of music certain pitches will
invariably be required to move, drift, and compromise. This means that the pitch A
might begin at 440, but throughout the course of a piece of music it could wander
down to 439, then up to 441, and if everyone is sufficiently well-rehearsed it might
make it back to 440 before the end of the movement. While wandering pitches do
not appeal to me from a theoretical standpoint, some ensembles rely on this
flexibility, such as the Guarneri String Quartet39.
The question becomes more complicated when looking at the music of
romantic-era composers such as Debussy, and Liszt, composers who wrote
extended harmonies and music that circulates through a wide range of far-removed
key-areas in a single piece of music. Music from the 20th and 21st centuries
presents more significant obstacles for intonation than in the centuries before.
Modern music would appear to be especially well suited to equal temperament, with
much evidence to support that choice. For many musicians, temperament will be a
choice, one that should be well-informed and provide historical precedents for its
use.

Establishing Consensus
Extended processes like the 55-division40, extended 1/6 comma meantone,
and even just intonation, are the original version of what some will now think of in
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simplified terms as "harmonic intonation". However, musicians can not dismiss the
compromises required for some intervals in order to facilitate the beauty of their
most favorite intervals. Unless you are singing early renaissance choral music, you
will not have the luxury of tuning every interval just, and, if you are singing
renaissance choral music, another sacrifice is required, no single pitch will remain at
the same frequency throughout a performance, many pitches will reoccur at a an
audibly different frequency than before, meaning that the music will drift up and
down as required to form just intervals. There is a scientific procedure for
calculating this drift and accommodating a perfectly just performance by an
ensemble, yet it involves analyzing every single vertical (harmonic) interval and
every single linear (melodic) interval and indicating to the performers how much
each musician must alter their pitch in fractions of a syntonic comma. It is far more
practical to use a system that methodically approaches all music in the same fashion,
reliably yielding intervals that are consistently only somewhat tempered, though
another compromise is required. 1/6 comma extended meantone provides intervals
that are half as tempered as equal temperament, or twice as close to just, with the
exception of the fifths, which are twice as tempered as equal temperament.
Additionally, the performers must become fluent in their understanding of how
major and minor semitones relate to the music being performed, though the number
of different sized interval ratios one must master are fewer than what is required
for just intonation.
Complicated mathematical endeavors have been undertaken throughout the
world from ancient times to solve the acoustical discrepancies we now refer to as
the Syntonic comma and the Ditonic comma. Other discrepancies and schisma exist,
however the Syntonic and the Ditonic commas are those which gave early scientists
cause to experiment with temperament. While China, Greece, and India may be the
first regions one would think of in the history of music and the science of
temperament, the fact is that every culture on earth has produced scholars who
have addressed these issues in ancient times, and their solutions have bearing on
the music of today.
Many scholarly studies exist on the application of various, particularly
historical, tuning systems for keyboard instruments, yet much less research has
been conducted with regard to Stringed Instruments. The scope of this research will
be presented in the following chapter; however, the concerns of performing
musicians give reason for further research. Scholars of previous centuries devoted
significant time and thought to the issue of tuning. Some of the well-known
theorists, like Neidhardt and Marpurg, discussed temperament at length in dense
scientific language, while others, like J.J. Rousseau, engaged in almost comical
polemic rants.
The prevalence of Equal Temperament in the late 19th Century and early 20th
Centuries creates a vacuum, with-in-which the previous oral tradition of tuning
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stringed instruments in ensembles was partially lost. Johann Joachim Quantz's
Versuch Einer Anweisung Die Flöte Traversiere Zu Spielen of 178941 and Leopold
Mozart's Versuch Einer Gründlichen Violinschule of 177042 are among the most
notable of the early treatises (from the west) which verify the prevalence of an
extended system with major and minor semitones, the result of which points very
conclusively to 1/6 comma extended meantone. Jean Jacques Rousseau's
Dictionnaire De Musique of 177543 includes extensive entries on major and minor
semitones, demonstrating the commonplace convention of playing more than 12
notes in the octave, and doing so with great precision.
Ross Duffin suggests that 1/6 comma extended meantone would have been
employed by string quartets and non-keyboard ensembles, well into the 19th
Century44. His evidence and argument are conclusive and I agree with him. In order
to facilitate workable harmonies and uniform intonation in an ensemble, students
must understand as well as agree upon the system in use for a given piece, or
performance. Many students claim to play in an attempt at just intonation, without
understanding exactly what that means, why it would be historically inaccurate,
inappropriate, or why it would be so impractical. Unanimous consensus in the
application of all the adjustments and countermeasures needed to facilitate entirely
just playing in a piece of music written later than 1650 would be a logistical
impossibility for a larger ensemble. It is my belief that the majority of persons
claiming to play in just intonation in common practice music are actually playing
nearly 1/6 comma 3rds and 6ths, just fifths, expressive leading and descending half
steps (not just), and are doing so in a combination too imprecise for an ensemble to
execute together. I am certain that any modern instrumentalist who believes in
playing just intervals in Classical music would be surprised to learn that it requires
complicated calculations, and they may not want to make those calculations when
they hear how the sound is of a dissimilar quality to what they expect. Additionally,
entirely just intonation is only suitable for the earliest Musics, before the common
practice era. Systematic approaches, having weathered the test of time, will be
presented in the interest of facilitating greater consensus of tuning parameters in
ensemble settings.
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Strong differences of opinion regarding Tuning and Temperament have led
to much disagreeability throughout the history of music and with particular vitriol
since the beginning of the common practice era (c1600-1900). Mathematicians,
Physicists, Master Musicians, and Polymaths alike delved into vehement polemical
diatribes of the most eloquent and courteous manner. Their dueling was dubbed
buffoonery by those who did not understand that perfectly tasteful intonation has
always been, and will continue to be a matter as important as music itself.
Dissatisfied with the artistic range of traditional tuning procedures, some
have chosen to create their own temperaments, notably Harry Partch45. Peculiarities
such as equal temperaments with 2246, 3647, and even 5348 notes to the octave have
been created. While equal temperament caught on in China, where it was first
invented, other cultures have developed unique approaches to tuning, like India,
Bali and Thailand. In the 3rd chapter of this document I will present a mathematical
analysis of many temperaments, including a 36-note temperament by Johan Daniel
Berlin49, an assortment by Marburg50, Neidhardt51, Meckenheuser52, and even one
attributed to famed Scientist Johannes Kepler53.
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Problems in Tuning Instruments, Ensembles, and Voices
The performance of music, while artistic and creative, has always required
academic thought of history and theory. Building upon the innovations of the past is
not a characteristic exclusive to music; however, musicians have the peculiar
tendency to recreate musical experiences of previous centuries, leaving the
performer to always ask the question– to what extent should this performance be
historically accurate? In order to be100% historically accurate one would have to
master time-travel, so musicians are left merely hoping to approach historical
approximation. Theories of acoustics and the construction of instruments have
always relied upon precise scientific measurements, yet the performance of music
adds an element of imprecision to the endeavor. Even if a performer had a slide-rule
and a scientific calculator surgically implanted in their brain, notes in a piece of
music are so fleeting and rapidly changing that the musician can only hope to
approximate the theoretical values of the tuning system selected for that individual
performance.
Musicians and scholars writing in the 14th, 15th, 16th, 17th, and 18th
Centuries described with much accuracy the various performance practice
traditions from their respective countries and lifetimes. While no audio recordings
exist from the 17th and 18th centuries, many musical techniques can be performed
with a significant degree of authenticity based on information written in books from
that time. Stylistic elements in the performance of early music are well documented,
allowing performers to quite accurately replicate the styles of certain regions and
time-periods. Authenticity starts to diminish when the great variety of traditions are
considered. For example: one might be able to prove through the inspection of
historical instruments and the investigation of written sources that in a specific year
and in a specific city 10 specific temperaments were documented as being used;
however, in order to authentically perform a piece of music from that time and
Musicalischen Proportionum, den generibus Musicis, deren Fehlern ... Alles aus
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place, that number would have to be limited to only one temperament. In some
cases it is possible to confirm that one specific temperament was expected by a
composer, or was documented to have been in use by the musicians in the place and
time of a musical composition, yet more often the modern performer has to make a
choice based on as much historical information as possible and select a
temperament that is likely to have been known in the time and place of composition.

Considerations for 21st Century Musicians
In the 18th century, musicians faced a daunting number of tuning systems,
requiring them to switch from one to the next, every time they travelled to a
different city or country. In Rousseau's Dictionnaire, he speaks of the great variety
of tuning systems employed by musicians of his time, and he makes considerable
mention of Rameau.54 Musicians of the 21st century face a similar situation.
Whenever a musician wishes to perform music they are forced to make a decision
regarding temperament. Musicians of today are expected to play music from every
century with equal skill, regardless of the temperament chosen for performance.
Equal temperament is often an acceptable choice, whether for practical reasons or
for artistic reasons.55 According to Donald W. Stauffer, "It is therefore maintained
that for the purposes of setting a standard for an instrumental group, and thus for
the purposes of this study, the equally tempered scale is, besides being the only
possible scale standard for fixed tone instruments; the only one simple and definite
enough in its contours to be capable of being understood by the average musician,
who though being of superior talent and intelligence, is not usually interested in
mathematical complexities."56 If a musician wishes to tune in a fashion different
from equal temperament while performing music written after 1900, that is their
choice, yet I must disagree with them. If a modern musician wishes to perform
music written before 1900, equal temperament can often be a good choice, however
the musician should note that they are selecting one of nearly 100 options, many of
which would be more historically authentic, considering the time and place where
the music was written. Keyboardists, particularly those who have studied early
music, may be very enthusiastic about 17th and 18th century temperaments,
especially those of an irregular construction, which is all well and good for solo
keyboard music; however, in collaborative settings with non-keyboard musicians,
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the keyboardist has the option to be kind or cruel to the non-keyboard musicians. In
most cases, it will be most considerate if the keyboardist chooses a temperament
where each interval is tempered the same amount in every key except that of the
wolf, in other words, a regular temperament. Modern musicians will be familiar with
the equal tempered whole tone (200 cents) and the equal tempered semitone (100
cents), yet many earlier temperaments call for different sizes of tone and semitone.
Just intonation requires a staggering array of differently sized of intervals (see
appendix A). For example, in 1/6 comma meantone, both the major tone and the
minor tone will be 196.7cents, as opposed to the 182.4c and 203.9c of just
intonation, in other words a compromise. In 1/6 comma, on a keyboard, a choice
will have to made to favor the key of the music being performed, in this case a 88.6c
minor semitone instead of the just 92.2c and a major semitone of 108.2c instead of
the just 111.7c. The application of these intervals follows a methodology aligned
with the modes of the music being performed and can readily be implemented by
the non-keyboard musicians. Irregular temperaments will present significant
variety from one interval to the next. Just intonation requires many different sizes of
interval, however there is a methodology to their use, albeit a complicated
methodology that must be understood by every member of the ensemble. In
collaboration with keyboards, if the keyboardist chooses an irregular temperament,
like those of Neidhardt or Werckmeister, the non keyboard musicians will be left to
decide between two unpleasant options: option 1, intentionally play one's own
tuning system and disregard the keyboard, which is possible with harpsichord
because of the quick decay-rate of notes, though still inadvisable, and virtually
impossible with organ because of the sustained tones, or option 2, attempt to match
the irregular temperament and find that it is extremely difficult unless one uses that
temperament exclusively for years and eventually becomes accustomed to it. When
a keyboardist is selecting a temperament in collaborative music with non-keyboard
musicians, the keyboardist can be considerate to their colleagues by choosing a
regular temperament. Non-keyboard musicians would be well advised to consult
with the keyboardist, and if an unfamiliar temperament has been used, take the time
to familiarize you with the interval sizes. Equal temperament is an acceptable choice
for many contexts, even early music, particularly when performing with fretted
instruments.
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Chapter Four
Mathematical Analysis of Selected Temperaments
I accessed the following primary sources at the Sibley Music Library,
Eastman School of Music, University of Rochester, special collections, rare books,
vault. I have made calculations to determine the parameters of the following
temperaments, analyzing the interval relationships, and converting those figures
into a format more easily expressed to modern readers. Where hypothetical string
lengths are expressed as large numbers as in the first example, I converted those
string lengths to an interval ratio, taking the logarithm of each ratio, then
multiplying the result by (1200/ log 2). I present the size of each interval as a cents
value, so readers may easily compare these interval sizes to other systems of tuning.
(From this point forward, in order to avoid confusion, all description of scale pitches
will be using the German notation system. Sharp-# will be "is", Flat-b will be "es".
What Americans call Bb, will be simply "B", and what Americans call Bnatural will
be "H". Instead of D#, it will be Dis. The b flat in some cases appears as d. In the
discussion of microtones, readers will notice some variety in the notation used by
early theorists as no standard notational system was in existence. For additional
information see Appendix A.)

1. Marpurg, Friedrich Wilhelm
"(b Seehof, nr Wendemark, Brandenburg, Nov 21, 1718; d Berlin, May 22, 1795).
German critic, journalist, theorist and composer. Gerber claimed that Marpurg had
told him that he lived in Paris around 1746; Carl Spazier confirmed this, adding that
Marpurg was friendly with Voltaire, D'Alembert and others when he was secretary
to a ‘General Bodenburg’. This is generally assumed to refer to Generallieutenant
Friedrich Rudolph Graf von Rothenburg, a favourite of Frederick the Great and
Prussian emissary to Paris in 1744–5, and the dedicatee of Marpurg's Der critische
Musicus an der Spree (1749–50). From 1749 to 1763 Marpurg devoted himself
almost exclusively to writing and editing books and periodicals about music and to
composing and editing lieder and works for keyboard. In 1752, at the request of the
heirs of J.S. Bach, he wrote a notable preface for a new edition of Die Kunst der Fuge.
In 1755 J.G.I. Breitkopf asked him to review the first work printed with Breitkopf's
improved system of movable type, and subsequently published many of his works.
Their correspondence shows that this was a period of severe financial difficulties for
Marpurg, as do various letters from Kirnberger to Forkel. Through Kirnberger's
efforts Marpurg obtained a position in the Prussian state lottery in 1763; in 1766 he
was appointed director, a post he held until the end of his life. Though there is
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evidence that he continued to review music and engage in other musical activities
after 1763, very little appeared with his signature in his later years. Marpurg's three
periodicals, Der critische Musicus an der Spree (1749–50), Historisch-kritische
Beyträge zur Aufnahme der Musik (1754–62, 1778) and Kritische Briefe über die
Tonkunst (1760–64), were not only edited but also largely written by him. The
intention of the first was to present discussions of the important musical topics of
the day, such as the relative merits of French, Italian and German music and
performance. Most of these were directed at the middle-class amateur and included
several delightful satires on bourgeois musical attitudes. Marpurg also gave his
readers a course in elementary music theory and translations of French essays in
musical aesthetics such as Grandval's Essai sur le bon goust en musique (1732). The
Historisch-kritische Beyträge were more professional in style and content than the
Critischer Musicus, including reviews of books about music, short biographies of
important musicians, reports on musical inventions and discussions of theoretical
questions; an entire issue was devoted to tuning and temperament (1778)"57

In Marpurg's Anfangsgruende der theoretischen Musik (Leipzig: J.G.I. Breitkopf,
1757), the author presents a wide range of temperaments and interval calculations.
Listed below is page 152.
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Figure 4. Marpurg 152.
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Marpurg, Friedrich Wilhelm. Anfangsgruende der theoretischen Musik. (Leipzig:
J.G.I. Breitkopf, 1757), 152.
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Table 1. Marpurg 152.
...eine gleichschwebende Temperatur (an Equal Temperament)
C= 4800.000
Cis 4530.595
D 4276.313
Dis 4036.302
E 3809.761
F 3595.936
Fis 3394.112
G 3203.615
Gis 3023.810
A 2854.096
B 2693.908
H 2542.710
c= 2400.000

C-Cis semitone 100.00064993829389 c
C-D whole tone 200.000342931528 c
C-Dis minor third 300.00034022369301 c
C-E major third 400.00069286578389 c
C-F perfect fourth 500.00047398137015 c
C-Fis augmented fourth 600.00028038301251 c
C-G perfect fifth 700.00035126443226 c
C-Gis minor sixth 800.00029757320483 c
C-A major sixth 900.0006526826013 c
C-B minor seventh 1000.0005886283315 c
C-H major seventh 1100.00097122339013 c
C-c pure octave 1200.00 c

Marpurg labels this temperament scheme "eine gleichschwebende temperatur."
Translated to English, this means equal temperament. An analysis of the interval
ratios between string-lengths presented on page 152 proves that this is indeed an
equal temperament.
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Figure 5. Marpurg 150.
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Table 2. Marpurg 150.
...eine gleichschwebende Temperatur (an Equal Temperament)
C= 96000
Cis 90611
D 85526
Dis 80726
E 76195
F 71918
Fis 67882
G 64072
Gis 60476
A 57081
B 53878
H 50854
c= 48000

C-Cis semitone 100.01784545436655 cents
C-D whole tone 200.00560589446718 c
C-Dis minor third 300.00119805568579 c
C-E major third 400.0059150008676 c
C-F perfect fourth 500.01780597441918 c
C-Fis augmented fourth 600.00640123150741 c
C-G perfect fifth 700.00845728576896 c
C-Gis minor sixth 800.00602292272343 c
C-A major sixth 900.02855553100707 c
C-B minor seventh 1000.00572981836111 c
C-H major seventh 1100.00777985454703 c
C-c pure octave 1200.00 c

On page 150 Marpurg presents an equal-tempered scale of different string lengths,
the ratios are nearly identical to the temperament proposed on page 152, the
discrepancy between the two sets of ratios is beneath the range of human hearing.
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Figure 6. Marpurg 135.
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Table 3. Marpurg 135.
C= 96000
Cis 90614 C-Cis semitone 99.96052773166657 cents
D 85527 C-D whole tone 199.98536381688459 c
Dis 80728 C-Dis minor third 299.95830697713261 c
E 76196 C-E major third 399.982970551324585 c
F 71920 C-F perfect fourth 499.96966197771482 c
Fis 67883 C-Fis augmented fourth 599.98089783889716 c
G 64073 C-G perfect fifth 699.98143736225769 c
Gis 60478 C-Gis minor sixth 799.94877027958604 c
A 57083 C-A major sixth 899.96789773873489 c
B 53879 C-B minor seventh 999.97359763113696 c
H 50855 C-H major seventh 1099.97373696652242 c
c= 48000 C-c pure octave 1200.00 cents
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Figure 7. Marpurg 134.
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Table 4. Marpurg 134.
C= 96000
Cis 90613 C-Cis semitone 99.97963342837212 cents
D 85527 C-D whole tone 199.98536381688459 c
Dis 80727 C-Dis minor third 299.979752383581 c
E 76196 C-E major third 399.98297055134585 c
F 71919 C-F perfect fourth 499.99373380871498 c
Fis 67883 C-Fis augmented fourth 599.98089783889716 c
G 64072 C-G perfect fifth 700.00845728576896 c
Gis 60477 C-Gis minor sixth 799.9773963644843 c
A 57082 C-A major sixth 899.99822636920848 c
B 53878 C-B minor seventh 1000.00572981836111 c
H 50854 C-H major seventh 1100.00777985454703 c
c= 48000 C-c pure octave 1200.00 cents
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Figure 8. Marpurg 114.
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Table 5. Marpurg 114.
C= 96000
Cis 92160 C-Cis semitone 70.67242686428713 cents
D 853331/3 C-D whole tone 203.91000173077484 c
Dis 80000 C-Dis minor third 315.64128700055256 c
E 76800 C-E major third 386.31371386483483 c
F 72000 C-F perfect fourth 498.04499913460877 c
Fis 682662/3 C-Fis augmented fourth 590.22371559560963 c
G 64000 C-G perfect fifth 701.95500086538724 c
Gis 61440 C-Gis minor sixth 772.62742772966951 c
A 57600 C-A major sixth 884.3587129994503 c
B 533331/3 C-B minor seventh 1017.59628786594012 c
H 51200 C-H major seventh 1088.26871473022199 c
c= 48000 C-c pure octave 1200.00 cents
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Figure 9. Marpurg 60.
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Table 6. Marpurg 60.
Marpurg attributes the following innovations to Zarlino.
2187:2048 - the greater half-tone = 113.68500605771191 cents
256:243 - the lesser half-tone = 90.22499567306161 cents
C: cis = 2187:2048 große
Cis:d = 256:243 kleine
D:dis = 256:243 kleine
Dis:e = 2187:2048 große
E:f = 256:243 kleine
F:fis = 2187:2048 große
Fis:g = 256:243 kleine
G:gis = 2187:2048 große
Gis:a = 256:243 kleine
A:b = 256:243 kleine
B:h = 2187:2048 große
H:c = 256:243 kleine
The greater and lesser semitone ratios presented here compare to other semitone
ratios as follows:
Zarlino's der großere halbe ton ratio 2187:2048 or 113.68500605771191 cents
Just Major Semitone, 16:15 ratio or 111.73128526978243 cents
Zarlino's der kleinere halbe ton, 256:243 ratio or 90.22499567306161 cents
Just Minor Semitone, 135:128 ratio or 92.17871646099707 cents
Marpurg's ET pg 150 semitone, 96000:90611 ratio or 100.01784545436655 cents
Zarlino's semitones are within two cents of the semitones used to produce just
intonation on non-keyboard instruments.
2187:2048 - the greater half-tone = 113.68500605771191 cents
256:243 - the lesser half-tone = 90.22499567306161 cents
Converting the following interval ratios to cents yields the results found in table 7.
C: cis = 2187:2048 großere
Cis:d = 256:243 kleinere
D:dis = 256:243 kleinere
Dis:e = 2187:2048 großere
E:f = 256:243 kleinere
F:fis = 2187:2048 großere
Fis:g = 256:243 kleinere
G:gis = 2187:2048 großere
Gis:a = 256:243 kleinere
A:b = 256:243 kleinere
B:h = 2187:2048 großere
H:c = 256:243 kleinere
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Table 7. Marpurg 60.
Zarlino's temperament according to Marpurg.
C: cis = 113.68500605771191 cents (2 cents sharp of just major semitone)
C:d = 203.91000173077352 c (just major tone)
C:dis = 294.13499740383513 c (20 c flat of just min 3rd, 20 c sharp of just aug 2nd)
C:e = 407.82000346154704 c (Pythagorean Ditone)
C:f = 498.04499913460865 c (Just Perfect 4th)
C:fis = 611.73000519232056 c (2 c sharp of just dim 5th, 21 c sharp of just aug 4th)
C:g = 701.95500086538217 c (Just Perfect 5th)
C:gis = 815.64000692309408 c (2 c sharp of just min 6th, 21 c sharp of just aug 5th)
C:a = 905.86500259615569 c (11 c sharp of just major 6th)
C:b = 996.0899982692173 c (just minor 7th, lesser)
C:h = 1109.77500432692921 c (20 c sharp of just Maj 7th, 2 c flat of just dim 8ve)
C:c = 1199.99999999999082 c (essentially just octave)
Zarlino's major and minor semitones add up to a whole tone with a value equaling
203.91000173077352 cents. (113.68500605771191c + 90.22499567306161c =
203.91000173077352 cents).
Which is virtually identical to the 9:8 ratio Pythagorean whole tone which has a
value of 203.91000173077484 cents.
Postulating that Marpurg simply presents one arrangement of Zarlino's semitone
ratios, I attempted to arrange these intervals into a minor scale not presented in
Marpurg's Anfangsgruende, this effort resulted in the following:
2187:2048 - the greater half-tone = 113.68500605771191 cents
256:243 - the lesser half-tone = 90.22499567306161 cents
C: des = 2187:2048 großere 113.68500605771191 2 c # of just major semitone
Des:d = 256:243 kleinere 203.91000173077352 just major tone
D:es = 2187:2048 großere 317.59500778848543 2 c sharp of just minor 3rd
Es:e = 256:243 kleinere 407.82000346154704
Pythagorean Ditone
E:f = 256:243 kleinere 498.04499913460865 just perfect 4th
F:fis = 256:243 kleinere 588.26999480767026 2 c flat of just augmented 4th
Fis:g = 2187:2048 großere 701.95500086538217 just perfect 5th
G:Aes = 2187:2048 großere 815.64000692309408 2 c flat of just minor 6th
Aes:a = 256:243 kleinere 905.86500259615569 21 c sharp of just major 6th
A:b = 2187:2048 großere 1019.5500086538676 2 c # of just greater minor 7th
B:h = 256:243 kleinere 1109.77500432692921 2 c # of just dim 8ve
H:c = 256:243 kleinere 1199.99999999999082 8ve
This is an excellent example of a system that would not work with common practice
music. While several intervals are just, others are not. The intervals in this approach
that are not just will be useless in music after 1700, and intervals like the
Pythagorean Ditone belong to the music of ancient Greece, suitable for melody
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accompanied by nothing more than fifths. However, if one wishes to perform music
of ancient Greece, more than two sizes of semitone are required, so authentically
reproducing music of Pythagoras' time would be impossible with Zarlino's
temperament. While a pleasant homage to Pythagoras, Zarlino's temperament here
appears to be an artifact of a transitional approach to tuning that was never used by
anyone. Even if one wishes to use Zarlino's approach to realize just intonation,
sharpening the semitones by 2-cents wreaks havoc on a couple of other important
intervals, and a Pythagorean Ditone could not be further from a just major third.
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Figure 10. Marpurg 59.
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Table 8. Marpurg 59, Kepler.
Das erste (The First), Marpurg attributes this temperament to its inventor the
"famous Mathematician" Johannes Kepler.
C-cis = 135:128= 92.17871646099707 cents C-cis= Just minor semitone
Cis-d = 16:15= 111.73128526978243 c Just major semitone
D-dis = 16:15= 111.73128526978243 c Just major semitone
Dis-e = 25:24= 70.67242686428713 c Just lesser minor semitone
E-f

= 16:15= 111.73128526978243 Just major semitone

F-fis = 135:128= 92.17871646099707 c Just minor semitone
Fis-g = 16:15= 111.73128526978243 c

Just major semitone

G-gis = 135:128= 92.17871646099707 c Just minor semitone
Gis-a = 16:15= 111.73128526978243 c Just major semitone
A-b

= 16:15= 111.73128526978243 c Just major semitone

B-h

= 25:24= 70.67242686428713 c

H-c

= 16:15= 111.73128526978243 c Just major semitone

Just lesser minor semitone

Kepler's Temperament, extrapolated intervals:
(C-D= 203.9100017307795cents just major tone)
(C-dis= 315.64128700056193c just minor third)
(C-e= 386.31371386484906c just major third)
(C-f= 498.04499913463149c just perfect fourth)
(C-fis= 590.22371559562856c just aug. 4th)
(C-g= 701.95500086541099c just perfect fifth)
(C-gis= 794.13371732640806c just aug. sixth)
(C-a= 905.86500259619049c j+21c major sixth)
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(C-b= 1017.59628786597292c just minor 7th, greater)
(C-h= 1088.26871473026005c just major 7th)
(C-c= 1200.00000000004248 cents, just octave)
Kepler's Temperament allows for just intonation, for the most part, in more
than one key area. However, the pitfall of just intonation becomes readily apparent
after only a couple transpositions. In order to use Kepler's temperament
successfully, one would be required to play music that does not modulate, that is
almost entirely diatonic, and uses relatively simple harmonies. C major is good, D
major is good, C minor is good, even F# minor works. F# major, however, has a
major third of 424 cents, and a minor third of 275 cents, completely unusable,
though the F#-C# fifth is good. It was commonplace for early temperaments to have
an unusable key-area, even when very few of the intervals were any where near just.
It is not at surprising that several key-areas are unusable without transposing the
entire temperament and retuning, yet it was very unusual for a 16th-17th century
temperament to sound well in many key areas and have almost all of the intervals
turn out just. Kepler's Temperament is really very special, and not widely known. In
Marpurg's text I could not see a reference to where he learned of Kepler's
Temperament, though it is likely he discovered it hiding in an overlooked paragraph
of Kepler's Harmonice Mundi (1619). The music community is lucky that Kepler left
this gem for us, and we are fortunate that Marpurg found Kepler's temperament and
that he included it in his Anfangsgruende.
Table 9. Unknown author's temperament.
Das Zweite, The Second (Marpurg lists this temperament as belonging to an
unknown author)
C: cis = 25:24 70.67242686428713 cents Just lesser minor semitone
Cis:d = 27:25 133.23757486649273 c j+22c major semitone
D:dis = 16:15 111.73128526978243 c Just major semitone
Dis:e = 25:24 70.67242686428713 c
Just lesser minor semitone
E:f = 16:15 111.73128526978243 c Just major semitone
F:fis = 135:128 92.17871646099707 c Just minor semitone
Fis:g = 16:15 111.73128526978243 c Just major semitone
G:gis = 25:24 70.67242686428713 c Just lesser minor semitone
Gis:a = 27:25 133.23757486649273 c j+22c major semitone
A:b = 256:243 90.22499567306161 c j-2c minor semitone
B:h = 135:128 92.17871646099707 c Just minor semitone
H:c = 16:15 111.73128526978243 c Just major semitone
Extrapolated intervals from the unknown author's temperament
C-cis (70.67242686428713 cents just minor lesser semitone)
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C-d (203.91000173077986 c just whole tone)
C-dis (315.64128700056229 c just minor third)
C-e (386.31371386484942 c just Major third )
C-f (498.04499913463185 c just Perfect fourth)
C-fis (590.22371559562892 c just augmented fourth)
C-g (701.95500086541135 c just Perfect fifth)
C-gis (772.62742772969848 c j-41.1c min 6th)
C-a (905.86500259619121 c j+21c Major 6th)
C-b (996.08999826925282 c just minor 7th, lesser)
C-h (1088.26871473024989 c just major 7th)
C-c (1200.00000000003232 c just octave)
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Figure 11. Marpurg 51.
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Pg 51-55
Marpurg proposes more solutions, listed here as the first and the second.
In this analysis the letter "j" will represent a just interval, "!" will equal a
significantly tempered interval, "!!" will equal a heavily tempered interval, and "!!!"
will equal a completely unusable interval painful to the listener.
Das Erste (the first)
Table 10. Marpurg 51-55a.
Ratio
1
C-Cis
C-D
C-Dis
C-E
C-F
C-Fis
C-G
C-Gis !
C-A
C-B
C-H
C-c
Cis-D !
Cis-Dis !!
Cis-E
Cis-F *!!
Cis-Fis !!
Cis-G !
Cis-Gis
Cis-A
Cis-B !!!
Cis-H
Cis-C !!
Cis-cis
D-Dis
D-E
D-F
!
D-Fis

Ratio
2

25
9
6
5
4
45
3
25
5
9
15
2
27
144
6
32
27
36
3
8
216
9
48
2
16
10
32
5

24
8
5
4
3
32
2
16
3
5
8
1
25
125
5
25
20
25
2
5
125
5
25
1
15
9
27
4

Interval in
Cents
70.67242686
203.9100017
315.641287
386.3137139
498.0449991
590.2237156
701.9550009
772.6274277
884.358713
1017.596288
1088.268715
1200
133.2375749
244.9688601
315.641287
427.3725723
519.5512887
631.282574
701.9550009
813.6862861
946.923861
1017.596288
1129.327573
1200
111.7312853
182.4037121
294.1349974
386.3137139
46

Stepwise
j min semitone
j maj tone
j min 3rd
j maj 3rd
j 4th
j aug4th
j 5th
j-21.4c aug5th
j maj 6th
j min 7th greater
j maj 7th
j 8ve
j+22c maj semitone
j+41c maj tone
j min 3rd
j dim 4th (j+41c maj 3rd)
j+21c 4th
j+22c dim 5th
j 5th
j min 6th
j+62.5c maj 6th
j min 7th greater
j+41c maj 7th
j 8ve
j maj semitone
j min tone
j-21.5c min 3rd
j maj 3rd

70.67242686
133.2375749
111.7312853
70.67242686
111.7312853
92.17871646
111.7312853
70.67242686
111.7312853
133.2375749
70.67242686
111.7312853
133.2375749
111.7312853
70.67242686
111.7312853
92.17871646
111.7312853
70.67242686
111.7312853
133.2375749
70.67242686
111.7312853
70.67242686
111.7312853
70.67242686
111.7312853
92.17871646

D-G
D-Gis !
D-A
!!
D-B
D-H
D-C
D-Cis !
D-D
Dis-E
Dis-F
Dis-Fis *!!
Dis-G
Dis-Gis !!!
Dis-A !!
Dis-B
Dis-H !!
Dis-C
Dis-Cis !!
Dis-D
Dis-dis
E-F
E-Fis
E-G
E-Gis
E-A
E-B
!!
E-H
E-C
E-Cis
E-D
E-Dis !!
E-e
F-Fis
F-G
F-Gis *!!
F-A
F-B
!!
F-H
F-C
F-Cis !!!

4
25
40
8
5
16
50
2
25
10
75
5
125
25
3
25
5
125
15
2
16
9
6
5
4
36
3
8
5
9
48
2
135
9
75
5
27
45
3
25

3
18
27
5
3
9
27
1
24
9
64
4
96
18
2
16
3
72
8
1
15
8
5
4
3
25
2
5
3
5
25
1
128
8
64
4
20
32
2
16

498.0449991
568.717426
680.4487113
813.6862861
884.358713
996.0899983
1066.762425
1200
70.67242686
182.4037121
274.5824286
386.3137139
456.9861407
568.717426
701.9550009
772.6274277
884.358713
955.0311399
1088.268715
1200
111.7312853
203.9100017
315.641287
386.3137139
498.0449991
631.282574
701.9550009
813.6862861
884.358713
1017.596288
1129.327573
1200
92.17871646
203.9100017
274.5824286
386.3137139
519.5512887
590.2237156
701.9550009
772.6274277

47

j 4th
j-21.5c dim 5th
j-21.5c 5th
j min 6th
j maj 6th
j min 7th lesser
j-21.5c maj 7th
j 8ve
j min lesser semitone
j min tone
j aug 2nd/ j-41c min 3rd
j maj 3rd
j-41.06c 4th
j-21.5c aug 4th
j 5th
j-41.1c min 6th
j maj 6th
j-41c min 7th lesser
j maj 7th
j 8ve
j maj semitone
j maj tone
j min 3rd
j maj 3rd
j 4th
j+41c aug4th/+21c dim5th
j 5th
j min 6th
j maj 6th
j min 7th greater
j+41c maj 7th
j 8ve
j min semitone
j maj tone
j-41c min 3rd/j aug 2nd
j maj 3rd
j+21.5c 4th
j aug4th
j 5th
j-41.1c min 6th

111.7312853
70.67242686
111.7312853
133.2375749
70.67242686
111.7312853
70.67242686
133.2375749
70.67242686
111.7312853
92.17871646
111.7312853
70.67242686
111.7312853
133.2375749
70.67242686
111.7312853
70.67242686
133.2375749
111.7312853
111.7312853
92.17871646
111.7312853
70.67242686
111.7312853
133.2375749
70.67242686
111.7312853
70.67242686
133.2375749
111.7312853
70.67242686
92.17871646
111.7312853
70.67242686
111.7312853
133.2375749
70.67242686
111.7312853
70.67242686

F-D
!!
F-Dis
F-E
F-f
Fis-G
Fis-Gis
Fis-A !
Fis-B *!!
Fis-H
Fis-C *
Fis-Cis !!
Fis-D
Fis-Dis !!!
Fis-E
Fis-F *!
Fis-fis
G-Gis
G-A
G-B
G-H
G-C
G-Cis !
G-D
G-Dis
G-E
G-F
G-Fis
G-g
Gis-A

27
9
15
2
16
10
32
32
4
64
40
8
128
16
256
2
25
10
6
5
4
25
3
8
5
16
15
2
16

16
5
8
1
15
9
27
25
3
45
27
5
75
9
135
1
24
9
5
4
3
18
2
5
3
9
8
1
15

905.8650026
1017.596288
1088.268715
1200
111.7312853
182.4037121
294.1349974
427.3725723
498.0449991
609.7762844
680.4487113
813.6862861
925.4175714
996.0899983
1107.821284
1200
70.67242686
182.4037121
315.641287
386.3137139
498.0449991
568.717426
701.9550009
813.6862861
884.358713
996.0899983
1088.268715
1200
111.7312853

Gis-B *!

144

125

244.9688601

Gis-H
Gis-C *!!
Gis-Cis
Gis-D !
Gis-Dis
!!!
Gis-E
Gis-F !!
Gis-Fis

6
32
4
36

5
25
3
25

315.641287
427.3725723
498.0449991
631.282574

192

125

8
128
9

5
75
5

j+21.5c maj 6th
j min 7th greater
j maj 7th
j 8ve
j maj semitone
j min tone
j-21.5c min 3rd
j dim 4th/j+41.1c maj 3rd
j 4th
j dim 5th/j+19.5c aug4th
j-21.5c 5th
j min 6th
j+41c maj 6th
j min 7th lesser
j dim 8ve/+19.5c maj 7th
j 8ve
j min lesser semitone
j min tone
j min 3rd
j maj 3rd
j 4th
j-21.5c aug 4th
j 5th
j min 6th
j maj 6th
j min 7th lesser
j maj 7th
j 8ve
j maj semitone
j+21.5c dim3rd/j+41c maj
tone
j min 3rd
j dim 4th/j+41.1c maj 3rd
j 4th
j+21.5c dim 5th

743.0138593 !!!WOLF!!! J+41c 5th
813.6862861 j min 6th
925.4175714 j+41.1c maj 6th
1017.596288 j min 7th greater

48

133.2375749
111.7312853
70.67242686
111.7312853
111.7312853
70.67242686
111.7312853
133.2375749
70.67242686
111.7312853
70.67242686
133.2375749
111.7312853
70.67242686
111.7312853
92.17871646
70.67242686
111.7312853
133.2375749
70.67242686
111.7312853
70.67242686
133.2375749
111.7312853
70.67242686
111.7312853
92.17871646
111.7312853
111.7312853
133.2375749
70.67242686
111.7312853
70.67242686
133.2375749
111.7312853
70.67242686
111.7312853
92.17871646

Gis-G *!

48

25

1129.327573

Gis-gis
A-B
A-H
A-C
A-Cis
A-D
A-Dis
A-E
A-F
A-Fis
A-G
A-Gis
A-a
B-H
B-C

2
27
9
6
5
27
36
3
8
27
9
15
2
25
10

1
25
8
5
4
20
25
2
5
16
5
8
1
24
9

1200
133.2375749
203.9100017
315.641287
386.3137139
519.5512887
631.282574
701.9550009
813.6862861
905.8650026
1017.596288
1088.268715
1200
70.67242686
182.4037121

125

108

253.076139

!
!!

5
4
25
40

4
3
18
27

386.3137139
498.0449991
568.717426
680.4487113

B-Fis *!!

25

16

772.6274277

5

3

884.358713

!!

125

72

955.0311399

B-A
!
B-b
H-C
H-Cis
H-D
H-Dis *!!
H-E
H-F
H-Fis
H-G
H-Gis
H-A
H-B *!!

50
2
16
10
6
32
4
64
3
8
5
16
48

27
1
15
9
5
25
3
45
2
5
3
9
25

1066.762425
1200
111.7312853
182.4037121
315.641287
427.3725723
498.0449991
609.7762844
701.9550009
813.6862861
884.358713
996.0899983
1129.327573

!

!!
!

!

B-Cis *!!
B-D
B-Dis
B-E
B-F

B-G
B-Gis

49

j+22c dim 8ve (j+41c maj
7th)
j 8ve
j+21.5c maj semitone
j maj tone
j min 3rd
j maj 3rd
j+21.5c 4th
j+21.5c dim 5th
j 5th
j min 6th
j+21.5c maj 6th
j min 7th greater
j maj 7th
j 8ve
j min lesser semitone
j min tone
j-21.5c aug2nd/j-62.5c
min3rd
j maj 3rd
j 4th
j-21.5c aug 4th
j-21.5c 5th
j-21.5c aug5th/j-41.1c
min6th
j maj 6th
j-21.5c aug6/j-41c min7th
lesser
j-21.5c maj 7th
j 8ve
j maj semitone
j min tone
j min 3rd
j dim 4th/ j+41c maj 3rd
j 4th
j dim 5th
j 5th
j min 6th
j maj 6th
j min 7th lesser
j+22c dim 8ve/ j+41c maj7th

111.7312853
70.67242686
133.2375749
70.67242686
111.7312853
70.67242686
133.2375749
111.7312853
70.67242686
111.7312853
92.17871646
111.7312853
70.67242686
111.7312853
70.67242686
111.7312853
70.67242686
133.2375749
111.7312853
70.67242686
111.7312853
92.17871646
111.7312853
70.67242686
111.7312853
133.2375749
111.7312853
70.67242686
133.2375749
111.7312853
70.67242686
111.7312853
92.17871646
111.7312853
70.67242686
111.7312853
133.2375749

2

1

1200 j 8ve

70.67242686

Das Zweyte [das zweite]
Table 11. Marpurg 51-55b.
Ratio
25
10
6
5
4
25
3
25
5
9
15
2
16
144
6
32
4

24
9
5
4
3
18
2
16
3
5
8
1
15
125
5
25
3

Interval in
Cents
70.67242686
182.4037121
315.641287
386.3137139
498.0449991
568.717426
701.9550009
772.6274277
884.358713
1017.596288
1088.268715
1200
111.7312853
244.9688601
315.641287
427.3725723
498.0449991

36

25

631.282574

3
8
216
9
48
2
27
9
6
5
27
45
3

2
5
125
5
25
1
25
8
5
4
20
32
2

701.9550009
813.6862861
946.923861
1017.596288
1129.327573
1200
133.2375749
203.9100017
315.641287
386.3137139
519.5512887
590.2237156
701.9550009

1
C-Cis
C-D
C-Dis
C-E
C-F
C-Fis !
C-G
C-Gis !
C-A
C-B
C-H
C-c
Cis-D !
Cis-Dis !!
Cis-E
Cis-F *!!
Cis-Fis
Cis-G
Cis-Gis
Cis-A
Cis-B !!!
Cis-H
Cis-C !!
Cis-cis
D-Dis
D-E
D-F
D-Fis
D-G !!!
D-Gis
D-A

Ratio
2

50

Stepwise
j min semitone lesser
j min tone
j min 3rd
j maj 3rd
j 4th
j-21.5c aug 4th
j 5th
j-21.4c aug5th/j-41c min 6th
j maj 6th
j min 7th greater
j maj 7th
j 8ve
j maj semitone
j+41c maj tone
j min 3rd
j dim 4th/ j+41c maj 3rd
j 4th
j+21.5c dim5th/j+41.1c
aug4th
j 5th
j min 6th
j+62.5c maj 6th
j min 7th greater
j+41c maj 7th
j 8ve
j+22c maj semitone
j min tone
j min 3rd
j maj 3rd
j+21.5c 4th
j aug 4th
j 5th

70.67242686
111.7312853
133.2375749
70.67242686
111.7312853
70.67242686
133.2375749
70.67242686
111.7312853
133.2375749
70.67242686
111.7312853
111.7312853
133.2375749
70.67242686
111.7312853
70.67242686
133.2375749
70.67242686
111.7312853
133.2375749
70.67242686
111.7312853
70.67242686
133.2375749
70.67242686
111.7312853
70.67242686
133.2375749
70.67242686
111.7312853

D-B !!
D-H !!
D-C
D-Cis
D-d
Dis-E
Dis-F
Dis-Fis
!!!
Dis-G
Dis-Gis
!!!
Dis-A !
Dis-B
Dis-H
!!
Dis-C
Dis-Cis
!!
Dis-D !
Dis-dis
E-F
E-Fis
E-G
E-Gis
E-A

81
27
9
15
2
25
10

50
16
5
8
1
24
9

125

108

5

4

125

96

456.9861407 j-41.05c 4th

25
3

18
2

568.717426 j-21.5c aug 4th
701.9550009 j 5th

25

16

772.6274277 j-41.1c min 6th

5

3

125

72

955.0311399 j-41.7c min 7th lesser

50
2
16
10
6
5
4

27
1
15
9
5
4
3

1066.762425
1200
111.7312853
182.4037121
315.641287
386.3137139
498.0449991

!!

36

25

631.282574

E-H
E-C
E-Cis
E-D
E-Dis !!
E-e
F-Fis
F-G
F-Gis *
F-A
F-B !!
F-H
F-C

3
8
5
16
48
2
25
9
75
5
27
45
3

2
5
3
9
25
1
24
8
64
4
20
32
2

701.9550009
813.6862861
884.358713
996.0899983
1129.327573
1200
70.67242686
203.9100017
274.5824286
386.3137139
519.5512887
590.2237156
701.9550009

E-B

835.1925757
905.8650026
1017.596288
1088.268715
1200
70.67242686
182.4037121

j+21.5c min 6th
j+21.5c maj 6th
j min 7th greater
j maj 7th
j 8ve
j min lesser semitone
j min tone

253.076139 j-62.5c min 3rd
386.3137139 j maj 3rd

884.358713 j maj 6th

51

j-21.5c maj 7th
j 8ve
j maj semitone
j min tone
j min 3rd
j maj 3rd
j 4th
j+21.5c dim5th/j+41.1c aug
4th
j 5th
j min 6th
j maj 6th
j min 7th lesser
j+22c dim 8ve/j+41c maj 7th
j 8ve
j min lesser semitone
j major tone
j aug 2nd/j-41c min 3rd
j maj 3rd
j+21.5c 4th
j aug 4th
j 5th

133.2375749
70.67242686
111.7312853
70.67242686
111.7312853
70.67242686
111.7312853
70.67242686
133.2375749
70.67242686
111.7312853
133.2375749
70.67242686
111.7312853
70.67242686
111.7312853
133.2375749
111.7312853
70.67242686
133.2375749
70.67242686
111.7312853
133.2375749
70.67242686
111.7312853
70.67242686
111.7312853
133.2375749
70.67242686
70.67242686
133.2375749
70.67242687
111.7312853
133.2375748
70.6724269
111.7312853

F-Cis !!

25

16

772.6274277

F-D
F-Dis
F-E
F-f
Fis-G !
Fis-Gis
Fis-A

5
9
15
2
27
9
6

3
5
8
1
25
8
5

884.358713
1017.596288
1088.268715
1200
133.2375749
203.9100017
315.641287

Fis-B *!!!

162

125

448.8788619

Fis-H !!
Fis-C !
Fis-Cis
Fis-D
Fis-Dis
!!!
Fis-E
Fis-F !!
Fis-fis
G-Gis
G-A
G-B
G-H
G-C
G-Cis !!
G-D !!!
G-Dis
G-E
G-F
G-Fis !
G-g
Gis-A

27
36
3
8

20
25
2
5

519.5512887
631.282574
701.9550009
813.6862861

216

125

9
48
2
25
10
6
5
4
25
40
8
5
16
50
2
16

5
25
1
24
9
5
4
3
18
27
5
3
9
27
1
15

1017.596288
1129.327573
1200
70.67242686
182.4037121
315.641287
386.3137139
498.0449991
568.717426
680.4487113
813.6862861
884.358713
996.0899983
1066.762425
1200
111.7312853

144

125

244.9688601

6
32
4
64

5
25
3
45

315.641287
427.3725723
498.0449991
609.7762844

192

125

Gis-B !!
Gis-H
Gis-C *!!!
Gis-Cis
Gis-D
Gis-Dis
!!!

j-22c aug 5th/ j-41.1c min
6th
j maj 6th
j min 7th greater
j maj 7th
j 8ve
j+22c maj semitone
j maj tone
j min 3rd
j+21.4c dim4th/j+62.6c
maj3rd
j+21.5c 4th
j+21 c dim 5th
j 5th
j min 6th

946.923861 j+62.5c maj 6th
j min 7th greater
j+22c dim 8ve/j+41c maj 7th
j 8ve
j min lesser semitone
j min tone
j min 3rd
j maj 3rd
j 4th
j-21.5c aug 4th
j-21.5c 5th
j min 6th
j maj 6th
j min 7th lesser
j-21.5c maj 7th
j 8ve
j maj semitone
j+21.4c dim 3rd/j+41c maj
tone
j min 3rd
j dim 4th/j+41c maj 3rd
j 4th
j dim 5th

743.0138593 !!!WOLF!!! J+41c 5th

52

70.6724268
111.7312853
133.237575
70.672427
111.731285
133.2375749
70.6724268
111.7312853
133.2375749
70.6724268
111.7312853
70.6724269
111.7312852
133.2375749
70.672427
111.731285
70.672427
70.67242686
111.7312852
133.2375749
70.6724269
111.7312852
70.6724269
111.7312853
133.2375748
70.6724269
111.7312853
70.6724267
133.237575
111.7312853
133.2375748
70.6724269
111.7312853
70.6724268
111.7312853
133.2375749

Gis-E
Gis-F !!
Gis-Fis
Gis-G !
Gis-gis
A-B !
A-H
A-C
A-Cis
A-D
A-Dis !
A-E
A-F
A-Fis
A-G
A-Gis
A-a
B-H
B-C

8
128
16
48
2
27
9
6
5
4
36
3
8
5
9
15
2
25
10

5
75
9
25
1
25
8
5
4
3
25
2
5
3
5
8
1
24
9

813.6862861
925.4175714
996.0899983
1129.327573
1200
133.2375749
203.9100017
315.641287
386.3137139
498.0449991
631.282574
701.9550009
813.6862861
884.358713
1017.596288
1088.268715
1200
70.67242686
182.4037121

B-Cis*!!!

125

108

253.076139

B-D !!
B-Dis
B-E !
B-F !!
B-Fis !!!
B-G

100
4
25
40
125
5

81
3
18
27
81
3

364.8074243
498.0449991
568.717426
680.4487113
751.1211381
884.358713

B-Gis !!

125

72

955.0311399

B-A !
B-b
H-C
H-Cis
H-D !
H-Dis*!!
H-E
H-F
H-Fis !!
H-G
H-Gis

50
2
16
10
32
32
4
64
40
8
5

27
1
15
9
27
25
3
45
27
5
3

1066.762425
1200
111.7312853
182.4037121
294.1349974
427.3725723
498.0449991
609.7762844
680.4487113
813.6862861
884.358713

53

j min 6th
j+41c maj 6th
j min 7th lesser
j+22c dim 8ve/j+41c maj 7th
j 8ve
j+22c maj semitone
j maj tone
j min 3rd
j maj 3rd
j 4th
j+22c dim 5th
j 5th
j min 6th
j maj 6th
j min 7th greater
j maj 7th
j 8ve
j min lesser semitone
j min tone
j-21.6c aug2nd/j-62.6c
min3rd
j-21.5c maj 3rd
j 4th
j-22c aug 4th
j-21.5c 5th
j-43c aug 5th/j-62.5c min 6th
j maj 6th
j-41c min7th less/j-21c aug
6th
j-22c maj7th
j 8ve
j maj semitone
j min tone
j-21.4c min 3rd
j dim 4th/j+41c maj 3rd
j 4th
j dim 5th
!! j-21.5c 5th
j min 6th
j maj 6th

70.6724268
111.7312853
70.6724269
133.2375747
70.672427
133.2375749
70.6724268
111.7312853
70.6724269
111.7312852
133.2375749
70.6724269
111.7312852
70.6724269
133.237575
70.672427
111.731285
70.67242686
111.7312852
70.6724269
111.7312853
133.2375748
70.6724269
111.7312853
70.6724268
133.2375749
70.6724269
111.7312851
133.237575
111.7312853
70.6724268
111.7312853
133.2375749
70.6724268
111.7312853
70.6724269
133.2375748
70.6724269

H-A
H-B *!!
H-h

16
48
2

9
25
1

996.0899983 j min 7th lesser
1129.327573 j+22c dim 8ve/j+41c maj 7th
1200 j 8ve

54

111.7312853
133.2375747
70.672427

Figure 12. Marpurg 52.
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Figure 13. Marpurg 53.
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Ibid., 53.
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Figure 14. Marpurg 54.
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Ibid., 54.
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Figure 15. Marpurg 55.
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Ibid., 55.
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2. Berlin, Johan Daniel
"(b Memel, Prussia, May 12, 1714; d Trondheim, Nov 4, 1787). Norwegian organist,
composer, inventor and writer of German birth. He studied the organ with his father
Heinrich Berlin, and in 1730 went to Copenhagen, where he became the pupil of the
city musician Andreas Berg. In 1737 Berlin was appointed city musician in
Trondheim, a post he held until 1767. From 1740 to his death he was organist at
Trondheim Cathedral and from 1752 to 1761 at the Vår Frue Kirke. Berlin was
probably the most exceptional and versatile figure in 18th-century Trondheim: he
not only conscientiously carried out his duties as city musician, but published books
and papers on a variety of subjects (including music theory, meteorology and
astronomy); he arranged concerts, composed, and built instruments; he was for
many years the head of the city fire-service and inspector of the city waterworks; he
was a map designer and architect; and he owned one of the largest collections of
music literature and instruments in Norway. His Musikalske elementer is the first
Danish-Norwegian music textbook and is still considered an instructive and
comprehensive work. His papers on other subjects were published by the Royal
Norwegian Scientific Association, of which he was a founder-member (1760). In
1746 Berlin built a keyboard viola da gamba which he called ‘cembalo da gamba
verticale’, in 1751 a piano with a pedal and in 1752 a monochord; in addition he
constructed a mechanism to enable him to play loud and soft on his Haas
harpsichord. Only the monochord has survived (in the Ringve Museum, Trondheim).
In January 1787 he was elected to the board of the Trondheim Music Society
(founded 1786). Berlin wrote almost 30 compositions, of which only a few are
extant. Their style lies between late Baroque and the style galant, with perhaps a
bias towards the latter."70
In the following table, Berlin lists a 36-tone temperament. I have calculated
that Johan Daniel Berlin gives an equal tempered series of whole tones and
semitones, as well as several different flavors of major and minor semitones in
between the equal-tempered 12-tone values. I made this photographic reproduction
from Berlin's Anleitung zur tonometrie, oder Wie man durch helfe der
lagarithmischen rechnung nach der geometrischen progressionsrechnung die so
genannte gleichshwebende musikalische temperatur leicht und bald ausrechnen
kann; nebst einem unterrichte von dem 1752 erfundenen und eingerichteten
monochordum, von Johann Daniel Berlin.; Berlin, Johann Daniel, Bey F.C. Pelt, 1767.
This book also contains a diagram of the monochord described in the Michelson's
article above, I have included a reproduction of this diagram in appendix C.

70

Michelsen, Kari. "Berlin, Johan Daniel." Oxford Music Online, 2001.
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Figure 16. Berlin's 36 note equal temperament.
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Figure 1671
Berlin, Johann Daniel. Anleitung zur tonometrie, oder Wie man durch helfe der
lagarithmischen rechnung nach der geometrischen progressionsrechnung die so
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Table 12. Berlin 36-note string-lengths.
1 C............2000.00
2 c*..........1961.86
3 cisb......1924.45
4 Cis........1887.75
5 cis*......1851.75
6 Db........1816.44
7 D...........1781.80
8 d*.........1747.82
9 disb.....1714.49
10 Dis.......1681.79
11 disb.....1714.49
12 Eb........1618.26
13 E..........1587.40
14 e*.........1557.13
15 fb.........1572.44
16 F...........1498.31
17 f*..........1469.73
18 fisb......1441.71
19 Fis........1414.21
20 fis*.......1387.24
21 Gb........1360.79
22 G...........1334.84
23 g*..........1309.39
24 gisb.....1284.41
25 Gis........1259.92
26 gis*.......1235.89
27 Ab.........1212.33
28 A............1189.21
29 a*...........1166.53
30 bb..........1144.28
31 B............1122.46
32 b*..........1101.06
33 hb..........1080.06
34 H............1059.46
35 h*...........1039.26
36 c.............1000.00

genannte gleichshwebende musikalische temperatur leicht und bald ausrechnen kann;
nebst einem unterrichte von dem 1752 erfundenen und eingerichteten monochordum,
von Johann Daniel Berlin. (Kopenhagen, Leipzig: Bey F.C. Pelt, 1767), 26-27.
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Table 13. Berlin's 36 note equal temperament.
Berlin 36-note string
lengths
1 C
2 c*
3 cisb
4 Cis
5 cis*
6 Db
7 D
8 d*
9 disb
10 Dis
11 disb
12 Eb
13 E
14 e*
15 fb
16 F
17 f*
18 fisb
19 Fis
20 fis*
21 Gb
22 G
23 g*
24 gisb
25 Gis
26 gis*
27 Ab
28 A
29 a*
30 bb
31 B
32 b*
33 hb
34 H
35 h*
36 c

2000
1961.86
1924.45
1887.75
1851.75
1816.44
1781.80
1747.82
1714.49
1681.79
1714.49
1618.26
1587.40
1557.13
1572.44
1498.31
1469.73
1441.71
1414.21
1387.24
1360.79
1334.84
1309.39
1284.41
1259.92
1235.89
1212.33
1189.21
1166.53
1144.28
1122.46
1101.06
1080.06
1059.46
1039.26
1000.00

ET-12
equivalent
Ratio
1
Ratio 2
2000
1961.86
2000
1924.45
1887.75
2000
2000
1851.75
2000
1816.44
2000
1781.8
2000
1747.82
2000
1714.49
2000
1681.79
2000
1714.49
1618.26
2000
2000
1587.4
1557.13
2000
2000
1572.44
2000
1498.31
2000
1469.73
2000
1441.71
1414.21
2000
1387.24
2000
1360.79
2000
2000
1334.84
2000
1309.39
1284.41
2000
2000
1259.92
1235.89
2000
1212.33
2000
1189.21
2000
2000
1166.53
2000
1144.28
2000
1122.46
2000
1101.06
2000
1080.06
2000
1059.46
2000
1039.26
2000
1000
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Cents
33.33348806
66.66457401
99.99873934
133.3327954
166.6635457
199.997509
233.3320609
266.6646125
300.0029137
266.6646125
366.6678972
400.0011473
433.3327253
416.3940374
499.9966225
533.3386249
566.6628053
600.0043609
633.3391161
666.6666669
699.9998109
733.3261608
766.6730369
800.0014426
833.3395892
866.66105
899.9958001
933.331908
966.6718607
1000.003159
1033.328295
1066.666248
1100.005056
1133.332044
1200

ET 12-1

ET 12-2

ET 12-3

ET 12-4

ET 12-5

ET 12-6

ET 12-7

ET 12-8

ET 12-9

ET 12-10

ET 12-11
ET 12-12

Berlin 36-note
C-major scale extrapolated intervals
C-D
C-E
C-F
C-G
C-A
C-H
C-c

199.99750903503948 cents
400.00114728648272 c
499.99662245092833 c
699.99981086436481 c
899.99580005921918 c
1100.00505639887242 c
1200.00 cents

where 100 cents is an equal-tempered semitone, and 200 cents is an equaltempered whole tone, this major scale is virtually identical to equal temperament.

Neidhardt, Johann George
"( b Bernstadt, c 1685; d Königsberg, 1739). German theorist and composer . After
early training at Altdorf and Wittenberg, Neidhardt matriculated as a theology
student at Jena, where he produced his first treatise on temperament and
apparently continued his musical training. It is likely that he studied with the
university organist, J.N. Bach, who knew him well enough to allow him to try one of
his temperaments on the new organ at the city’s central church; Bach’s tuning,
however, was found more singable. Between 1710 and 1720, when he was
appointed Kapellmeister at Königsberg, Neidhardt was again in Bernstadt as well as
in Breslau, where he is known to have lectured on composition. He then remained at
Königsberg until his death, teaching organ and versification to the university
students in addition to his writing and official duties.
Along with Werckmeister, Neidhardt perfected the art of practical temperaments in
the early 18th century. An advocate of circulating temperaments (those intended to
be most consonant in the more frequently used keys, and progressively less so in the
remoter ones), he wanted his more than two dozen temperaments to be flexibly
applied, as may be judged from his recommendation of specific temperaments for a
village, a town, a city, and the court (the last assigned an equal temperament). He
was apparently an active composer throughout his life; his few extant works include
chorale settings (Kaliningrad, Oblastnaya Universal′naya Nauchnaya Biblioteka
RUS-KA ), and some published psalm settings and sacred songs."72
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I constructed the following analysis after reviewing: Johann George Neidhardts ...
Beste und leichteste Temperatur des Monochordi, vermittelst welcher das heutiges
Tages bräuchliche Genus Diatonico-Chromaticum ... Worbey vorhers von dem
Ursprunge der Musicalischen Proportionum, den generibus Musicis, deren Fehlern
... Alles aus Mathematischen Gründen ... aufgestzt. Nebst einem darzu gehörigen
Kupffer.; Neidhardt, Johann George, Jena: Bey Johann Bielcken, 1706
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Figure 17. Neidhardt title page.
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Figure 18. Neidhardt 19.
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Neidhardt, Johann George. Johann George Neidhardts ... Beste und leichteste
Temperatur des Monochordi, vermittelst welcher das heutiges Tages bräuchliche
Genus Diatonico-Chromaticum ... Worbey vorhers von dem Ursprunge der
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Table 14. Neidhardt 19-20.

C-D
C-E

Ratio 1 Ratio 2 Cents
9
8 203.9100017 j Maj tone
81
64 407.8200035 pythag Ditone

C-F
C-G
C-A
C-H

4
3
27
243

3
2
16
128

C-c
D-E

2
9

1
8

D-F
D-G
D-A
D-H

32
4
3
27

27
3
2
16

D-C
D-d

16
2

9
1

E-F
E-G
E-A
E-H

256
32
4
3

243
27
3
2

90.22499567
294.1349974
498.0449991
701.9550009

j-2c min semitone
j-21c min 3rd
j 4th
j 5th

E-C
E-D
E-e
F-G
F-A
F-H

128
16
2
9
81
729

81
9
1
8
64
512

792.1799965
996.0899983
1200
203.9100017
407.8200035
611.7300052

j-2c aug 5th
j min 7th (L)
8ve
j Maj tone
pythag Ditone
j+1.9c dim 5th

F-C
F-D
F-E

3
27
243

2
16
128

701.9550009 j 5th
905.8650026 j+21c Maj 6th
1109.775004 j+2c dim 8ve

2

1

F-f

498.0449991
701.9550009
905.8650026
1109.775004

j 4th
j 5th
j+21c Maj 6th
j+2c dim 8ve

1200 8ve
203.9100017 j Maj tone
294.1349974
498.0449991
701.9550009
905.8650026

j-21c min 3rd
j 4th
j 5th
j+21c Maj 6th

996.0899983 j min 7th (L)
1200 8ve

1200 8ve

Stepwise
203.9100017 j Maj tone
203.9100017 j Maj tone
j-2c min
90.22499567 semitone
203.9100017 j Maj tone
203.9100017 j Maj tone
203.9100017 j Maj tone
j-2c min
90.22499567 semitone
203.9100017 j Maj tone
j-2c min
90.22499567 semitone
203.9100017 j Maj tone
203.9100017 j Maj tone
203.9100017 j Maj tone
j-2c min
90.22499567 semitone
203.9100017 j Maj tone
j-2c min
90.22499567 semitone
203.9100017 j Maj tone
203.9100017 j Maj tone
203.9100017 j Maj tone
j-2c min
90.22499567 semitone
203.9100017 j Maj tone
203.9100017 j Maj tone
203.9100017 j Maj tone
203.9100017 j Maj tone
203.9100017 j Maj tone
j-2c min
90.22499567 semitone
203.9100017 j Maj tone
203.9100017 j Maj tone
j-2c min
90.22499567 semitone

Musicalischen Proportionum, den generibus Musicis, deren Fehlern ... Alles aus
Mathematischen Gründen ... aufgestzt. Nebst einem darzu gehörigen Kupffer. (Jena:
Bey Johann Bielcken, 1706), 19-20.
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G-A
G-H

9
81

8
64

203.9100017 j Maj tone
407.8200035 pythag Ditone

G-C
G-D
G-E

4
3
27

3
2
16

498.0449991 j 4th
701.9550009 j 5th
905.8650026 j+21c Maj 6th

G-F
G-g
A-H

16
2
9

9
1
8

996.0899983 j min 7th (L)
1200 8ve
203.9100017 j Maj tone

A-C
A-D
A-E

32
4
3

27
3
2

294.1349974 j-21c min 3rd
498.0449991 j 4th
701.9550009 j 5th

A-F
A-G
A-a

128
16
2

81
9
1

792.1799965 j-2c aug 5th
996.0899983 j min 7th (L)
1200 8ve

H-C
H-D
H-E

256
32
4

243
27
3

90.22499567 j-2c min semitone
294.1349974 j-21c min 3rd
498.0449991 j 4th

H-F
H-G
H-A
H-h

1024
128
16
2

729
81
9
1

588.2699948
792.1799965
996.0899983
1200

j-2c aug 4th
j-2c aug 5th
j min 7th (L)
8ve

203.9100017 j Maj tone
203.9100017 j Maj tone
j-2c min
90.22499567 semitone
203.9100017 j Maj tone
203.9100017 j Maj tone
j-2c min
90.22499567 semitone
203.9100017 j Maj tone
203.9100017 j Maj tone
j-2c min
90.22499567 semitone
203.9100017 j Maj tone
203.9100017 j Maj tone
j-2c min
90.22499567 semitone
203.9100017 j Maj tone
203.9100017 j Maj tone
j-2c min
90.22499567 semitone
203.9100017 j Maj tone
203.9100017 j Maj tone
j-2c min
90.22499567 semitone
203.9100017 j Maj tone
203.9100017 j Maj tone
203.9100017 j Maj tone

Table 15. Neidhardt 23-24.
Ratio
C-D
C-E
C-F
C-G
C-A
C-H
C-c
D-E

9
5
4
3
5
15
2
10

Cents
8
4
3
2
3
8
1
9

Stepwise

203.9100017
386.3137139
498.0449991
701.9550009
884.358713
1088.268715
1200
182.4037121
69

j Maj tone
j Maj 3rd
j 4th
j 5th
j Maj 6th
j Maj 7th
8ve
j min tone

203.9100017
182.4037121
111.7312853
203.9100017
182.4037121
203.9100017
111.7312853
182.4037121

j Maj tone
j min tone
j Maj semitone
j Maj tone
j min tone
j Maj tone
j Maj semitone
j min tone

D-F
D-G
D-A
D-H
D-C
D-d
E-F
E-G
E-A
E-H
E-C
E-D
E-e
F-G
F-A
F-H
F-C
F-D
F-E
F-f
G-A
G-H
G-C
G-D
G-E
G-F
G-g
A-H
A-C
A-D
A-E
A-F
A-G
A-a
H-C
H-D
H-E
H-F
H-G
H-A
H-h

32
4
40
5
16
2
16
6
4
3
8
9
2
9
5
45
3
5
15
2
10
5
4
3
5
16
2
9
6
27
3
8
9
2
16
6
4
64
8
16
2

27
3
27
3
9
1
15
5
3
2
5
5
1
8
4
32
2
3
8
1
9
4
3
2
3
9
1
8
5
20
2
5
5
1
15
5
3
45
5
9
1

294.1349974
498.0449991
680.4487113
884.358713
996.0899983
1200
111.7312853
315.641287
498.0449991
701.9550009
813.6862861
1017.596288
1200
203.9100017
386.3137139
590.2237156
701.9550009
884.358713
1088.268715
1200
182.4037121
386.3137139
498.0449991
701.9550009
884.358713
996.0899983
1200
203.9100017
315.641287
519.5512887
701.9550009
813.6862861
1017.596288
1200
111.7312853
315.641287
498.0449991
609.7762844
813.6862861
996.0899983
1200
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j-21c min 3rd
j 4th
!!!j-21c 5th!!!
j Maj 6th
j min 7th (L)
8ve
j Maj semitone
j min 3rd
j 4th
j 5th
j min 6th
j min 7th (G)
8ve
j Maj tone
j Maj 3rd
j aug 4th
j 5th
j Maj 6th
j Maj 7th
8ve
j min tone
j Maj 3rd
j 4th
j 5th
j Maj 6th
j min 7th (L)
8ve
j Maj tone
j min 3rd
!!!j+22c 4th!!!
j 5th
j min 6th
j min 7th (G)
8ve
j Maj semitone
j min 3rd
j 4th
j dim 5th
j min 6th
j min 7th (L)
8ve

111.7312853
203.9100017
182.4037121
203.9100017
111.7312853
203.9100017
111.7312853
203.9100017
182.4037121
203.9100017
111.7312853
203.9100017
182.4037121
203.9100017
182.4037121
203.9100017
111.7312853
182.4037121
203.9100017
111.7312853
182.4037121
203.9100017
111.7312853
203.9100017
182.4037121
111.7312853
203.9100017
203.9100017
111.7312853
203.9100017
182.4037121
111.7312853
203.9100017
182.4037121
111.7312853
203.9100017
182.4037121
111.7312853
203.9100017
182.4037121
203.9100017

j Maj semitone
j Maj tone
j min tone
j Maj tone
j Maj semitone
j Maj tone
j Maj semitone
j Maj tone
j min tone
j Maj tone
j Maj semitone
j Maj tone
j min tone
j Maj tone
j min tone
j Maj tone
j Maj semitone
j min tone
j Maj tone
j Maj semitone
j min tone
j Maj tone
j Maj semitone
j Maj tone
j min tone
j Maj semitone
j Maj tone
j Maj tone
j Maj semitone
j Maj tone
j min tone
j Maj semitone
j Maj tone
j min tone
j Maj semitone
j Maj tone
j min tone
j Maj semitone
j Maj tone
j min tone
j Maj tone

Meckenheuser, Johann Georg
"(b Goslar, 1666; d after 1726). German organist and theoretician . He was educated
at the monastery at Hamersleben, where he was later organist. In 1727 he is known
to have been the organist at the church of St Wiperti in Quedlinburg.
Meckenheuser’s one known work, Die sogenannte: Allerneueste, musicalische
Temperatur (Quedlinburg, 1727), expounds a temperament based on an
arithmetical division of the ditonic (Pythagorean) comma. Although seven of the 12
notes of the octave are slightly sharp, the division produces an adequate equal
temperament. Meckenheuser, however, encountered difficulties in the practical
application of his temperament. Adlung recounted a disastrous episode experienced
by Meckenheuser when he tried to tune the organ at Goslar to his monochord: a
fault not of the temperament, but of technique. The treatise was directed with
considerable bitterness at Mattheson, who Meckenheuser claimed knew nothing of
calculation and even less of musical temperament."74
I made the following calculations and anaysis after reviewing Meckenheuser's
Die so genannte: allerneueste, musicalische Temperatur: oder Die, von denen
respective Herren Capellmeistern Bümlern, zu Onoltzbach, und Hr. Mattheson zu
Hamburg, gütigst communicirte, 12. rational-gleiche Toni minores, oder Semitonia ...
Denen Respective Herrn Musicis practicis ...; Meckenheuser, Johann Georg,
Quedlinburg, 1727

74
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Figure 19. Meckenheuser title page.
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Figure 20. Meckenheuser 49.
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Meckenheuser, Johann Georg. Die so genannte: allerneueste, musicalische
Temperatur: oder Die, von denen respective Herren Capellmeistern Bümlern, zu
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Table 16. Meckenheuser temperaments.
Ratio 1
C-Cis
C-D
C-Dis
C-E
C-F
C-Fis
C-G
C-Gis
C-A
C-B
C-H
C-C

Ratio 2
3600000
3600000
3600000
3600000
3600000
3600000
3600000
3600000
3600000
3600000
3600000
3600000

Ratio 1
C-Cis
C-D
C-Dis
C-E
C-F
C-Fis
C-G
C-Gis
C-A
C-B
C-H
C-C

3397947
3207235
3027227
2857321
2696952
2545584
2402712
2267858
2140547
2020432
1907093
1800000
Ratio 2

214186
214186
214186
214186
214186
214186
214186
214186
214186
214186
214186
214186

Interval in Cents
100.0002678
200.000208
300.0000543
400.0005414
500.000474
600.0002804
699.9998109
799.9999159
900.0208721
999.9997318
1099.946049
1200
Cents

202053
190712
180008
169706
160396
151368
142872
134545
127311
120115
113339
107093

100.9564932
200.9622712
300.96379
402.9919327
500.6712232
600.9647269
700.9691735
804.9304861
900.6085272
1001.337428
1101.863766
1200

Onoltzbach, und Hr. Mattheson zu Hamburg, gütigst communicirte, 12. rationalgleiche Toni minores, oder Semitonia ... Denen Respective Herrn Musicis practicis ...
übergeben von J.G. Meckenheuser. (Quedlinburg, 1727), 49.
74

ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET

ET+0.96c
ET+0.96c
ET+0.96c
ET+2.99c
ET+0.67c
ET+0.96c
ET+0.969c
ET+4.9c
ET+0.6c
ET+1.34c
ET+1.86c
8ve

Chapter Five
Review of selected literature
Mozart, Leopold. Versuch Einer Gründlichen Violinschule, Mit Vier Kupfertafeln Und
Einer Tabelle. 4th ed. Frankfurt, Leipzig: [n.p.] 1791.
Page 70
"On the keyboard, G# and Ab, Db and C#, F# and Gb, and so on, are one and
the same nore. This is caused by temperament. But according to the right
ratio, all the notes lowered by a b are a comma higher than those raised by a
#. For example: Db is higher than C#, Ab higher than G#, Gb higher than F#
and so on. Hence the good ear must judge, and it would indeed be well to
introduce the pupils to the monochord."76
Response:
The words of Leopold Mozart in his Treatise leave no room for confusion. Father of
the renowned Wolfgang Amadé Mozart, Leopold penned one of the earliest and
most important works on Violin instruction. Sources such as Leopold's gründlichen
Violinschule and instructional works by other instrumentalists give a unique view of
contemporary performance-practice techniques at the time of writing. Some authors
are kind enough to share how the techniques of their time differ from earlier times,
or how the techniques of their location differ from other locations. Leopold Mozart
is extremely thorough in this respect, and in every respect. Gründlichen means
thorough and his work is aptly named.
Quantz, Johann Joachim. Versuch einer Anweisung die Flöte transversiere zu spielen.
Berlin: J.F. Voss, 1752.
Pg 43
"...the notes indicated with flats are a comma higher than those with sharps...
so that D flat is a comma higher than C sharp, E flat is a comma higher than D
sharp, and A flat is a comma higher than G sharp."77
Response:
Mozart, Leopold, and Editha Knocker. A Treatise on the Fundamental Principles of
Violin Playing. London: Cumberlege, Oxford University Press, 1951.

76

Quantz, Johann Joachim. On Playing the Flute. Translated by Edward R. Reilley.
London: Faber and Faber, 2001.
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Again, another famed instrumentalist shares contemporary techniques at the time
of writing which are of great value to modern musicians who specialize in early
music performance. J.J. Quantz had a great reputation in his time as a performer and
teacher. On Playing the Flute is one of the most important treatises on the subject.
Wilson, Miranda. Cello Practice, Cello Performance. Rowman & Littlefield, 2015.
Pg 16-17
"Linear Intonation
Pablo Casals pioneered a technique he called "expressive intonation," which
works well in a linear (that is, melodic) context. This flexible system
distinguished between diatonic and chromatic half-steps in melody. Casals
believed that although the tonic, fourth, and fifth scale degrees of the major
scale must be played as strict consonances against each other, the third
degree is "attracted" to the fourth, as is the leading tone to the tonic. In this
system, the third degree and leading tone are therefore played slightly sharp.
Because of this the other tones must adjust: the second and sixth degrees
must also be sharpened. (In minor keys, the third is "attracted" to the second
degree and is therefore played slightly flat)."
"Harmonic Intonation
My system of harmonic intonation is an adaptation of the concept of just
intonation. Harmonic intonation on the cello is structured around the
resonance of the instrument's open strings... If you tune all the strings of the
cello in perfect fifths with each other, it's obvious that the C-string will be out
of tune with the A-string... set a digital tuner to 440, and tune your A-, D-, and
G-strings. Now set the tuner to 441 and tune the C-string... Tune the violin's
E-strings as flat as bearably possible so that it sounds passably in tune with
the viola and cello C-string. You may even need to adjust the viola and cello
C-strings up a little."
Pg 18
"Harmonic Intonation continued:
...the third in harmonic intonation should be slightly flat... the minor seventh
somewhat lower... the minor third slightly sharp."
Pg 21
"...tune minor sixths more widely than equal temperament, and major sixths
more narrowly."
Pg 23
"When to use more than one system of intonation
There will be occasions where both linear and harmonic intonation systems
are called for within a single movement or even within a single phrase,
depending on the context. When the phrase is linearly composed, linear
76

intonation should be the player's intuitive response. When there are chords,
harmonic intonation usually works best. Bach's cello suites in particular,
require us to switch seamlessly between intonation systems. "78
Response:
Miranda Wilson wrote a thoroughly researched and useful text for aspiring cellists.
The depth of her research and scholarship in this work are clear to any who read it.
Her book is extremely well-written and thorough. While in-theory I agree with her
endorsement of an intonation favoring harmonies, she calls it harmonic intonation, I
cannot agree with her endorsement of so-called expressive intonation, and I
seriously cannot agree with her endorsement of alternating between these two
approaches within one movement or even one phrase. She presents an approach for
which there are indeed precedents amongst the finest musicians of the 20th and
21st centuries; however, I must humbly disagree with those musicians who use this
approach. Many musicians may choose to follow precedents set by such performers
as Joachim or Casals, the historical reputation of the artist being adequate
justification for continuing those techniques; however, I am not one who shares that
opinion.

Giordano, Nicholas J. Sr. Physics of the Piano. New York: Oxford University Press,
2010.
"Since the harmonics produced by a real piano string are no longer truly harmonic,
they are often called partials."79
Response:
There are two very important factors to the physical properties of vibrating strings,
those factors are tension, and mass. These affect how the string flexes and how it
vibrates. Due to the inherent inharmonicity of strings with added mass or extreme
tension, conditions which prevent the string from vibrating in the ideal theoretical
fashion.

A Guide to the Understanding and Correction of Intonation Problems; Fabrizio, Al
"Corky", Meredith Music Publications, 1994
78

Wilson, Miranda. Cello Practice, Cello Performance. Rowman & Littlefield, 2015.

Giordano, Nicholas J. Sr. Physics of the Piano. New York: Oxford University Press,
2010.
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"Superior ensemble pitch is mainly due to the understanding and
implementation of the fundamental principle of acoustics... Keep in mind that
the use of just intonation is being applied in order to achieve beatless triads.
In acceptable intonation each chord member should be treated as follows.
Roots should be tuned in accordance with equal temperament.
Major Thirds should be adjusted to 14 cents flat.
Minor Thirds should become 16 cents sharp.
Perfect Fifths should be two cents sharp.
Minor Sevenths should be 29 cents flat.
Major Sevenths should be 12 cents flat.
Major Ninths should be four cents sharp.
Compound multi-voiced chords should be tuned as separate triads."80
Response:
Corky Fabrizio states that he endorses just intonation in ensembles. It appears that
he is promoting the use of beat-less intervals in everything from a Jazz-band, to a
marching band, to a symphony orchestra. Though he only mentions ET in the
placement of roots (often the lowest sounding pitch in an ensemble), he fails to
mention that his other directions are in reference to ET as well. He is suggesting that
Major thirds should be played 14 cents flatter (386.3 cents) than equal-tempered
thirds (400 cents). Fabrizio asks for minor thirds 16 cents (315.6 c) sharper than ET
(300c). Most of his suggestions are consistent with pure intervals, except for his
suggestion that minor sevenths be 29 cents (971c) flatter than ET (1000 c), making
an interval 25 cents flatter than a just minor seventh and 5.5 cents flatter than a just
augmented sixth (976.5c). He asks for major ninths (1404c ) 4 cents sharper than ET
(1400 c) when in reality a just major ninth would be 1411.7 cents. So did he make a
miscalculation or is he suggesting some intervals be just and others be half-way
between just and ET, while other intervals he suggests (like a 971c minor seventh)
make absolutely zero sense in common practice music, let alone modern music not
is there any historical precedent for it. The intonation of wind instruments can be
adjusted minutely through specific techniques such as partially covered holes on
woodwinds, embouchure adjustments for the brass, and many other procedures.
Even if we dismiss the concept that most wind instruments are manufactured with
ET in mind, the adjustments Fabrizio asks for are pretty extreme. It is also ironic
that Fabrizio is talking to students who have not mastered equal temperament, by
asking them to understand ET with great precision, then make precise alterations
from that. The really problem here is the inconsistent approach to tuning. Some
instruments will play ET steps, while other instruments play just intervals above
them, a carefully trained ear will quickly recognize that more than one approach to
Fabrizio, Al "Corky". A Guide to the Understanding and Correction of Intonation
Problems. Meredith Music Publications, 1994.
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tuning is being used, the musicians will most likely not agree, and his goal of just
triads will be only partially realized, resulting in what we often hear in
performances today– some intervals ET, some halfway between ET and just, and
some completely just, meaning at one moment the tuning will support renaissance
music, at the next moment it will support modern music, and the next moment it
will support 17th and 18th century music, and all of these varieties cacophonously
occurring one after the next in the middle of a John Phillip Sousa march.

Pottle, Ralph R. Tuning the School Band. Hammond, LA, 1960.
Pg 4
"The system of equal temperament stands as the logical choice and probably
the only functional approach to desirable tuning practices for school
instrumental organizations. Equal temperament has been the established
system utilized in the tuning of organs for at least one hundred years and, as
pointed out by Stauffer, if any band, orchestra, or chamber ensemble played
as well in tune as a finely tempered organ or piano, the problems of
intonation for that group will have reached the vanishing point. "81
Resposne:
I must say, that I simply could not agree more. Mastering ET is difficult enough,
other tuning methods could be considered advanced, and suitable for those
specializing in period performance. Once a student has developed a facility for
tuning in equal temperament, then they would be well advised to experiment with
historical and alternative tuning methods.

81

Pottle, Ralph R. Tuning the School Band. Hammond, LA, 1960.
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Figure 21. Electronics in educational settings.
Here Pottle shows "youngsters learning the mysteries of tuning and enjoying it".
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Figure 22. Stroboconn.
The Stroboconn is one of the earliest professional electronic tuning devices.
Accounting for such issues as inharmonicity had to be calculated using logarithmic
tables and sliderules, then carefully entered into the adjustable potentiometers on
the device.
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Rousseau, Jean-Jacques. Dictionaire de Musique. Paris, 1768.

Figure 23. Rousseau, semi-ton.

Figure 24. Rousseau, semi-ton, cont'd.
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Figure 25. Rousseau, ton.

Figure 26. Rousseau, ton cont'd.
Response:
Jean Jacques Rousseau's Dictionaire is one of my favorite 18th century sources
because it really is a time capsule of the so called "quarrell des musiciens" also
known as the "quarrell des buffons". On the title page, Rousseau writes that he did
not make his dictionary because he was caught up in the fad or trend with writing
them, instead he wrote because he felt duty-bound to tell readers how things were
supposed to be, because, of course, he knows best. The controversies and
disagreements between musicians from different countries and within a single
country are readily apparent in every entry in Rousseau's Dictionaire. He describes
the competing theories of different scholars and traditions in most every entry. His
entry for "Temperament" is eight pages of passionate soliloquy. The entries for "ton"
and "semi-ton" clearly prove that 18th century musicians were accustomed to
playing in a variety of tunings. A careful inspection reveals that one tuning scheme
in particular was very well represented in the practice of 18th century musicians
(and 17th Century musicians), that is the procedure championed by Duffin in the
21st century and mentioned by Tosi in the .... century, 1/6 comma meantone
extended. As seen in Duffin's work, there is significant evidence that this procedure
was in use by 19th century musicians as well.
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In the late 19th century and the 20th century this time-tested tradition was flipped
on its head, turned around, and lead to nearly 100 years of everyone telling of a
secret tuning procedure, lost-to-the-ages, and they were telling it backwards.

Duffin, Dr. Ross W. How Equal Temperament Ruined Harmony (and Why You Should
Care). New York: W.W. Norton Co., 2007.
Pg 155-6
"...in some respects ET doesn't sound as good as some of the alternatives...
should cause modern musicians to reconsider their exclusive use of ET for
every kind of music. I also believe the one variance from ET accepted by most
modern musicians– "expressive intonation"– works only for soloistic
situations and not for a lot of the playing that musicians do, including
chamber music and orchestral music."
Pg 157-8
"... others will scoff at the long historical pedigree of extended meantone as
irrelevant.... the fact that musicians from earlier times did something is not in
itself enough justification for musicians today to follow suit... what makes it
worth trying is that it makes music sound better... I;m not saying that
harmonic intonation should replace ET entirely and substitute its own
tyranny; only that ET is not necessarily the best temperament for every
single musical situation encountered by today's musicians."
Pg 159

"Although I advocate lower leading notes for harmonic purposes, and Casals,
on the contrary, advocates higher leading notes for melodic purposes, there
is one thing on which he and I agree absolutely when it comes to advising
non-keyboard musicians. As he puts it:
Do not be afraid to be out of tune with the piano. It is the piano that is out of
tune. The piano with its tempered scale is a compromise of intonation. (Pablo
Casals, quoted in The Way They Play 1972)"

Figure 27. 55-divison semitones, Duffin.
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Figure 28. Prelleur fingerboard chart.
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Figure 29. Campagnoli fingerboard chart.
This later drawing by Bartolomeo Campagnoli presents an approach to intonation
that is the exact opposite of that presented by Prelleur.
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Figure 30. Intervals, Duffin.
Response:
It should be noted that in this table Duffin gives cents equivalent of 24 ratios in 5
different temperaments, however, the actual ratios are only given for one scheme,
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just-tuning. And the secret Well-temperament ascribed to J.S. Bach himself is an
irregular circulating temperament, so ratios vary significantly from one key to the
next.

Donahue, Thomas. A Guide to Musical Temperament. Lanham, MD: Scarecrow Press,
2005.
Pg 4-5
"Frequency Ratios
An interval is the relationship between two notes; of particular interest to us
is when two notes are played simultaneously... The frequency of the higher
note in the octave interval is twice that of the lower note, so one may say the
octave has a frequency ratio of 2 to 1, usually written 2:1. This ratio holds
true regardless of the numerical value of the frequency.
Cents"
"...In order to avoid complicated numbers, frequency ratios may be converted
to a different number that will simplify matters... devised by Alexander Ellis
in the late nineteenth century and is based on the logarithm of an interval's
frequency ratio. The relationship is
cent value = 3986 × log (frequency ratio)
... for the interval of an octave the calculation is
octave cent value = 3986 × log (2.0) = 1200
Thus, the octave, with a frequency ratio of 2:1,
has a cent value of 1200 cents."
Pg 7-8
"If we start on the note C and tune a series of 12 pure fifths we end up at c6,
seven octaves higher than we started... if we start on the same note C as
before and tune seven pure octaves, we theoretically end up on the same
note c6... However, the two ending notes do not coincide."
"This can be illustrated mathematically. We start with a hypothetical
frequency for C of 65.5 Hz, and the frequency ratio of a pure fifth, 1.5. Tuning
twelve pure fifths from this frequency means multiplying 65.5 by 1.5 twelve
times, or
65.5 × (1.5)12 = 8498.4 Hz
Tuning seven pure octaves means multiplying 65.5 by 2.0 seven times, or
65.5 × (2.0)7 = 8384.0 Hz
Notice the discrepancy. Rather than dealing with these numbers as a
frequency ratio, we can simplify the calculations using cents. A pure fifth is
702 cents, and a pure octave is 1200 cents. The cent value of twelve fifths is
12 × 702 = 8424 cents.
The cent value of seven octaves is
7 × 1200 = 8400 cents.
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The difference is
8424 − 8400 = 24 cents.
The 24-cent discrepancy between twelve pure fifths and seven pure octaves
is called the Pythagorean comma or ditonic comma."
"Another discrepancy exists. If we start on C and tune four pure fifths, then
lower the final pitch by two octaves, the interval C-E thus formed is a major
third. However, it is not a pure major third with a frequency ratio of 5:4 and a
value of 386 cents; it has a larger frequency ratio and a higher cent value.
Mathematically, the cent value of four pure fifth intervals is
4 × 702 = 2808 cents.
Dropping down two octaves means subtracting 1200 cents twice, or
2808 – 1200 – 1200 = 408 cents.
The 22-cent discrepancy is called the syntonic comma. The difference
between the Pythagorean comma and the syntonic comma is two cents, and
is also known as the schisma."
Pg 8
"The existence of the Pythagorean comma tells us that pure octaves and pure
fifths cannont coexist on instruments with fixed intonation. On a keyboard
instrument, if one tunes the octaves pure, the twelve fifths cannot be pure,
and vice versa."
Pg 9

Pg 17

"The ultimate mathematical goal of this adjustment practice [temperament] is
to remove 24 cents from the circle of fifths... some fifths, fourths and thirds
may remain pure [in some temperaments]... one almost universal priority is
that the octaves have to remain pure...some intervals in some temperaments
may sound objectionable, and in certain instances selected intervals are
"sacrificed" and end up being musically unusable."
"Inharmonicity
Ther are situations in which the upper harmonic frequencies are not exact
whole-number multiples of the fundamental frequency. This is known as
inharmonicity. It is of greatest importance in terms of the extreme ranges of
the piano."
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Figure 31. Chronology of important temperaments.
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Response:
It should be noted here that Donahue attempts to simplify Ellis' cents formula for
the ease of the reader. The figure 3986 is a simplification of the following
( 1200/ log 2 ) where 1200 is the number of cents in a just/pure octave, divided by
the standard logarithm (base-10) of 2 (2 being the number whose 12th root makes
equal temperament possible), the actual result of that operation is: ( 1200/log 2) =
3986.31371386483475, which when multiplied by the logarithm of the intervalratio in question, yields that ratio expressed in cents. Expressing intervals in cents is
commonplace today, allowing one to quickly interpret the amount of tempering
present. Before Alexander Ellis, the reader would be looking at numbers like the
96000:90614 equal-tempered semitone on page 135 of Marpurg's Anfangsgreunde,
naturally modern readers are more accustomed to seeing that expressed as 100
cents, or 99.96052773166657 cents to be exact in this case, or the
4800,000:4530,595 ratio semitone he gives on page 152 which equates to
100.00064993829389 cents.

Cho, Dr. Gene Jinsiong. The Discovery of Musical Equal Temperament in China and
Europe in the Sixteenth Century. Lewiston, NY: Edwin Mellen Press, 2003.
Pg 8

"...the discovery of equal temperament by Zhu Zaiyu in the late sixteenth
century...Zhu's theory was not only known to the early Jesuits who had
served in the imperial court of Ming but in fact was also transmitted to and
shared among the learned in Europe."

Pg 180
"Zhu Zaiyu, born 1541,
Zhu Houwan, Zaiyu's father, born 1518, established as provincial king Zheng
Gong in 1527, imprisoned for false accusations of secretly making efforts to
inquire into the forbidden knowledge of calendar and astronomy (astrology)
and was stripped of his title as provincial king. "
"Although the Zhu family still retained the right to oversee affairs of the
province and to retain all the rights and privileges due to the immediate
family of a provincial king, the young Zhu opted to reside in a mud hut
outside the walls of the provincial court. This was both an act of filial piety
toward his father as well as a gesture of defiant protest against his father's
accusers. Zhu lived for 17 years in this shed with mud walls, thatched roof
and straw floor. And he continued his intensive study of mathematics,
calendrical science, and music, as well as reading the [Confucian] classics. "
"Zhu Zaiyu's self-imposed "exile" from the courtly life in 1567 when a new
emperor, Mu Zong, ascended to the throne... and reinstated the original ranks
of all who had been wrongly imprisoned under the previous reign."
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Pg 185

"He [Zu Zaiyu] had already inherited from the elder Zhu [his father, Zhu
Houwan] the love for mathematics, astronomy, and music."

Pg 185
"Zhu Zaiyu most likely realized that his destiny was to exonerate his father
and correct the rites of the throne, thereby ensuring the well-being of the
empire... in the discovery of the causes of defects in the calendrical and
musical systems, stemming from errors in mathematical miscalculations, that
caused the rites and credence of the throne to deteriorate, which in turn
made the emperor unfit to execute the divine will. The path to universal
redemption was in the discovery of the causes of defects in the calendrical
and musical system in order to correct them."
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Figure 32. Concordance between the ritual tone system and calendar.
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Figure 33. True essence of the ritual tone system.
Pg 196-7
"The concept of an equal-tempered tonal system– or any tonal system–
begins with the mathematical realization that the ratio of tones in octave
relation is 1:2 (4:8, etc.) This mathematical ratio of octaves was already
known in the ancient Eastern and Western worlds. Until Zhu, however, all
the pathways prior to the eventual discovery of the mathematics of the
equal-tempered scale had negaged the simple "rational" ratios, also known as
super-particular ratios, those that are formed between two sequentially
adjacent discrete numbers such as:
1:2 (octave); 2:3 (perfect fifth); 3:4 (perfect fourth);
4:5 (major third); 5:6 (minor third); 8:9 (major tone); and
15:16 ("diatonic" semi-tone).
These simple rational ratios were regarded as signifying truth and beauty of
the natural sequence of – or the logic in– cosmic wisdom. For two millennia,
China had engaged only the 2:3 ratio (and, by inference, 3:4 as well) in
generating the lü pitch series, while Europe recognized also the ratios
mentioned above. Still, all the above ratios are derived from arithmetic
progressions (which, as it might be added are intrinsic to the harmonic
series). When applied to tone generation, these ratios would produce tones
within an octave where the interval relationship (ratio) between adjacent
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numbers (tones) will not remain constant. The closest that both China and
Europe had been able to approximate with such a series was by way of "just
intonation." What Zhu had realized was that a different kind of progression
ratio or proportional relation was needed to create the desired "equidistant"
interval scale system."
Pg 201
Zhu's solution for calculating the 12th root of two, to 24 decimal places, using
an abacus, is demonstrated in the following figures:
i) 2√2 = 1.414213562...
ii) 2√1.414213562 = 1.189207115...
iii) 3√1.189207115 = 1.059463094...
Pg 204
"...there is evidence to support that the decimal system of numbering may
have originated in China... the Chinese had already created a symbol (or
character) for "zero", perhaps a millennium before the Arabic/Indian
invention of the corresponding sign, and nearly two millennia before Europe
finally recognized the legitimacy "nothingness" ("zero" meaning empty) in
mathematical operations."
Response: The innovations made by Zhu Zaiyu are truly remarkable. While it is
known that some information was shared between the west and the east in ancient
time long before Zhu, there can be no doubt that Zhu invented his equal
temperament independently. Jinsong Cho's research demonstrates that Zhu not only
had a unique solution for making his calculations, Zhu also worked in effective
isolation. The degree of accuracy to which Zhu was able to calculate high exponents
and roots with nothing more than an abacus, and he did so using a method more
ingenious than those of others who cracked the code later. It is entirely possible that
Zhu's solution was carried back to the west by Jesuit priests, but it is indeed a fact
that Zhu's solution predates western solutions.

Stauffer, Dr. Donald W. Popular Misconceptions about Instrumental Theory and
Technique. (Birmingham, AL: Stauffer Press, 1998), 56.
"Temperament Habits and Preferences of Professional Musicians"
"What kind of temperament, or scale tuning do professional wind and string
instrumentalists use when performing solo or with other groups of
musicians? Do they use Equal Temperament, the system used on pianos,
organs, and xylophones? Many performers will claim they do not, although
they are not able to explain exactly what tuning they use... this study reveals
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some startling tendencies in the choices of the test group; fifty-four
musicians from the United States Navy Band... forty-eight recorded major
thirds were played for the test group. These intervals were tuned at random
as follows: Pure, Equally Tempered, and sharpened above E.T.... many
professional musicians of string and wind instruments believe that Equal
Temperament is an inferior scale, and there is some mystical artistic scale
which they use in their best moments of performance... [the results]
indicated a moderate ability to judge the intervals correctly on the basis
that tempered thirds were correct and the others flat and sharp accordingly.
A most interesting observation was the lack of correlation between
identical intervals repeated at random in the test. It would seem to
indicate that musicians are not highly critical in their interval judgments, and
that there is some latitude in the tuning of musical intervals in practical
performance situations."

Stauffer, Dr. Donald W. Intonation Deficiencies of Wind Instruments. Birmingham, AL:
Stauffer Press, 1989.
Pg 7

"Although equal temperament has been the established method of tuning
pianos and organs throughout the western world for at least a hundred
years, there are still among musicians many who are of the opinion that is a
decidedly inferior method of tuning, and that they use a more artistic scale in
their own playing. They speak knowingly of raised leading tones, lowered
sevenths and pure thirds, not realizing that these various elements are
incongruous with each other within one scale."

Pg 15- 16
"The meantone tuning demands that the thirds C to E and E to G# be pure
intervals, thereby causing the remaining third G# to C to be much too large. It
will be recalled that to achieve these pure thirds, the fifths all must be
noticeably flattened. By retrogressing down the flat side of the cycle from C
with flat fifths and achieving a pure third between Ab and C, we have arrived
at an Ab that is much sharper than the G#; a condition that exists similarly
between the other enharmonic tones. Thus the meantone tuning and the
Pythagorean scale are diametrically opposed in respect to sharps or flats
being higher. "
Pg 16

"It is therefore maintained that for the purposes of setting a standard for an
instrumental group, and thus for the purposes of this study, the equally
tempered scale is, besides being the only possible scale standard for fixed
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tone instruments; the only one simple and definite enough in its contours to
be capable of being understood by the average musician, who though being
of superior talent and intelligence, is not usually interested in mathematical
complexities."
Pg 17

"It is not intended to insist that the ear of discerning musicians must always
be aesthetically satisfied with the product of a scale obviously synthesized
for the convenience of music production on man-made instruments... It is
evident from study and experience that musicians have a tendency to sharp
their major thirds in melodic contexts, and lean toward pure intonation in
long and isolated sustained chords. It should be observed that equal
temperament conveniently offers a central point of reference between the
two extremes, from which further artistic tuning can be effective if called for
by the ear."

Response: I am very pleased with the thorough and logical approach Stauffer used in
making his arguments. He wrote on the subject in multiple books and journals, yet
his experimental research is what most interests me. In all of his years directing the
Navy band, he was able to methodically conclude many positive and negative
tendencies of musicians. For me, his most irrefutable argument is when he suggests
that any musician or ensemble succeeding in playing as well in tune as an equal
tempered piano would have no further concern for intonation issues. Even if one
dislikes equal temperament, there can be no doubt that it is one of many acceptable
solutions.

Blum, David. The Art of Quartet Playing: The Guarneri Quartet in Conversation with
David Blum. Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1986.
Pg 27
David Soyer states: "Casals suggested tuning the G and C of the viola and
cello a 'just a shade sharp'". (this seems contrary to other information
about Casals' approach to intonation).
Pg 28
Dalley notes that "High-register instruments seem to have an inclination to
creep up in pitch. I've noticed this innumerable times."
Steinhardt notes: "semitones in particular have a tendency to be drawn
slightly up or down as the case may be. In this sense "expressive intonation"
is an essential element of interpretation. ". "among the vertical
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considerations there are anchor points: these are octaves, fourths, and fifths.
When played simultaneously these intervals should be exact [i.e., played pure
(or just) rather than equal tempered intonation]."
Steinhardt continues: "I play a B above the viola's F#... if I want my B to lead
to a C that follows. Should I play the B high? That's a hard choice to make and
shows how the linear and vertical demands sometimes conflict."
Pg 31

Tree: "Yes. We would raise the sharpened notes slightly... We definitely
believe in expressive intonation, but it has to be treated with care...I's sooner
err in that direction than play with a sterile and static equal-tempered
intonation.
Dalley: "The chorale in the lydian mode from Beethoven's Opus 132 would be
a case where the intonation shouldn't be overly rich in implication but as
neutral as possible: with no exaggerated leading notes, and fourths and fifths
as pure as can be... the kind of intonation used sometimes varies many times
within the course of a movement, depending on the musical context."
Tree agrees with Soyer that the problem lies in "coming to an agreement as
to how much the note strives upwards or downwards."

Pg 34

Steinhardt: "You soemtimes find situations where an instrument may have
preceded you in establishing a certain pitch– perhaps at a lower octave– and
even if you think that you could improve on the other player's intonation, you
still have to adjust to what you hear at that moment; you have to go with
your colleague for better or worse. Then, after the concert, you can grab him
by the tie and say, "how dare you play that way!"
Blum asks: "Do you find that young musicians normally need a great deal of
training to become sensitized to expressive intonation?"
Soyer responds: "Only when they've been playing for a long time without
having exposure to it. If they have been taught to listen that way early in their
studies, it becomes second nature."

Response:
The Guarneri Quartet is clearly an authority on the subject of chamber music. Each
member of the group is a recognized expert, and they collectively have more
experience than most could ever hope to accumulate. To hear them perform, the
listener is impressed by their style, skill, and artistry. Of course they play
fantastically well in tune. One reason for this, beyond the fact that they are all
exceptional musicians, is that they have played together for so long a time as to
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develop a consensus as to how to approach intonation as a group. Whether you
agree with their approach or not is another matter, the fact that they collectively
tune in agreement with each other provides the consistent method that listeners
will identify as excellent intonation. Even when they have differing opinions, they
know the other's approach and can compromise or adjust as needed. Personally, I
do not agree with combining more than one approach to tuning in one piece of
music, as they do, however they execute their plan with such precision that it is
delightful to hear. It is noteworthy that they follow a tradition of approaching
intonation that follows a long lineage of great artists.

Lindley, Mark. Lutes, Viols & Temperaments. New York: Cambridge University Press,
1984.
pg 19
"Most theorists between 1550 and 1650 regarded lutes and viols as equaltempered instruments. In some treatises this feature was cited to underscore
the categorical distinction between fretted instruments and keyboard
instruments, which at that time used some form of meantone temperament."
"The list of theorists includes such major figures as Vicentino, Zarlino,
Salinas, Artusi, Praetorius and Mersenne; and probably all composers of the
late renaissance and since have assumed that fretted instruments are not
subject to the limitations of a meantone temperament. Once this basic point
has been acknowledged, the main questions of interest to historically minded
players concern the status of equal temperament before c1550, and the
extent to which players since then may have used their instruments'
resources of flexibility to depart from the theoretical norm of equal
temperament, for the sake, perhaps, of more euphonious 3rds."
pg 20
"Early-renaissance theorists denied categorically the possibility of equal
semitones. Their non-existence was 'proven' by explaining that if a whole
tone ratio 9:8 were divided into two semitones of ratio 18:17 and 17:16, then
obviously one of them would be smaller than the other. Hence the term
'minor semitone', though often applied to the pythagorean limma (256:241),
could also refer to the interval with the 18:17 ratio. But this is the ratio
prescribed by Vincenzo Galilei in 1582 to mark off the frets down the neck of
the lute for equal temperament, to which in fact it is likely to give a better
approximation than 12th rooth of 2, because the latter figure makes no
allowance for the fact that pressing the string on the fret increases its tension
and so yields a higher pitch than the change in length alone would lead one to
suppose."
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pg 37
"...some remarks by Marin Marais (in the continuo part-book to his first
published work) show that an expert on the basse de viole could inflect the
intonation of his instrument to conform with the tuning of a lateseventeenth-century French harpsichord."
pg 78-80
"Mersenne generally took it quite for granted that the lute was played in
equal temperament, which he discussed thoroughly in propositions V to VII
(after reviewing Ptolemy's summary of ancient Greek intervallic theory in
Proposition IV and the first part of V). He delighted in presenting myriad
ways to find equal-temperament positions for the frets, and he habitually
referred to the fretted instruments as being in equal temperament. He would
remark, 'this does not impede one in the slightest from using equal tones and
semitones on the lute', or 'All makers of these instruments are disciples of
Aristoxenus';"
pg 93
"As far as music specifically for lute or viol is concerned, the use of an
instrument fretted for equal temperament is never historically 'wrong'.
Remarks by Spataro, Agricola, Cardano, and Vincentino show that some
players used equal semitones even before 1550. After that date equal
temperament became in most theorists' opinion, normal for fretted
instruments (though only later for keyboard instruments).
For all practical purposes the best and historically the most likely rule for an
equal-temperament fretting is simply to shorten the distance to the bridge by
1/18 for each successive fret.
Precisely how a good player may shade the tuning of such an instrument,
however, is quite another matter. Aron, Praetorius and an 'impostor' friend
of Doni are among those who remarked upon the fretted instruments'
flexibility of intonation. In a viol consort it is perfectly legitimate – indeed delightful – to cultivate justly intoned chords. (every first-rate group which I
have heard does so.) In a renaissance or early-baroque ensemble with
harpsichord or organ, it would be better for the fretted instruments to follow
the proper meantone tuning of the keyboard instruments than for the latter
to be tuned in equal temperament: of music of that period does require equal
temperament, it was almost certainly not intended keyboard instruments.
On the basse de viole accompanied by the harpsichord in a high-baroque
tempérament ordinaire , particular care should be taken to match the
harpsichord's intonation at least insofar as good ensemble requires: Marais,
for instance, appears to have done so."
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Response:
Lindley gives a thorough explanation of the issues that confronted early theorists.
He also demonstrates that fretted instruments frequently employed equal
temperament long before keyboardists. He speaks of the variety of tunings
employed as well as the fact that fretted instruments were also in the habit of
sweetening their tunings by bending the string and thereby accommodating the
different sizes of semitones necessary for just, or nearly just intonation, even though
the frets would often be placed in accordance with equal temperament. His research
demonstrates that equal temperament was the most prevalent of methods for
tuning fretted instruments, however, some fretted instruments would use different
sizes of semitone in order to approximate just intonation. This approximation of just
intonation, would in my opinion resemble an extended 1/6 comma meantone
tuning, where thirds and sixths are not just, simply twice as close to just as equal
temperament.

Barker, Andrew. The Science of Harmonics in Classical Greece. Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2007.
pg 162-3
Aristoxenus says:
"...but we should try to focus on the nature of melōidia, and concentrate on
understanding which interval the voice naturally places after which in
accordance with melos. For if after parhypatē and lichanos it cannot utter
melodically (melōidēsai) any note closer than mesē, it will be mesē that
comes immediately after lichanos, no matter whether it marks off an interval
twice or many times the size of the interval between parhypatē and lichanos.
What we have said, then, shows reasonably clearly the way in which we
should look for continuity and succession; but how they occur, and which
interval is placed after which and which is not, will be shown in the Elements.
(28.20-29.1) Harmonika stoicheia."
pg 297
Aristoxenus
"It is not surprising that those who are familiar only with the currently
prevailing type of melodic composition exclude the ditonal lichanos; for the
majority of people nowadays use higher lichanoi. The reason for this is their
constant passion for sweetening (glykainein). An indication that this is their
goal is that they spend most of their time working in the chromatic, and
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when they do, occasionally, approach the enharmonic they force it towards
the chromatic, and so distort the melody."
Response:
The location of lichanos, the second highest note from the top of the tetrachord
under discussion, forms a ditone below mesē, which could be thought of as the tonic
or final. What musicians in his time found unacceptable, was not the minuteness of
the quarter-tones, but the size of its largest interval, the ditone. The "sweetening" of
intervals is not a new tradition, it is in fact ancient.
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Chapter Six
Conclusion

There is no better place to begin a student's education into the subject of
intonation than with a thorough introduction to equal temperament and with a
reliable source for hearing it (well tuned piano, electronic device, etc.). When
musicians reach the point of wishing to "sweeten" their tuning, they would be well
advised to research the compromises needed for such a choice. In the case of
historically authentic performance for 17th, 18th, and 19th century music, the list of
options is extensive. It may also be useful for keyboardists to take note of how
difficult it is for non-keyboardists to adjust to an irregular system of tuning. Finally,
though a methodical approach to tuning that is 100% consistent throughout an
ensemble is logical, it is not always practicable. A non-keyboard musician playing
with a harpsichord tuned to an irregular temperament may be well advised to tune
slightly differently than the harpsichord (the decay-rate of the notes allows for this).
A non-keyboard instrument playing with a well tuned piano or organ should
logically match the intonation of the keyboard. Equal temperament is the most
practical temperament for most settings. For anyone who still thinks that just
intonation is a better approach for ensemble music than equal temperament, please
keep in mind you will need to memorize the information in Appendix A, following
this page, and determine how to apply that to your instrument and your ensemble.
After attempting that, I believe you will agree, Equal Temperament is extremely
useful in many professional settings and in most educational settings.
Cause for Further Research
Utilizing electronic frequency analysis, it is possible to determine how nonkeyboard musicians tuned their instruments by examining the earliest audio
recordings. Similarly it would be possible to assess keyboard tunings in those early
recordings. While this research would have been fascinating, it was not conducted in
this study. Conducting a frequency analysis of the earliest audio recordings would
provide insight into how musicians tuned at the turn of the century. Due to the
conflicting points of view amongst those musicians, the limited frequency analysis
conducted by other authors revealed inconclusive results. I chose not to analyze
early recordings for this study; however, I plan to conduct this research for future
projects.
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Appendix A
Enharmonic and Chromatic intervals explained by Neidhardt.

Figure A1.

82

Neidhardt, Johann George. Johann George Neidhardts ... Beste und leichteste
Temperatur des Monochordi, vermittelst welcher das heutiges Tages bräuchliche
Genus Diatonico-Chromaticum ... Worbey vorhers von dem Ursprunge der
Musicalischen Proportionum, den generibus Musicis, deren Fehlern ... Alles aus
Mathematischen Gründen ... aufgestzt. Nebst einem darzu gehörigen Kupffer. Jena: Bey
Johann Bielcken, 1706.
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Figure A2.

Figure A3.
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Appendix B
Useful formulae for calculating the properties of musical strings
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Figure B1.
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Askill, John. Physics of Musical Sounds. (New York: Van Nostrand Co., 1979), 89.
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Figure B2.
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Ibid., 90.
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Appendix C
The unusual monochord invented by Johan Daniel Berlin

Figure C1. 85

Berlin, Johann Daniel. Anleitung zur tonometrie, oder Wie man durch helfe der
lagarithmischen rechnung nach der geometrischen progressionsrechnung die so
genannte gleichshwebende musikalische temperatur leicht und bald ausrechnen kann;
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Figure C2.
nebst einem unterrichte von dem 1752 erfundenen und eingerichteten monochordum,
von Johann Daniel Berlin. Kopenhagen, Leipzig: Bey F.C. Pelt, 1767.
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Figure C3.
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Part II
Recital Programs and Program Notes
Recital 1
Sonata for Violoncello and Basso, A Major, No. 6, G. 4, 1771 Luigi Boccherini
(1743-1805)
Suite per Violoncello senza Basso in C minor, BWV 1011, c1720
J.S. Bach
(1685-1750)
Sonata for Piano and Cello in C major, No. 4, Op. 102, No. 1, 1815 L.Beethoven
(1770-1827)
Recital 2
String Quartet No. 12 in F major, Op. 96, The American Quartet, 1893 Dvořák
(1841-1904)
String Quartet No.14 in D minor, D. 810, Death and the Maiden, 1824 Schubert
(1797-1828)
Recital 3
String Quartet No. 15 in A minor, opus 132, 1825
(1770-1827)
String Quartet No. 2 in A minor, opus 51, 1873
(1833-1897)

Ludwig Van Beethoven
Johannes Brahms

Recital 4
Lullaby and Grotesque for Viola and Violoncello, OUP 1930, 1916 R. Clarke
(1886-1979)
Viola and Cello Duet, WoO 32, With Two Eyeglasses Obbligato,1797 Beethoven
(1770-1827)
Duett für Bratsche und Violoncello, Schnelle Achtel, WoO, 1934 P. Hindemith
(1895-1963)
Bucoliki[Bucolics]for Viola and Cello, arr. of pf work, 1962 Witold Lutoslawski
(1913-1994)
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Recital 5
Piano Trio in A minor, opus 114
1891 Johannes Brahms
(1833-1897)
Sonata for Cello and Piano in A minor, D. 821 Arpeggione 1824 Franz Schubert
(1797-1828)
Recital 6
Concerto for Cello and Orchestra in B minor, op. 104, B. 191, 1895 A. Dvořák
(1841-1904)
Concerto for Cello and Orchestra, Eb Major, No. 1, op. 107, 1959 Shostakovich
(1906-1975)
Recital 7
Sonata in A minor for Violoncello and Continuo, No. 3, RV 43, 1740 A. Vivaldi
(1678-1741)
Suite per Violoncello senza Basso in C Major, No. 3, BWV 1009 Johann S. Bach
(1685-1750)
Concerto for Violoncello and Orchestra in D Dur, Hob. VIIb:2, Op. 101 Haydn
(1732-1809)

Additional Performances
Concerto for Cello and Orchestra in B minor, op. 104, B. 191, 1894 A. Dvořák
(1841-1904)
Geoffrey Hershberger- Violoncello
U.K. Symphony Orchestra
Double Concerto for Violin and Cello (For The Heroes), 2003
O'Connor (1961)
Mark O'Connor- Violin
Geoffrey Hershberger- Violoncello
U.K. Symphony Orchestra
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Performance Notes
Luigi Boccherini: Sonata in A major for Violoncello and Basso, G 4
Luigi Boccherini was born in Lucca, Italy, on Feb 19, 1743. His passing
occurred in Madrid on May 28, 1805.
"Italian composer and cellist. A prolific composer, particularly of chamber
music, with a distinctive and highly wrought style, he is the chief
representative of Latin instrumental music during the Viennese Classical
period."86
Luigi Boccherini was born to a musical and creative family. His Father,
Leopoldo Boccherini, was a contrabassist at the Cappella Palatina, and a vocalist.
Luigi's parents, Leopoldo and Maria Santa, encouraged their children to develop
their artistic talents from a young age, Luigi was their third child. Luigi's older
brother, Giovanni Gastone, was a ballet dancer, poet and librettist. Giovanni wrote
libretti for such composers as Antonio Salieri and Joseph Haydn. Luigi's older sister,
Maria Ester, was a dancer as well and worked with Christoph Gluck. In Bologna,
Venice, and Florence, Maria Ester appeared as 'prima ballerina'. Anna Matilde,
another of Luigi's sisters, was a ballerina in Vienna. His sister Riccarda was an opera
singer in Florence. Luigi's training in music began with his father, Leopoldo, and
continued with a local church music director and cellist Domenico Vannucci. Luigi
then travelled to Rome, where he studied with G.B. Costanzi, a cellist. Upon Luigi's
return to Lucca, the young Boccherini was giving the premiere of a cello concerto.
Giacomo Puccini, who happened to direct music at the Capella Palatina and played
organ at S Martino, recognized Luigi's talent on the violoncello and involved him in
music for sacred liturgies as well as more festive occasions. In 1758 Luigi travelled
to Vienna with his father and performed as a soloist at the Burgtheater, to much
acclaim. Boccherini made other appearances in Vienna and found considerable
competition amongst the other cellists. In Lucca, Luigi Boccherini found a more
appreciative audience. In 1761 Luigi gave a solo performance of his own works and
a local critic described his compositions as "of a completely new kind"87. In the mid
18th century, it was difficult to make one's living as a cello soloist in Austria or Italy.
In 1764 Boccherini was given a position at the Cappella Palatina as a cellist and by
1765 he was also recognized as a composer. During the 1760's Boccherini
befriended and performed with such notable musicians as Giovanni Battista
Sammartini, Pietro Nardini, Giuseppe Cambini and Filippo Manfredi. In 1767
Boccherini travelled to Paris and was sponsored by Charles-Ernest Ennal, the Baron
Speck, Christian, and Stanley Sadie. “Boccherini, (Ridolfo) Luigi.” Grove Music, 20
Jan. 2001, www.oxfordmusiconline.com/.
87 Ibid.
86
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de Bagge. Boccherini's performance at les Concerts Spirituels in 1768 included
works he composed, a violin concerto and a cello sonata which he performed. The
following year Boccherini moved to Aranjuez and was sponsored by Prince Carlos,
to whom Boccherini dedicated six trios in 1769. It is believed that Boccherini was a
member of the opera orchestra that served the royal family in Spain until 1770.
Around 1770 Boccherini married Clementina Pelliccia, a soprano in the same opera
company, and they had six children, two of whom lived longer than the composer.
After marrying Clementina, Boccherini was employed by Don Luis as a composer
and soloist for 14,000 reals per year, which was increased to 18,000 reals per year
in 1772. The 1770's were a very creative time for Boccherini, he wrote symphonies
and string quartets in 1771, sextets and quintets in 1773. In the service of Don Luis,
Boccherini wrote many important compositions most of which were rapidly
published in Paris. By 1777 Don Luis' staff also included Luigi's brother Giovanni
Gastone. It was at this time that Luis moved to Las Arenas and brought his staff of
skilled artists with him. Eager to contact other musicians from his remote location in
the Sierra de Gredos mountains, Boccherini established correspondence with Joseph
Haydn as well as Prince Friedrich Willhelm. In April 1785 Boccherini's wife
Clementina suffered a stroke and died. In August 1785 Don Luis also died and
Boccherini decided to move to Madrid. Carlos III awarded Boccherini a pension of
12,000 reals per year and promised him a position in the Real Capilla, although his
appointment was in title only because a position was never made available to him.
In 1786 an additional 12,000 reals per year was awarded to Boccherini by Doña
María Josefa Alfonsa Pimentel, 15th Countess and 12th Duchess of Benavente, and
Duchess of Osuna. In 1786, prior to taking the throne, Prince Wilhelm hired
Boccherini as a composer to his court paying him 1000 talers per year. Prince
Wilhelm was crowned king Friedrich Wilhelm II shortly after. In 1787 Boccherini
married María del Pilar Joaquina Porretti. With the death of Carlos III in 1788 came
the reign of Carlos IV, who was patron of the arts and played the violin. Carlos IV
would often ask Boccherini to perform music with him and his royal musicians. In
1796 Boccherini's daughter Joaquina died, and Friedrich Wilhelm II died the
following year. Fiedrich Wilhelm III, the king's son, did not agree with his father's
support of artists and refused Boccherini's request for a pension. In 1796 Boccherini
sold 58 works (opus 44-54)88 to Ignace Pleyel for 7200 reals. After the death of
Friedrich Wilhelm II, Boccherini sold an additional 110 works to Pleyel for 9600
reals. Pleyel published Boccherini's works according to his taste and thus added
much to the confusion around the order in which Boccherini composed them.
Boccherini published his remaining works with Sieber of Paris. In approximately
1799 Boccherini's employment by the house of Benavente-Osuna ended and
Boccherini wrote six piano quintets which he dedicated to the nation of France. For
a time he worked for Lucien Bonaparte. With the deaths of his daughters Mariana,
Ysabel, Maria Teresa, and the death of his second wife, all within several years,
Boccherini's health and finances suffered, he died in 1805.

88

Ibid.
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Johann Sebastian Bach: Suite per Violoncello senza Basso in C minor, BWV
1011
Bach's fifth suite for cello contains many unique musical features not found
in the other cello suites he wrote. The opening of the prelude reminds the listener of
French overtures with it's stately adagio and dotted rhythms; however the somber
feel of the introduction is quite melancholy. The extended fugato, while not a strict
fugue, is lively and inventive with many surprising harmonic features. In this suite,
Bach calls for the cellist to tune the A-string, the highest string on the cello, down a
whole step to G, giving a tuning of GDGC for the instrument. Any alteration to the
standard tuning of a stringed instrument is traditionally called by the Italian name
for this technique, 'scordatura'. The altered tuning allows the instrument to
resonate more freely in the key of C-minor and the reduced tension of the top string
creates a change in timbre as well, giving the C-minor suite a mournful quality.
James Liu has the following to say:
"Some cellists disregard the unusual tuning specification, but doing so adds
to the work's already formidable technical challenges ... the Allemande and
Courante have a mournfulness reminiscent of their counterparts in the
second suite, but feature richer, denser chording. But as much
as Bach explores the contrapuntal possibilities of the cello here, his truly
sublime achievement is the Sarabande. It offers some 100 notes of one-voice,
single-line playing, with no chords and an unchanging rhythmic pattern. And
yet its mix of great leaps and leading tones convey a lifetime of sorrow and
wisdom. The harmonic structure is haunting, providing one point of tension
after another with little resolution until the very end. The Gavotte galanterie
is chordal and anguished again despite its name, but the final Gigue closes on
a much more ambiguous, hushed note than does its D minor relative."89
Jungmook Lim has this intermpretation:
"Johann Sebastian Bach’s six suites for violoncello solo are an essential part
of every modern cellist’s repertoire. These pieces are primarily dance suites
with Baroque dance titles. Most musicians, theorists, and musicologists
believed that J. S. Bach wrote suites for violoncello solo, BWV 1007 – 1012, in
his Cöthen period (ca. 1720). Because no autograph of these suites by J.S.
Bach survived, nobody knows the exact date of these compositions
composed. However, there is autograph of the partitas and sonatas for violin
solo, BWV 1001 – 1006. Perhaps this fact reflects the original relation
between the autographs of these suites. The title on the surviving autograph
Liu, James. “Suite for Solo Cello No. 5 in C Minor, BWV 1011.” AllMusic,
RhythmOne Group, 2018, www.allmusic.com/.
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of the violin sonatas and partitas is “Sei Solo. / a / Violino / Senza / Basso
accompagnato./ Libro primo./ da / Joh. Seb. Bach./ ao. 1720”. It can be
assumed that the manuscript of violin sonatas and partitas originally
continued with the cello suites as its “libro secondo”. Therefore, the cello
suites can be dated approximately to some time around 1720. Unlike his
former Weimar period and the following Leipzig period, Bach’s main focus of
the Cöthen period (1717 – 1723) was on instrumental works because Bach
was not responsible for church music but simply for court music. The
circumstances during his Cöthen period gave him opportunities to
experiment with various forms of instrumental music. In this period, Bach
wrote mostly secular instrumental music, including 6 sonatas and partitas
for violin solo, two suites for clavier which are French and English suites, and
suites for flute solo. It is unknown for whom Bach composed his suites for
violoncello. Probably, Bach had in mind a musician like Christian Ferdinand
Abel, the gambist and cellist of the Cöthen court chapel, or Christian
Bernhard Linike, a cellist employed at the Cöthen court. There are three
contemporary manuscript copies remaining of these suites, none in Bach’s
handwriting. The most easily accessible and most famous is the copy by Anna
Magdalena who was J. S. Bach’s second wife. Another manuscript copy was
by Johann Peter Kellner (1705 – 1772). He was an organist at Grafenrode,
and he copied several of Bach’s works. A third copy is made by Johann Jacob
Heinrich Westphal (1756 – 1825). These copies do not have many or
consistent bowing marks, and they differ from each other in many details.
For example, slurs appear to have been rather carelessly placed, some chords
are missing, and occasionally the part-writing is incomplete."90
Music theorist Allen Winold wrote an exceptional book about Bach's cello suites.
Winold has the following to say about the fifth suite:
"The C minor Suite holds a unique position among the Cello Suites. It is the
only suite to require scordatura and the only suite transcribed for lute. Its
Prelude is one of the longest movements in the suites and it contains the only
use of fugue form in the Cello Suites. It probably presents the greatest
challenge to the analyst, the performer, and the listener. On the other hand,
the C minor Suite could be regarded as having the most obvious, convincing,
and significant salient aspect of unification of any of the Cello Suites–namely
the extensive and powerful use of dotted rhythms. Even though this is only
prominent in the four movements–the Prelude, Allemande, Courante, and
Gigue–it still meets the criteria mentioned earlier. The evidence for this claim
in terms of frequency is quite clear. In the first portion of the Prelude, dotted
rhythms appear extensively on the beat level and the division; in the
Allemande, dotted rhythms account for over a third of the division level
Lim, Jungmook. “A Performance Guide to J.S. Bach's Suite No. 5 for Violoncello
Solo...” University of Cincinnati, College Conservatory of Music , 2004,
www.etd.ohiolink.edu.
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beats. The dotted rhythms of the Gigue are part of Siciliano rhythmic figures
and these appear in over half the measures of this movement. There are no
dotted rhythms in the Sarabande and the two Gavottes, and there is only one
dotted rhythm in the fugal portion of the prelude. One could argue that
dotted rhythm figures are not unusual in Baroque music. It is unusual,
however, to have dotted rhythms dominate the rhythmic activity as
strikingly as they do in some movements of this suite, and for this reason it is
possible to identify dotted rhythm as the salient aspect of unification in this
suite. The dotted rhythms in the first part of the Prelude are extremely
powerful and prominent, and when coupled with the fugal texture of the
remainder of the Prelude they also give this movement the character of a
French Overture. In addition to the use of dotted rhythm, there are striking
similarities between the "Prelude of the Prelude," i.e., the first twenty-seven
bars of the first movement, and the Allemande. Both are based on short
scalar patterns of three sixteenth notes, and longer step and mixed patterns
of several sixteenth notes. Harmonically there are also many similarities
between these movements, so much so that it would almost be possible to
treat the Prelude and Fugue of the first movement and the Allemande
together as a three-part A–B–A arch form. There are also similarities
between the Allemande and the Courante. The most obvious of these is the
similarity of the beginning of the SECOND section of each movement. The
post-cadential gestures at the end of both sections of both movements are
also similar. The intense concentration on dotted rhythms in these two
movements followed by the complete absence of dotted rhythms in the
Sarabande creates one of the most striking contrasts in all of the Cello Suites,
and this adds to the fascination and mystery of the Sarabande."91
Renowned music theorist Dr. Michael Baker, in his paper A Curious Type of
"Tonal Pun" in Bach's Suites for Unaccompanied Cello92, discussed the disparate
harmonic implications for motivic elements and linkage techniques in the dance
movements of Bach's suites for cello. The repetitions prescribed by J.S. Bach in the
cello suites are an interesting feature, which were once believed to be nearly
arbitrary. Professor Baker's analysis demonstrates that the repeats in these dance
movements by J.S. Bach are more than extremely important formal elements, they
are actually of critical importance to the harmonic function of the movements and
present fascinating surprises for the listener. Professor Baker proves that the first,
second, and third times through a section can convey a completely different
harmonic function to listener than each previous hearing. Considering such
important theoretical concerns as those presented by Dr. Baker, as well as the
historical precedents for performing repeated phrases with variations of emphasis,
interpretation, and ornamentation, the performer is confronted with a theoretical
Winold, Allen. Bach's Cello Suites, Volumes 1 and 2: Analyses and Explorations.
(Indiana University Press, 2007), 245-47.
92 Baker, Michael. "A Curious Type of "Tonal Pun" in Bach's Suites for
Unaccompanied Cello." Indiana Theory Review Vol. 27, No. 1 (2009): 1-21.
91
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quandary. One's approach to ornamentation and interpretation should no doubt be
in accord with the implied function of the harmony, which can be significantly
different each time through whether at the beginning of the movement, in a melodic
linkage from another section, or in the context of the implied harmonic space of a
different key-area. The performer's choices should be informed by a thorough
theoretical analysis of the suite.

Ludwig van Beethoven: Sonata for Piano and Cello No. 4 in C major, Op. 102,
No. 1
Ludwig van Beethoven published his fourth and fifth Sonatas for Piano and
Cello, op. 102 nos. 1 and 2, in 1815. Both sonatas were dedicated to and premiered
by cellist Joseph Linke.93 Beethoven was born in Bonn, Germany, and he was
baptised on December 17 1770. He is believed to have been born shortly before
that. In his youth, he appeared to build upon the innovations of Mozart and Haydn.
Rapidly developing a unique and individual style, Beethoven became one of the
most important composers in the history of western music. In his later years he
wrote some of his most inspired and creative works. He died in Vienna in 1827. In
1828 Schlosser created the notion of Beethoven's three periods, Fétis followed suit
in 1837 and Lenz used the concept in writing about Beethoven in 1852. His first
period can be divided into two subperiods, his early compositions in Bonn, and his
mastery of the Classical style in Vienna, this first period concludes around 1802,
when Beethoven had for two years struggled with the difficulties of deafness.
Beethoven wrote that he was miserable from both the professional and personal
difficulties of his condition. Beethoven's middle period includes works from around
1803-1812 that revolutionized western music. Beginning with such heroic works as
his third symphony, 'eroica', developing into complete mastery with his fifth and
sixth symphonies. In Beethoven's late period style listeners can detect more
intimacy of communication and lyricism, ultimate refinement of technique, works
from this period are profound and mysterious, tender and tempestuous. The fourth
and fifth cello sonatas, op. 102, nos. 1 and 2, reveal the beginning of this late style
while late quartets such as op. 132 reflect the maximum depth of meaning- op. 125.,
Beethoven's 9th symphony from 1824 is possibly the greatest masterpiece of the
composer's life.
"Mass and symphony stand together as the crowning statement about nonmusical ideas in Beethoven’s later life – a ‘religious’ statement to match or,
rather, to supplant the ‘heroic’ statement made in the ‘Eroica’ Symphony and
Moskovitz, Marc D., and R. Larry Todd. Beethoven's Cello: Five Revolutionary
Sonatas and Their World. (Boydell Press, 2017), 292-300.
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Leonore nearly 20 years earlier. Between the two late works there are many
parallels of musical gesture and language."94
"The composition of op.132 was interrupted by a serious illness in April
1825, and an extraordinary ‘Hymn of thanksgiving to the divinity, from a
convalescent, in the Lydian mode’ forms the central movement (of five).
Beethoven’s intimations of mortality take the form of modal cantus firmus
variations dimly recalled from Albrechtsberger; they alternate movingly with
a purely tonal section entitled ‘Feeling new strength’. Cantus firmus writing
is also in evidence in the first movement, as the themes in different tempos
are now closely woven together. Extreme rhythmic fluidity combines with
extreme concentration of detail. Beethoven had never before written such a
deeply anguished composition."95

Antonín Dvořák: String Quartet No 12 in F major, Op. 96 "The American"
Antonín Dvořák was born in Nelahozeves Bohemia on Sept 8, 1841. He lived
until May 1 1904. Regarded as one of the greatest and most important composers of
what would later become Czechoslovakia. While his chamber music and orchestral
music may be his most popular works, he was also a prolific composer of opera.
Much of Dvořák's music is associated with the Czech nationalist musical trend, along
with his contemporaries Smetana and Janáček; however, Dvořák's music presented
much less representation of Czech history and mythology than his contemporaries.
His early career produced several popular operas, several symphonies and he
revealed some very experimental chamber music. In November of 1873 Dvořák
married Anna Čermáková and in the same year he accepted a job as a church
organist. In 1875 he won the Austrian state prize, he wrote the opera Vanda, his
famous Serenade for Strings, an important string quintet, a piano trio, a piano
quartet, and his fifth symphony. Working at this rapid pace, his international
notoriety continued to grow. While Dvořák had been writing historically significant
music for nearly two decades, Jan Smaczny identifies his mature period as ranging
from 1878-1890.96 At the beginning of 1891 Dvořák accepted a job teaching
composition at the Prague Conservatory, yet it was the offer to direct the National
Conservatory in America that caught his interest the following year, he arrived in
New York in September 1892 with his Wife, Daughter, and Son. The following month
he gave his première performance of his recently composed Te Deum as conductor
at Carnegie Hall. Once in America, Dvořák chose to develop and uniquely
Johnson, Douglas, Scott G. Burnham, William Drabkin, Joseph Kerman, and Alan
Tyson. "Beethoven, Ludwig Van." 2001. www.oxfordmusiconline.com.
95 Ibid.
96 Smaczny, Jan. "Dvořák, Antonín (opera) (Leopold )." Oxford Music Online, 20 Jan.
2001, www.oxfordmusiconline.com.
94
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individualistic style, blending the musical traditions he found in America with his
own personal style. Dvořák was moved by African Spirituals and Native American
music. In 1893 Dvořák spent a summer in Spillville Iowa, where he composed his
12th String Quartet in F, Op 96, 'the american', he also wrote Op 97 a string quintet
in Eb during the same year.
“Though there was little musical stimulation for Dvorák in Spillville
(considerable energy had to be expended just to find a piano for his rooms),
his creativity blossomed there. On June 8th, just three days after he arrived,
he began his F major Quartet, and finished the sketches in an astonishing 72
hours. "Thanks be to the Lord God. I am satisfied. It went quickly", he
scribbled at the end of the manuscript... Dvorák's ‘American’ Quartet, the
chamber counterpart to his ‘New World’ Symphony, is among the sunniest
and most endearing creations in the instrumental repertory. A shimmering
halo of string sound opens the work and serves as the cushion for the viola's
presentation of the folk-like main subject, which, like several of the other
themes of the work, is hewn from the gapped pentatonic (i.e., five-note) scale
common to much indigenous music of the world, from the Orient to Bohemia
and Scotland to the Indian and Afro-American songs of the New World. A
cloud of darker emotion draws briefly across the music for the presentation
of the complementary subject, but the mood brightens again for the closing
theme, a delightful melody, as sweet as a lullaby, entrusted to the first violin.
The development section concerns itself first with permutations of the main
subject and then with an imitative treatment of a motive derived from the
dark-hued complementary theme. The full recapitulation of the earlier
themes brings balance, formal closure and complete fulfillment to this most
satisfying movement.”97
“The Lento , wrote Otakar Sourek, is distinguished by the lyrical beauty of its
melodic line, the emotional purity and depth of its expression, the peculiar
charm of its pellucid harmonies, and by its natural flow and variety. The
movement's beautiful main theme, first sung by the violin above a sad,
undulating accompaniment, is both calm and melancholy, touched perhaps in
equal amounts by the composer's own homesickness and by the poignant
expressions of heartache that he admired in the spirituals he had learned in
New York from his student Henry Thacker Burleigh. The song soars higher
and the mood becomes brighter as the movement progresses, but the
plaintive tone of the opening again settles upon the music as it reaches its
closing measures. The vivacious third movement, deliciously equivocal in its
rhythmic implications, is built from two contrasting strains of music. One (in
F major) is lively and dance-like, the other (F minor) is more lyrical and
mysterious, and their juxtaposition yields the movement's structural
Rodda, Richard E. "String Quartet in F Major, Op. 96 "American"." The Kennedy
Center. http://www.kennedy-center.org/artist/composition/2919.
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organization: ABABA. A delightful Spillville anecdote attaches to the high
violin phrase that is heard about twenty measures after the beginning. It
seems that a bird had settled in the tree just outside the window of Dvorák's
study, and persistently filled the composer's room with its songs. Dvorák
compensated for these interruptions to his creative process by borrowing
the song of what he called this damned bird red, with black wings (identified
as a scarlet tanager by the composer's biographer John Clapham) for the
theme of this passage. The finale is a rondo built on a dashing folk-dance
melody announced by the violin. The second of the movement's episodes, a
chorale passage in the style of a Czech hymn, is a touching souvenir of the
composer's idyllic summer in Iowa. This masterwork of the fullest
efflorescence of Dvorák's mature genius recalls the main theme one last time
to close in a spirit of joyous optimism."98
It is interesting to note, that if you listen to the call of the scarlet tanager, it is
immediately clear that Dvorák has extremely accurately transcribed this bird's call
into his composition. Dvořák returned to his post in New York, however a major
financial supporter of the Conservatory in New York faced bankruptcy as a result of
the economic crisis earlier that year, Dvořák's salary was delayed, and he began to
miss Bohemia. He started work on his Cello Concerto and, in April 1895, Dvořák and
his Wife returned home. He concluded his agreement with the National
Conservatory in America and resumed his family life in Bohemia. The death of his
sister-in-law occurred as he was completing his cello concerto, so he honored her
memory in the second and third movements of the concerto, including a quotation
from one of her favorite songs, Lasst mich allein.99 Dvořák continued working at the
Prague Conservatory in the fall of 1895 and travelled to London to conduct the first
performance of his Cello Concerto in March of 1896 and attended the funeral of
Johannes Brahms in 1897. Dvořák devoted much of his remaining years to writing
operas. In his own words, Dvořák commented the following:
"... I consider opera the most advantageous of genres for the nation... large
sections of society hear such music and hear it very often."100
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Franz Schubert: String Quartet No 14 in D minor, D. 810, "Death and the
Maiden"
Schubert was born in Vienna on January 31st 1797, his death occurred on
November 19th 1828. Schubert was from Vienna, unlike many other notable
composers who moved there. His chamber music, orchestral music and piano works
rival those of every other important composer; however, it is Schubert's
contribution to the genre of Lieder for which he is best known. Schubert composed
more than a thousand Lied, or solo songs. Many are collections or song-cycles and
all feature music which reflects the action and emotions presented in the text
through musical motives, Gretchen am Spinrade is one early example, and the
Erlkönig is a later one.
Schubert composed the Lied, Der Tod und das Mä dchen, in February of 1817,
published in 1821 as op.7/3 (D. 531). In March of 1824 he composed a theme and
variations for string quartet, based on this lied. It was published in 1831 as String
Quartet No. 14 in D minor. Later musicians noticed that the quartet shared a theme
with the lied and attributed the title Der Tod und das Mä dchen to it. Otto Erich
Deutsch, the musicologist responsible for cataloging Schubert's works, identified it
as the 810th work by Schubert.
"How Schubert exploits theme and variation form to create a relationship
between the movement and his lied “Death and the Maiden” that spans more
than just the harmonic level. In String Quartet no. 14, known colloquially as
the “Death and the Maiden” quartet, Franz Schubert presents us with four
movements of pure musical genius. The second movement, Andante con
molto, is a movement of particular brilliance. The piece, a theme and five
variations with coda, draws its theme directly from Schubert’s 1817 lied Der
Tod und das Mä dchen (Death and the Maiden). So beautiful and powerful is
the piece that it has become the defining movement of the string quartet...
Schubert achieves this strict adherence through the skillful use of musical
momentum and dashed expectations throughout the movement’s variations
in order to recreate the tension that is present in the song but on a much
grander scale... The song is a setting of a text of the same title by German
poet Matthias Claudius. In the text, a young maiden desperately begs Death to
spare her soul, arguing that she is too young to die. Death replies calmly,
telling the maiden that he is a friend, that he does not come to punish her and
that she will sleep softly in his arms. The poem can clearly be split into two
sections with distinct feelings – that of the fearful maiden and that of the
reassuringly calm Death."101
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Ludwig van Beethoven: String Quartet No 15 in A minor, op. 132
In 1822 Ludwig Beethoven received a letter from Prince Nikolay Golitsïn.
Golitsïn, who was a cellist, wrote from St. Petersburg hoping to commission three
string quartets from Beethoven, offering to pay what he asked. Beethoven priced the
quartets at 50 ducats each and the Prince agreed. These quartets would become op.
127. op. 130, and op. 132. Op. 130 originally included op. 133 as it's finale. In 1823
Beethoven completed his Ninth Symphony, and several months later he received a
new letter from Golitsïn, who wrote, "I am really impatient to have a new quartet of
yours."102 Beethoven started work on the quartets and completed op. 127 in 1825.
Op. 132 "was interrupted by a serious illness in April 1825."103 The following month
he moved to Baden for "fresh air"104 and in time he started feeling better, "it was at
Baden that the A minor quartet was largely written."105 Op. 127 was completed in
March 1825106, published in 1826, op. 132 was completed in November 1825107,
published in 1827, and op. 130 was completed March 1826108, revised 1827109 and
published in 1827.
"Beethoven's illness and recovery touch directly on the music of the Quartet,
which takes as its centerpiece a magnificent Adagio titled “A Sacred Song of
Thanks from One Made Well, to the Divine; in the Lydian Mode.” Though not
specifically programmatic, the Quartet, whose overall structure follows the
minor-to-major, dark-to-light progression familiar from the Fifth and Ninth
Symphonies, evidences what Joseph de Marliave called “the habitual state of
mind of the composer: the fight against destiny, the triumph of joy over pain.”
Maynard Solomon observed that “music here appears to become an implicit
agency of healing, a talisman against death.” Basil Lam summarized the
structural logic of the A minor Quartet in the following manner: “No other
composition in all Beethoven's works shows the unintegrated contrasts of
this Quartet. Once he had become possessed by the unique vision of the
Heiliger Dankgesang [‘ Holy Song of Thanks’ ], no solution of the formal
problem was available other than to surround it with sound images united
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only by their total diversity.” The Adagio , then, is not only the central
element in the five-movement structure of the Quartet, but is also its
expressive heart. The movement's form alternates varied versions of a
hymnal theme of otherworldly stillness based on the ancient church modes
with a more rhythmically dynamic strain marked “feeling new strength,” a
technique also used in the Fifth and Ninth Symphonies. The Heiliger
Dankgesang is one of the most rapturous creations in 19th-century music.
To support a slow movement of such magnitude requires surrounding music
of considerable breadth and emotional weight, and Beethoven chose to
precede it with a large sonata form and a fully developed scherzo-and-trio.
The opening movement, craggy and sometimes even belligerently willful in
its progress, is based on several terse ideas presented in the exposition: a
slow-moving motive in melodic half-steps; a melancholy violin line with
dotted rhythms; a playful little imitative episode that serves as the formal
second theme; and a more lyrical strain presented by the violins above a
galloping triplet accompaniment. There is a brief development section,
mostly based on the half-step motive and the melancholy melody, before the
apparent recapitulation of the themes begins. Though the themes are
presented in proper order and balance, they are not adjusted as to key, and
another full recapitulation, suitably transposed, is required before the
movement can end. The long scherzo, in A major, developed almost entirely
from the violin motive heard in the fifth measure, is paired with a central trio
whose flowing themes are often rhythmically displaced.”110
“Beethoven followed the transcendent Heiliger Dankgesang with one of his
most glaring formal incongruities a little march of four-square structure
whose emotional blandness provides an almost shocking descent from the
exalted realms of the Adagio . This movement lasts only a short time,
however, and it is linked to the finale by an instrumental recitative, as
Beethoven had done in the Ninth Symphony. The last movement, in fact, is
based on a theme that he had originally intended for that Symphony, but
which here becomes the subject for a vast sonata-rondo that gains the hardwon, victorious luminosity of A major in its closing pages."111
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Johannes Brahms: String Quartet in A minor, Op. 51, No. 2
Johannes Brahms was born in Hamburg on May 7, 1833, and lived through
April 3rd, 1897. Known as one of Germany's most important composers, many
musicologists consider him to have been the musical "successor to Beethoven,"112
especially in his symphonic and chamber music. His piano works and song represent
a musical kinship with Schubert and Schumann, and Brahms' choral music
demonstrated his respect for "the Renaissance and Baroque polyphonists."113
Brahms' mother was named Johanna Henrika Christiane Nissen, a seamstress, and
his father was named Johann Jakob. Johannes Brahms had one older sister, Elise,
and one younger brother Fritz.was a musician. The couple had three children. From
a young age, Johannes developed an affinity for reading; his personal library in his
later years contained over 800 titles.
"The enthusiasms of Brahms's formative years were the poetry of the
German romantics, the novels of Jean Paul and E.T.A. Hoffman, and the music
of Bach and Beethoven."114
In the latter half of the 1860's Brahms' spent three years preparing Ein
Deutsches Requiem; during this time he also wrote many songs, a cantata, choral
music, and works for solo piano. 1873 saw a return to one of Brahms' most
celebrated genres, chamber music, writing his op. 51 string quartets no. 1 in C minor
and no. 2 in A minor. The first performance of the A minor quartet was given by the
Joachim Quartet on October 18, 1873115. Both quartets were published in 1873 and
dedicated to the physician Theodor Billroth, who was also a musician and a fan of
chamber music.
"The C minor Quartet reflects a new stylistic phase, characterized by motivic
density and formal compactness. The first movement churns with chromatic
turbulence, rarely settling down into stable key areas or broad themes. Its
language resembles that of the First Symphony in the same key, which was
gestating at this time. The movements are linked thematically in a way that
lends the work a breathless unity. The A minor Quartet is more overtly
lyrical, but still concentrated in technique. The Andante, whose theme is
generated from the constant rhythmic-metric displacement of the interval of
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a 2nd, was justly singled out by Schoenberg as a miracle of musical
economy."116
These two quartets represent a monumental contribution to the chamber music
literature. While the first quartet in C minor was "written under the specter of
Beethoven", remarks Melvin Berger, "the spirit that informs the second belongs to
Bach."117 F-A-F is a motive used by Brahms throughout his works, it has a hopeful
and heroic quality. F-A-E is a motive he has used in multiple works as well, having a
more forlorn quality, it first appeared in his op. 5 violin sonata written for
Joachim118. Berger writes that "Joachim’s personal motto was the notes F-A-E,
standing for Frei,aber einsam (“free, but lonely”)"119 though I think it equally
plausible that Brahms wrote the motive first and Joachim simply gave it a nickname.
In any case, Brahms apparently had a more optimistic view of life than the violinist.
Berger writes that "Brahms chose as his his motto F-A-F, Frei, aber froh (“Free, but
glad”)."120 Brahms used both F-A-E and F-A-F motives throughout the A minor
quartet.
"The quartet opens with the gracefully arching F-A-E theme, followed by a
three-note upbeat, which also appears later in the theme of the last
movement. The development section is an outstanding demonstration of
polyphonic writing, replete with canons, inversions, and retrograde motion,
in which the melody is, respectively, imitated, turned upside down, and
played backward."121
“Over a sinuous, implacable line in the viola and cello, the first violin sings
the warmly lyrical theme of the second movement. As this melody is
extended, the first violin and cello, in canon, interrupt with an outburst that
is almost operatic in character. When the first violin comes back with the
opening melody, however, it is a false return in the wrong key. Finally, the
cello sets things right by bringing the melody back in the expected key of A
Major."122
"The Quasi Minuetto is marked by a charming archaic quality. Two sparkling
interludes, though, come along to disturb the calm flow. Following each of the
interludes are passages that display the telling effect of Brahms’ skills. In an
amazing double canon, the first violin and viola play a slowed-down
augmentation of the interlude theme in imitation, while the second violin and
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cello have a variant of the minuetto theme, also in imitation. The Finale
sparkles with the musical and rhythmic energy of a czardos, a fast, wild
Hungarian dance. Alternating with the varied statements of the czardas tune
is a relaxed, waltzlike melodic strain. The coda starts with the cello and first
violin giving out the opening melody slowly and quietly in canon; then the
entire quartet plays it even most softly, with notes of longer duration.
Eventually, the four instruments pick up speed and volume, bringing the
music to a brilliant conclusion."123

Rebecca Clarke: Lullaby and Grotesque for Viola and Violoncello, 1916, OUP
1930
Rebecca Clarke was born in Harrow, London on August 27th 1886. She was
also given the middle names Thacher and Helferich, though she went by Rebecca
Clarke for the majority of her career. She was raised in England and attended the
Royal Academy of music at age 17 in 1903. In 1905124 she left the school suddenly
when a teacher, Percy Miles, made inappropriate advances toward her and propsed
marriage. In 1907 she began composition studies at the Royal College of Music. She
began a career in music performance as a violist and in 1912 became the first
woman hired by a professional orchestra. From 1919-1924 Clarke toured the world,
including America and received much acclaim. During her tours in America she also
achieved much notoriety for her compositions. Her Viola Sonata in 1919 and her
Piano Trio in 1921 were very popular and caught the ear of Elizabeth Sprague
Coolidge, who was so enamored with Clarke's work that she commissioned Clarke's
Rhapsody for Cello and Piano in 1923.
Few composers have contributed to music as Clarke has, yet the majority of
the 20th century has seen musicologists not giving her anywhere near enough
credit. In the last 20 years there has been some improvement, with as many as 30
articles and books written about Clarke. In the 1970's, the New Grove Dictionary
was about to reduce the short paragraph they had for Ms. Clarke to only one
sentence, hardly noting that she wrote anything. In a 1977 interview Clarke said “I
take this opportunity to emphasize that I do indeed exist…and that my viola sonata
is my own unaided work!”, clearly demonstrating how underappreciated this
composer remains. Fortunately, on the occasion of her 90th birthday, several
American radio stations broadcast her works and reintroduced the public to this
great composer. Scholarly discussion and research of her work took off near the end
of her life and continues to increase today. The New Grove Dictionary now contains
Ibid.
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an 1100 word biography of Clarke.
Clarke’s father was from Boston and her mother German yet they raised
Rebecca in Harrow and she remained in the U.K. until her fifties. At the Royal College
she was the first female student of renowned composition professor Sir Charles
Villiers Stanford, who also taught at Cambridge. She was also a close friend of Ralph
Vaughan Williams and Eugene Goossens. Clarke’s first instrument was the violin but
she was later persuaded to play viola and became one of the most respected violists
of her generation.
Ms. Clarke worked as an orchestral musician under Henry Wood in the early
years of the BBC orchestra. Henry Wood’s pedigree includes having declined the
directorship of the New York Philharmonic and the Boston Symphony to further the
musical culture in England. Clarke became a highly sought after collaborator for new
music ensembles and chamber music. She toured frequently as a renowned chamber
musician; sharing the stage with such iconic figures as Pablo Casals, Artur
Rubinstein, Jacques Thibaud, George Percy Grainger, Jascha Heifetz, Myra Hess,
Bronislaw Hubermann, Artur Schnabel, Guilhermina Suggia, Joseph Szigeti, Jelly
d'Aranyi, and Adila Fachiri.
Rebecca Clarke composed a great number of songs and several works for
chorus but her chamber music compositions have won her the most acclaim. Clarke
rarely dated her works, leaving researches to speculate. Morpheus for viola and
piano, possibly composed in 1917, was a great success and the first piece where Ms.
Clarke employed the pseudonym “Anthony Trent” at the top of the score. All of
Rebecca Clarke’s works for stringed instruments demonstrate a phenomenal
understanding of the capabilities of the instrument. Especially regarding works for
viola, her understanding of the instrument’s capabilities are surely the result of her
exquisite playing technique. This facility for writing music that suits the instruments
is more apparent in her Two Pieces for Viola and Cello than in her works with piano.
The first movement, Lullaby, is simple in its phrasing but rich in harmony and
sonority. According to musicologist Calum MacDonald, this Lullaby is warmer,
richer, and more pleasing than her previous Lullabies for Viola and Piano. Clarke’s
writing surpasses the limitations of the duo medium through the judicious use of
double stops in the cello.
Near the end of 1918 Rebecca Clarke began composing her most substantial
work to-date, her Sonata for Viola and Piano. She started composing this piece on a
trip to Honolulu and finished it in Detroit. The Viola Sonata was entered in Elizabeth
Sprague Coolidge’s Pittsfield Competition in 1919 under the name Anthony Trent.
The Sonata tied for first place with Ernest Bloch’s Suite for Viola and Piano. The
deciding vote was cast by Coolidge, ranking Clarke 2nd and Bloch 1st. Clarke had
previously developed a friendship with Coolidge, making it possible that Coolidge
could have identified Clarke’s Sonata in the supposedly anonymous competition.
Once the results were released, judges and music aficionados were shocked to
discover a woman could have tied for first. Clarke entered the competition again in
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1921 with her Trio for Violin, Cello and Piano. The trio again placed second. Clarke
and Goossens were both commissioned by Coolidge to compose works for the 1923
Berkshire Music Festival and Clarke wrote her Rhapsody for Cello and Piano.
In addition to composing and performing Rebecca Clark has also written
several articles for a journal titled Music and Letters. In one article she traces the
development of the viola’s role in the history of string quartet writing, in another
article Clarke draws some very insightful conclusions about appreciating and
performing the string quartets of Beethoven.
"With the onset on World War II, she moved to the United States where she
redevoted herself to composing while she supported herself by working as a
nanny. During this time, she reacquainted herself with James Friskin, a
member of the Juilliard School of Music piano faculty, whom she had met as a
student at the RCM. They married in 1944. The majority of her music has
never been published and remains the property of her estate."125
Rebecca Clarke was one of the most important voices in music history.

Ludwig van Beethoven: Duet for Viola and Cello in E-flat Major, WoO 32, “With
Two Eyeglasses Obbligato” (ca. 1797)
Many of Beethoven's early works were not published until after he had
become successful and famous; as a result, many of these works bear opus numbers
that do not reflect the order in which they were composed. Some works, such as the
Duet for Viola and Cello, were published posthumously and are numbered "withoutopus number", or WoO. WoO 32 was composed as a two-movement work, yet they
were discovered separately. The first movement, Allegro, was published in 1912126
and the Minuetto was discovered in the 1940's127. WoO 32 "was composed in 1796
when Beethoven was 26 years old."128 which means it was composed between op. 8
and op.9.
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"At the time of its composition Beethoven frequently played viola and wrote
the duet for him to perform with his friend, amateur cellist Nikolaus Zmeskall
who, like Beethoven, wore spectacles. in a letter to Zmeskall, Beethoven
jestingly referred to their poor eyesight, noting that two eyeglasses were
needed to play the piece “...because my eyes are also weak, and thus we are
brothers in affliction.” Beethoven composed the duet as a gesture intended to
enhance their friendship, which is reflected in the light, deft and goodhumored nature of the music. it was, in effect, a private piece to be shared
rather than a work intended for publication."129
Records indicate that Zmeskall came to Vienna as a "secretary of the
Hungarian Chancellery"130. Beethoven dedicated his op. 95 String Quartet to him,
and it is widely assumed that the Duett was written for him. Aside from his work for
the Chancellery Zmeskall was a cellist and a composer. Shop ledgers indicate that
items purchased when the two friends were not reading music include fine quills,
and fine wines. "Many of the letters from Beethoven to Zmeskall discuss meeting at
the local pub, the "Swan." apologies and justification for rude behavior at
parties...".131
The first movement begins with the viola playing an exuberant quadruplestop leading right into a happy lyrical tune, supported by an arpeggiated bass line in
the cello. Contrasts of character, virtuosic passages, melodies constantly switching
between the viola and cello, the entire work is full of charm and humor yet it also
presents the unmistakable genius of the composer as could be found in his more
famous works. At its midpoint, Beethoven has the viola and cello alternate between
arco and pizzicato rapidly in another humorous moment. The work energetically
runs toward its what appears to be its conclusion, yet it is interrupted by a slow and
beautiful serious of suspensions, then leaps back into a bravura codetta and a joyful
conclusion. The Allegro is in Sonata form.
"the entire movement scurries by as an animated conversation between
friends, each echoing the other’s fragmentary “statements” either in
alternation or together."132
The Minuetto is less rambunctious than the first movement. Again the theme
is first stated by the viola with the cello accompanying. It is similarly charming as
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the Allegro, yet gentler in style with a final cadence that could best be described as
sweet.

Paul Hindemith: Duet for Viola and Violoncello (Duettsatz), 1934
Paul Hindemith was born in Hanau on November 16, 1895 and died in
Frankfurt on December 28, 1963. "The foremost German composer of his
generation, he was a figure central to both music composition and musical thought
throughout the inter-war years."133 Paul Hindemith was the eldest child of Robert
Rudolf Hindemith and Maria Sophie Warnecke. Robert Rudolf insisted that his
children endure rigorous musical training regardless of their interest in the subject,
he was "intent that his three children should become professional musicians"134.
Paul was closer to his mother than to his father. His sister Toni studied piano and
his brother Rudolf studied cello. In January of 1918 Hindemith was forced to join the
military and "survived grenade attacks only by good luck"135 as he wrote in his
diary. At the end of the war he returned to Frankfort and continued to lead the
Frankfurt Opera orchestra. In the 1920's he wrote some of his most important
compositions and played viola in the Rebner Quartet.136 In 1924 Paul Hindemith
married Gertrud Rottenberg, who an actress, a singer, and enjoyed playing cello.
Gertrud would often travel with Paul and admired his work and he dedicated many
of his compositions to her. In 1927 Hindemith began teaching composition at the
Berlin Musikhochschule and was reputed to be a good professor. In the early 1930's,
when Hindemith realized the nazi takeover of German politics wasn't going away,
and seeing all his Jewish colleagues fired from their jobs, he started planning his
exit. He wrote the Duet for Viola and Cello in 1934, one year before his masterpiece
Der Schwanendreher. In April of 1935 he took a job in Turkey, several years later he
moved to Switzerland and in 1940 he emigrated to America and began teaching at
Yale University, he would later accept a post teaching at Harvard. Regarding any
differences between the music Hindemith composed before leaving Germany, and
the works written after, he was told in 1949:
"New Music enthusiasts at the Darmstadt summer courses had dismissed his
most recent compositions as ‘old iron’. In response Hindemith commented, ‘It
is an honour to belong with the “old iron”. Music history is full of old iron,
and it was always more durable than new bullshit’ (unpubd letter to Schott,
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29 July 1949)."137
Often juxtaposing experimental and radical musical ideas with the traditional or
even ancient, the Duet for Viola and Cello shares this feature with his grander works.
"At surprising moments amid the complex counterpoint, the composer
recalls the rustic drone of a medieval hurdy-gurdy. If at times the capricious
work seems unsettled, it is no mistake: though the pulse and tempo remain
essentially constant, Hindemith playfully manipulates metrical groupings.
Duple and triple seem in constant struggle until a resolution that seems
humorously simple by comparison."138
Hindemith wrote this duet in a very short time, reportedly only three hours,
understanding that famed cellist Emanuel Feuermann would be playing the cello
part and Hindemith would be playing viola part. Significantly challenging for both
instruments, neither musician had much time to prepare, the work was written
quickly, practiced briefly and then recorded.

Witold Lutoslawski: Bukoliki (Bucolics) for Viola and Cello, 1962
Witold Lutoslawski was born in Warsaw in 1913. Witold was the youngest of Józef
Lutoslawski and Maria Lutoslawska's three children. In 1914 the Lutoslawski family
moved to Moscow. In 1918 Józef and his brother Marian were executed by the
Bolsheviks and Maria took the three children to Ukraine. After the war Maria moved
the children back to Warsaw and Witold began piano lessons. In 1927 he began
studies at the Conservatory while still in high school. In 1931 he began studying
Mathematics at Warsaw University while continuing private studies in music. In
1946 Witold married Danuta Boguslawska. Until 1956 Lutoslawski wrote a great
deal of music he called "functional music"139 which allowed him to pay the bills. THis
included songs popular songs, songs for children, for radio, and for theatre.
His Bukoliki for viola and cello is an arrangement of an earlier five-movement work
for piano from 1952, the arrangement for viola and cello was published in 1962. The
title implies a pastoral scene. According to Steven Stucky:
"Each of the movements is based on folk tunes of the Kurpie forests taken
from the collection by Father Wladyslaw Skierkowski (one of the many
Ibid.
Jankowski, Patrick, Chamber Music Northwest. “HINDEMITH Duo for Viola and
Cello (1934).” Chamber Music Northwest, cmnw.org/music/paul-hindemith/.
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musicians who was murdered in the Nazi concentration camps). But these
are no mere settings of folk songs. The borrowed material is developed
motivically and combined with newly invented material so smoothly that
there is no effect of quotation."140
The Kurpiowska forests are to the northeast of Warsaw. Lutoslawski was a fan of
Bartok, and shared his interest in folk melodies. The harmonic language of Bukoliki
includes, "diotonic tonality, bitonality, modality and synthetic scales."141

Johannes Brahms: Piano Trio, for clarinet/viola, violoncello and piano op. 114
Near the end of his life, Brahms wrote several works featuring the clarinet,
inspired by hearing Richard Mühlfeld play the instrument. The piano trio op. 114
(1891), the quintet op. 115(1891) and the two sonatas op. 120 (1894). Op. 114,
115, and 120 all include the words "for clarinet or viola". The music is well suited to
the clarinet, and the works were specifically written for Mühlfeld142, however it is
clear that Brahms also intended these works to be performed by violists.
The piano trio op. 114 sounds like a love story between the violist and the
cellist, with the pianist playing the symphonic soundtrack. The two lovers sing their
arias, and embark on a journey together, while the piano represents the symphony,
the narrator, highlighting and commenting on the love story between the viola and
cello at times and at other times setting the scene. Brahms allows the pianist to take
center stage at key moments, presenting symphonic interludes between love songs,
all the while enduring such a technical endeavor as playing one of his piano
concertos or sonatas. The pianist is featured heavily in this work and the technical
demands are extreme.
I, Allegro, a rising heroic melody is sung by the cellist and violist in sweet
harmony. Calling and responding like birdsong, then singing together as one, this
movement is exceedingly lyrical. This first movement is vast in scope, featuring
extremely technical passages for the viola and cello, culminating with a passage
where viola and cello climb all around the instrument in whispered pianissimo, a
delicate nocturne-esque cadence that vanishes into thin air with the viola and cello
sounding a harmony many octaves in range.
Bigelow, Anny C.P. The Viola-Cello Duo: Selections from the Primrose
International Viola Archive. PhD diss., University of Maryland, 2002. Ann Arbor:
ProQuest, 2002.
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II, Adagio, the violist begins with a beautiful melody, accompanied delicately,
becoming a sweet aria as the cellist answers the violist's call. The viola and cello
then sing their song together in harmony and reach a dolcissimo cadence. As the
music prepares to change key, the violist and cellist search together with the cellist
leading the way to the new key area. Once in the new key, the violist and the cellist
take the place of the orchestra/piano/soundtrack, accompanying the pianist with
quiet noodling passage-work, while the pianist is allowed to state the theme solo,
much like a film soundtrack signaling a key arrival point in the story, though in this
case it is also the arrival of the development section. The cellist makes an emphatic
call for his beloved, and the violist responds in harmony. Next, the violist sings her
song, unimpeded by countermelody, accompanied only by delicate pizzicato
arpeggios in the cello and chords in the piano so soft that one would think mice
were playing them. The high point of the movement sees rich harmonies and
features a joyful call and response from the viola and cello; happy and peaceful and
content, the movement ends with a whisper.
III, Andante, a graceful dance, with a melody motivically similar to that of the
first movement, the pianist/orchestral soundtrack is again allowed to present the
theme, which leads to variations. Each instrument presents acrobatic
accompaniment arpeggios, one after the next.
IV, Allegro, the finale beings with a heavy and declamatory statement from
the cello, which is answered by the violist in a more lyrical fashion. This movement
opens like a disagreement, but quickly turns to agreement, as the two lovers again
sing their song together. The cello then gives an impassioned soliloquy, which is
responded to by the viola. After this duet, the viola and cello close the cadence in the
key of the development, where the pianist is again given center stage. The piano
now presents an orchestra's-worth of sound in Brahms' most symphonic style, the
viola and cello again in agreement, the music crashes to a halt in the new key. A jolly
rhythm propels this section along, and as the harmony tries to reach more remote
keys, the music becomes momentarily timeless, weightless– then a pianissimo
motive from the piano, then another one, suddenly an avalanche of sound as the
entire ensemble roars into the coda, resolves the theme with a thoroughly authentic
cadence and crashes to a halt at the double-bar.

Antonín Dvořák: Cello Concerto in B Minor, Op. 104
Antonín Dvořák was born in Nelahozeves Bohemia on Sept 8, 1841. He lived
until May 1 1904. Regarded as one of the greatest and most important composers of
what would later become Czechoslovakia. While his chamber music and orchestral
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music may be his most popular works, he was also a prolific composer of opera.
Much of Dvořák's music is associated with the Czech nationalist musical trend, along
with his contemporaries Smetana and Janáček; however, Dvořák's music presented
much less representation of Czech history and mythology than his contemporaries.
His early career produced several popular operas, several symphonies and he
revealed some very experimental chamber music. In November of 1873 Dvořák
married Anna Čermáková and in the same year he accepted a job as a church
organist. In 1875 he won the Austrian state prize, he wrote the opera Vanda, his
famous Serenade for Strings, an important string quintet, a piano trio, a piano
quartet, and his fifth symphony. Working at this rapid pace, his international
notoriety continued to grow. While Dvořák had been writing historically significant
music for nearly two decades, Jan Smaczny identifies his mature period as ranging
from 1878-1890.143 At the beginning of 1891 Dvořák accepted a job teaching
composition at the Prague Conservatory, yet it was the offer to direct the National
Conservatory in America that caught his interest the following year, he arrived in
New York in September 1892 with his Wife, Daughter, and Son. The following month
he gave his première performance of his recently composed Te Deum as conductor
at Carnegie Hall. Once in America, Dvořák chose to develop a uniquely
individualistic style, blending the musical traditions he found in America with his
own personal style. Dvořák was moved by African Spirituals and Native American
music. In 1893 Dvořák spent a summer in Spillville Iowa, where he composed his
12th String Quartet in F, Op 96, 'the american', he also wrote Op 97 a string quintet
in Eb during the same year. Dvořák returned to his post in New York, however a
major financial supporter of the Conservatory in New York faced bankruptcy as a
result of the economic crisis earlier that year, Dvořák's salary was delayed, and he
began to miss Bohemia. He started work on his Cello Concerto and, in April 1895,
Dvořák and his Wife returned home. He concluded his agreement with the National
Conservatory in America and resumed his family life in Bohemia. The death of his
sister-in-law occurred as he was completing his cello concerto, so he honored her
memory in the second and third movements of the concerto, including a quotation
from one of her favorite songs, Lasst mich allein.144 (“Ké ž duch mů j sá m” in Czech).
Dvořák continued working at the Prague Conservatory in the fall of 1895 and
travelled to London to conduct the first performance of his Cello Concerto in March
of 1896 and attended the funeral of Johannes Brahms in 1897.
"Dvoř ák began his cello concerto in New York on November 8, 1894; he
completed the score on February 9, 1895 (at 11:30 A.M.), revised the ending
that June, and conducted the first performance, with Leo Stern as soloist, on
March 19, 1896, in London... We owe this historical curiosity, along with
some of Dvoř ák’s most popular music, to Jeannette M. Thurber, the wife of a
New York wholesale grocer, who exhausted her husband’s millions
Smaczny, Jan. "Dvořák, Antonín (opera) (Leopold )." Oxford Music Online, 20 Jan.
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establishing an English-language opera company that folded and a National
Conservatory of Music that flourished long enough to entice Dvoř ák to settle
temporarily in the New World. The composer agreed to serve as director of
her school for $15,000... In 1892, Dvoř ák was as famous as any composer
alive. Taking on an administrative title and a heavy teaching schedule was
probably an unfortunate waste of his time and talents, although the music
Dvoř ák wrote in this country includes some of his best: a string quartet and a
string quintet (both titled American) composed in Spillville, Iowa; the New
World Symphony; and this cello concerto... After the premiere of the New
World Symphony in 1893, Dvoř ák said, “I know that if I had not seen America
I never would have written my new symphony.” The cello concerto shows no
such outward signs of the composer’s American experience—it doesn’t
imitate the rhythms and melodies of the native music he heard in the United
States—and has often been accepted as an early warning sign of his
homesickness."145

Dmitri Shostakovich: Concerto for Violoncello and Orchestra in Eb major, No.
1, Op. 107
Dmitry Shostakovich was born in St. Peterburg in 1906 and died in Moscow
in 1975. "Generally regarded as the greatest symphonist of the mid-20th
century,"146 he was one of the most important composers of the modern era. His
awareness of the atrocities happening all around him, living under the oppressive
policies of Stalin, Shostakovich's life was not an easy one. Having witnessed his
friends being hauled away to death camps, and living under constant fear of being
condemned himself, he had to find a way to continue making music and criticizing
the government for its atrocities against mankind.
" He found the solution largely by continuing to moderate his style in the
direction of ‘acceptable’ lyrical and heroic intonations, while at the same time
devising an interplay of contextual and intertextual meanings which could
modify or even contradict the surface impression."147
Mstislav Rostropovich (1927-2007) and Shostakovich were good friends and
Huscher, Phillip. "Program Notes Dvorak Cello Concerto." Chicago Symphony
Orchestra.
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musical collaborators. When Rostropovich was a student at the Moscow
Conservatory, he attended Shostakovich's orchestration class. Rostropovich was a
fan of Shostakovich's music from an early age, and after Shostakovich heard
Rostropovich play, he was understandably impressed. In the 1950's Shostakovich
and Rostropovich performed Shostakovich's Cello Sonata across Russia.
Rostropovich had long wished for Shostakovich to write a cello concerto, but he was
advised to never ask Shostakovich about it if he wanted it to happen, and in 1959
the concerto appeared. Excited to have such a fantastic piece of music to learn,
Rostropovich memorized the entire concerto in only a few days. According to
Elizabeth Wilson, Rostropovich received the score, memorized it in just only four
days, then arrived at Shostakovich's home when the following dialogue occured:
"Now just hang on a minute while I find a music stand," Shostakovich said.
The cellist answered: "Dmitri Dmitriyevich, but I don't need a stand."
"What do you mean, you don't need a stand, you don't need one?"
"You know, I'll play from memory."
"Impossible, impossible..."148
Rostropovich then performed the entire concerto for Shostakovich in his home,
joined by a few friends who had come to hear the new work, then they all ate dinner.
Two months later Rostropovich gave the premiere performance of the concerto
with Mravinsky conducting the Leningrad Philharmonic at Bol'shoy Hall on October
4th 1959. The concerto was an immediate success. It is said that in the two months
between the gathering at Shostakovich's home and the premiere in Leningrad, some
alterations to the score were added following discussions between Shostakovich
and Rostropovich. It is likely that these alterations made the work even more
virtuosic, with the composer being amazed at what the cellist could accomplish on
the instrument.
"Once you have heard the concerto's opening motif, played by the cello, you
are unlikely ever to forget this four-note theme. (It is immediately
recognizable when quoted in Shostakovich's Eighth String Quartet of 1960.)
Varied, developed, and taken into successively higher registers of the solo
instrument, this little motif dominates the entire movement - and more. An
insistent second theme appears a little later, and the music gradually gains in
excitement and technical virtuosity. The solo cello plays almost without
intermission, though it is joined by the clarinet and especially by the horn, as
"assistant" soloists. The end of the movement returns to the opening theme
in its original low register."149
Movements II, III, and IV are performed without interruption. The second
Laki, Peter, Cello Concerto No. 1 in E-Flat Major, Op. 107.” The Kennedy Center,
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movement sounds like a dream, with eerie sounds from the artificial harmonics and
flageolets in the cello and the creepy sound of the glockenspiel against the rich
pianissimo harmonies of the orchestra several octaves lower. The melody has a
simple quality, reminiscent of a folk song yet the movement is very atmospheric.
Beginning gentle and calm, like a dream, and the mid-point of the movement is like a
scream or a nightmare, then it returns to its calm and gentle landscape, smoothly
connecting to the third movement. The third movement is labeled "cadenza" and is
entirely unaccompanied. While it is extremely demanding to perform, it is not
virtuosic simply for the sake of showing off, as many cadenzas from the past.
"Russian critic Lev Ginzburg aptly called it a "monologue-recitative." The
movement, although exceedingly hard to perform, is not a mere display of
technical difficulties but, in Ginzburg's words, a piece of "deep meditation,
reaching philosophical heights.""150
The cadenza begins slowly and gradually increases intensity. Climbing all around
the instrument, the last third of the cadenza builds to the explosive frenzy of last
movement, requiring the cellist to create the phenomenal energy about to be
unleashed by the orchestra. The finale sounds like a kind of dance to many, though
in this case it is more of a danse macabre. The tempo is incredibly fast, and the
intensity never lets up, only increasing more and more. In other works, like his op.
67 piano trio, this type of music represents the horrors of genocide, death, and war.
Highly chromatic, the finale of the cello concerto gives the listener a general sense of
terror, alternating dudple, triple and compound hypermeters so rapidly that the
listener is given a constant sense of being off-balance while running from monsters.
"As a kind of private joke, Shostakovich concealed in this movement some
distorted fragments of a folksong from Georgia in the Caucasus, Stalin's
birthplace; the song, "Suliko," had reportedly been the late dictator's
personal favorite. But even Rostropovich confessed: "I doubt if I would have
detected this quote if Dmitri Dmitriyevich hadn't pointed it out to me.""151

Antonio Vivaldi: Sonata in A minor, RV 44, No. 7
Antonio Vivaldi was born in Venice on March 4, 1678 and died in Vienna July
8, 1741. One of the most immediately recognizable names of the Baroque era in
western music.
"The most original and influential Italian composer of his generation, he laid
the foundations for the mature Baroque concerto. His contributions to
150
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musical style, violin technique and the practice of orchestration were
substantial, and he was a pioneer of orchestral programme music."152
A violinist as well as a composer, Vivaldi taught violin at Ospedale della Pietà in
Venice starting in 1703. It was a school for the orphaned, abandoned, and the
impoverished. In 1704 his duties were increased to include teaching more
instruments and creating an ensemble. By this time he heavily focused on his career
in music composition. In 1709 he was dismissed from the school, the reasons for his
dismissal are unknown. In 1711 he was asked to return to the Pietà as maestro di
violino, and in 1713 he was asked to write sacred music and work in the music
ministry of the Church at Pietà. By March of 1716 his contract was terminated again.
In May of 1716 he was rehired as maestro de' concerti.
In 1711 Vivaldi's L'estro armonico was released by the Dutch publisher Etienne
Roger, of Amsterdam, and it became the "most influential music publication of the
first half of the 18th century."153
"Vivaldi was so unconventional a man and musician that he was bound to
elicit much adverse comment in his lifetime. His vanity was notorious: he
boasted of his fame and illustrious patrons, and of his fluency in composition,
asserting before De Brosses that he could compose a concerto in all its parts
more quickly than it could be copied. In many cases these claims were clearly
exaggerated.... Vivaldi was praised more readily by his contemporaries as a
violinist than as a composer, though few went as far as Goldoni, who
categorized him as ‘excellent joueur de violon et compositeur médiocre’...
Uffenbach's report of his ending the accompaniment to an operatic aria with
‘a fantasy [i.e. cadenza, or ‘capriccio’] which really terrified me, for such has
not been nor can ever be played; he came with his fingers within a mere
grass-stalk's breadth of the bridge, so that the bow had no room – and this on
all four strings with imitations and at incredible speed’ vividly captures his
predilection for extremely high positions, cadenza-like passages and multiple
stopping. Such pyrotechnics undoubtedly hindered his acceptance as a
serious composer."154
Manuscripts of his compositions circulated, and people made copies so they could
enjoy his music; however some copyists may have made unauthorized copies. Many
of his works have been lost, and in some cases the unauthorized copies are all that
remain, causing difficulty in establishing chronology for musicologists.
"Vivaldi didn't bother to publish his cello sonatas. Six sonatas have been
published in Paris by Charles-Nicolas Le Clerc in the late 1730s. It is likely
this happened without Vivaldi's knowledge. The publisher tried to exploit the
Talbot, Michael. “Vivaldi, Antonio (Lucio).” Oxford Music Online, 2001.
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popularity of the cello in France at the time, and simply put together six
sonatas which were circulating in manuscript... Some sonatas may originally
have been written for the pupils of the Ospedale, others were the result of
commissions by dilettantes, mostly aristocrats. One of them could have been
Count Rudolf Franz Erwein von Schönborn, for whom Giovanni Benedetto
Platti also composed a considerable number of pieces. The Sonatas in g minor
(RV 42) and in B flat (RV 46) are included in the library of the Counts of
Schönborn-Wiesentheid."155

Joseph Haydn: Concerto for Violoncello and Orchestra in D major, Hob. VIIb/2,
1783
Joseph Haydn wrote 108 symphonies, he wrote operas, concertos, sonatas,
and some of the finest string quartets. He was born in Rohau, Austria on March 31
1732 and died in Vienna on May 31, 1809. He was employed by the Esterházy family
as vice-kapellmeister from 1761-1765 and as kapellmeister from 1766-1790. Haydn
is considered by many to be the "father of symphony"156 as well as the father of the
string quartet.
The second cello concerto in D major appeared in a thematic catalog of his
works, "compiled under his supervision in 1805." The catalog lists the date written
on the score as 1783 and the score was in existence until the mid 19th century, after
that point the manuscript appears to have been lost. Antonin Kraft, a cellist in the
Esterházy orchestra, was once thought to have written it, however it is now believed
to be entirely the work of Haydn. It is believed that Haydn actually wrote more than
two cello concertos but they have been lost. Haydn also wrote two concertos that
could potentially be played on cello, Hob. VIIc:1 is a concerto for violone (an
oversized cello also called a church bass) and Hob. XIII is a concerto for baryton, an
instrument played enthusiastically by Nikolaus I, Prince Esterházy. As a result of
Nikolaus' interest in the baryton, Haydn wrote many works featuring the
instrument.
"4to Whenever His Princely Highness commands, the vice-Kapellmeister is
obligated to compose such works of music as His Highness may demand;
Veen, Johan van, International, MusicWeb. “Vivaldi Cello Sonatas: Classical Music
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further not to communicate [such] new compositions to anyone, still less
allow them to be copied [for others], but to reserve them entirely and
exclusively for His Highness; most of all to compose nothing for any other
person without prior knowledge and gracious consent."157
The first and second cello concertos in C major and D major were composed
specifically for Antonin Kraft. It is likely that Kraft advised Haydn on technical
matters of cello technique.
This concerto has three movements: Allegro moderato, Adagio, and Rondo
(Allegro). The first movement is composed in sonata form, with the first statement
of the theme in the violins, which is repeated by the winds. The second theme is
introduced by the violins as well. The cellist repeats the first theme against a
reduced orchestration and adds a flourish at the end of the phrase. Immediately
virtuosic passages occur in the solo line, gracefully embellishing the material heard
before. The second theme is played by the cello, first in the rich low register then in
the singing high register, again immediately introducing difficult passagework. The
countermelody is beautifully harmonized with double-stopping in the cello, as the
calm before the storm. At the height of the development section challenging
gymnastics for the soloist abound. A grand cadenza occurs near the end of the
movement, with a joyful reiteration of the main theme with winds closing the
movement.
The solo cello introduces the theme at the very start of the second
movement. Marked adagio, the second movement requires the cellist to sing long
phrases over a delicate background, and must be careful not to play too slowly. A
brief interlude from the orchestra prepares the solo cello to expand on the second
half of the main theme, mild variations on the theme occur and a very breif cadenza
sets up the orchestral resolution. The second movement is a gentle aria, reminiscent
of a Romanze.
The third movement is a boisterous and happy Rondo. Marked allegro and
presenting a very catchy tune, it sounds like something a child might sing while
skipping through a field, which has led writers to compare this first theme with the
tune ""Here we go gathering nuts in May"."158 The first theme (A) is simple, simple
enough to whistle, while the second theme (B) has shorter note values and a greater
range of pitches, both themes are introduced by the soloist. The third theme (C) is
again very tuneful like the first theme, and all three themes share several motivic
elements. Variation is a key component in this movement with each repetition,
interjected by moments for the soloist to demonstrate technical facility, one such
example is disguised as a graceful embellishment of the third theme with double
stops, when executed properly should sound simple, yet in practice is quite difficult.
Ibid.
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At times lightning runs around the cello are used to pass the melody from the soloist
back to the orchestra. Rapid double-stopping of octaves, embellished with sixteenthnotes, is used for flair. The first theme returns to bring the movement to its close.
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